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^ \^
Perspectives Each student at Washington-Lee High School had his or her own

unique VIGW of the world. This community, comprised of 1,474 students, was rich with a

diversity of culture and ethnicity. Students represented a wide Spectrum of people from

over 50 world COUIltriGS. This community found strength in its diversity during a year

filled with challenges. Students maintained a pOSltlVG and focused OlltlOOK during

and after the tragedy of Sept 11, 2001. No one can deny the impact of the tragedy on our

community and nation. The Arlington community responded with overtexpreSSI OilS

of support, kindness, and healing. The Stretig thS of W-L shone through with collections

of money, food, and clothing to 3SSJSt victims at home and abroad. The spririt of The

Generals did not waver as the resurgance of patriotism was evident during the the celebration

of Spirit week and homecoming. This was the year 2001-2002 as seen through the ey©S

of the students, faculty, and administration of Washington-Lee High School.

-. Allie O'Brand
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Veronica Rivera & Br Sarah Burns & Sarah Henninger homecoming parade
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Lillian Perez, Javier Perez

Ms McMahon, Jessica Finger,
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Meaghan Kellogg, Alicia Kenworthy

Eric Sorrell
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Trisa Matin, Maisha,

Katherine Ledinh, Amber Kurtz,

Anannya Ahmed

Martin Ocegueza, Genevie Herrera
Brian Lam, Dy Binn
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Margarett Beardsworth Rachael Rimer
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Hanna Aler

Amber Kurtz Michael Berger

38 student life



Charles Amazeen Luanna Azulay Anneka Preston

alumni parents 39



Gary Brown and

Jordan Gutoski

April Turner Adbar Tsegaya

40 student life



Mazareth Juleyma Mendez and

Gothoi Gunasekera
Joseph Santoro

food craving 4

1



'era. Crashawn
Anderson, Daniel Davis

Michael Coy

Sokha Chhim Kristen Corcoran

42 student life



Kelly Johnson, Sara Sierra Nick Hale, Jennifer Mead Joseph Thompson. Sunny Shahpaj

time of day 4



Growing. Seeing the world from many different points of view was impacted by many

factors, including culture, grade level, and circle of friends.- The people who made up the

community brought a wide range of cultural and grade level experiences. All of these people

came together to support each other during the joys and challenges of the school year.

The 450 students in the freshman class brought the fresh perspective of seeing high

school classes and events for the first time. The approximately 340 members of the sophomore

class came with one year of experience. This allowed more freedom and creative

potential. The 300 juniors began to TOCUS on thoughts of college and career choices while

planning for the significant events. SetllOTS. This was the last year of high school for 290

seniors that could relish in the accomplishments of the last four years. The Community

had much to be proud of in the people that worked, played, and created during the 2001-2002

school year.

RC

Q

Jane Dyer Jenco Pittman

44 people



Jessica Niaer Jessica Lemmer Tommy Foster

divider 45



freshmen
HrFJSfi
Emilv Harmon

"The worst thing about

being a freshman is that

people on the varsity

basketball team make me «

work for them (putting

stuff away), but it pa\ rs off

in the end."

Maxwell Kodis-Beach

"The huge amount of

homework that we get is

the worst thing about

being a freshman."

Amanda Lemau

1L1

"1 really like meeting all

the diverse new strangers,

but I don't like all the

homework and tests we
get."

Erick Perez

"
I he worst thing about

being a freshman would

definitely have to be that a

lot of people are older

than you and they pi< k on

you."

46 people



Nadeem Abbasi

Dalfa Ahmed
Lana Ahmed
"i assine Ail Said

Muhammad Akhtar

Munni Akter

Marium Ali-Munni

Varinia Aliss

Cepand Alizadeh

Alsides Alvarez

David Amaya
Emely Amaya
Richard Amaya
fessie Ambrose
Alvaro Amurrio
Crashawn Anderson

Miguel Angulo
Edith Arandia

Kais Arbi

Fabiola Argote

Milton Argueta

Juan Arias

Kelly Armely
Alexis Arriaza

Maria Arroyo

Sergio Arze

Evelyn Ascencio

Daniel Ayala

Susanne Aziz

Luanna Azulay

David Baker

Shaqunna Ball

Christopher Bangs

Sarah Barnett

Pablo Barron

Hawa Barry

Julia Battocchi

Kimberlee Baugh
Enkhzorig Bayanjargal

Alison Beale

Luke Beckman
Rozina Begum
Claudia Benitez

Fidel Benitez

Nelson Benitez-Ortiz

Kera Blackwell

Christopher Blank

Kellev Bledsoe

Jose Bonilla

Jessica Borja

Mohamed-K Bouarrouj

Whitney Boutelle

Erin Boyd

Kari Bradberry

Victoria Brayton

Keegan Brooks

Tyronde Broussard

Gary Brown
Natalie Brown
Shetara Brown
Blaire Buergler

Sarah Burner

Elizabeth Byrnes

Carlos Cabrera
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Brenda Covarrubias

"The choices we make are

now more important

,
because one wrong
decision can change your

life drastically."

Maria Smith

"In middle school cliques

and image were a huge
deal. People had problems

with accepting anything

different. In high school,

people are more accepting

and less shallow. It's okay

to associate with people

that don't look like you."

Catherine Rothwell

"High school is when you

make decisions that will

impact the rest of your

life. It's moir important to

do well and to prepare

yourself for the future."

fames Robinson

"1 ligh school is nothing

like it is in the movies. It

has opened my eyes to a

world of diversity and

challenges."

48 people
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KelseyCahill

Claudia Caihuara

Eric Calderon

David Calhoun

Kate Callahan

Laura Callow

Grecia Campos
Shari Caroe-Mead

Olinda Carranza

Jotanna Carretino

Ethan Carroll

Diana Castillo

Fernando Castillo

William Castle

Andres Castro

W'ilmer Castro

Shirley Caussin

Daniel Cavanaugh
Zainab Challey

Usman Chaudhri

Laura Chavez

Angel Chevez

Jessie Chirinos

Aida Claure

Charles Cofield

Lissette Collado

Phillip Constans

Jose Coronado
Diego Corrales

Michael Coy
Lizeth Cruz

Marbin Cruz

Skharlenth Cuellar

Zacchaeus Cunningham
Mebebs Cuseyoum
Alexandra Custer

Billy Dale

Christen Davies

Daniel Davis

Donta Davis

Marcelo Daza

Gustavo De Leon

Akual Deng
Lual Deng
John Denton

Gustavo Diaz

Jose Diaz-Cabrera

Regis Diethorn

Matthew Dinan

Denis Dobrovolski

Eleanor Dorfman
Barbara Dunlap

Brittany Edwards

Jennie Ehrenhalt

Abigail Eisley

Mykel Elam

Xavier Eliopoulos

Perry Ellis

Imane Elyounsi

John Erkenbrack

Morena Escobur

Jennifer Espinoza

Matthew Essig

Abidail Estrada
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eshmen

Peter Sambo

"My favorite aspect of

high school is that it's fun,

because these are the last

years of our childhood so.

we can't waste anv of it."

I

Andrew Rosado

"My favorite aspect of

high school is the fact that

we have a larger variety of

friends and we have more
choices to pick from, like

in classes and the friends

we make."

Laura Chavez

"In high school things are

a little more loose. And
we have more freedom

and responsibilities."

Nhat Phan

"My favorite aspect of

high school are the friends

that are there for you

when you need them."

«l51iPi

50 people



Jennifer Everdale

Anniea Ewell

Kaniz Fatema

Caitlin Felker

Felicia Fernandes

Graciela Ferrufino

Jimena Ferrufino

Martha Ferrufino

Ashley Finan

Jorge Flores

Maria Fuller

Fermin Fuseda

William Gabler

Nayab Gagosh
Karen Gamboa
Nancy Gavidia

Adom Getachew

Feven Ghebremedhin
Samya Ghoul
Rebecca Gimbel

Stephanie Glass

Sanders Gonzalez

Deborah Gonzalez

Glendv Gorzalez

Maria Granados

Wilber Granados

Claire Grandy
Gina Grantham
William Grothman
Julio Guardado
Jessica Guerra

Hannah Guthrie

Adonis Gutierrez

Eloiza Guzman
Salvador Guzman
Arzo Haider

Ian Hall

Emily Harmon
Sarah Haseltine

Tamia Haskins

Yasmin Hassan

Traynia Henderson

Sarah Henninger

Moyses Hernandez

Caroline Herrera

James Higgins

Larry Hill

Antony Hodge
Amber Hodgen
Ariel Huberts

Meaghan Hudson
Molly Huff

Vincent Huff

Amy Hufford

Brendan Hurley

Tien Huynh
Douglas Iraheta

Vanessa Iriarte-Maldonado

Allison Ives

Andre Jackson

Catherine Jacobs

Mohamed Jammeh
Nicolas Jaramillo

class of 2005
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Whitnev Boutelle

"The hardest thing for me
is learning to balance my
time between school and

my social life."

Mollv Roi

"The hardest thing for me
is applying myself to my
work because now the

grades actually count."

Daniel Cavanaueh

"For me, it has been a real

challenge to find time to

get everything done,

between school, social,

and athletic activities."

Alexandra Custer

"All the work. Everything

is important and if you

don't do one assignment

you fall apart."

52 people



lose lassci Zamora
Rachel Jessup

Tradicia Johannes

Daryl Johnson

Capricia Jones

Paulo Justiniano

Rosa Justiniano

John Kamensky

Douglas Kane
Ryan Kaufman
Saba Kayani

Sofhia Kayani

Mukta Kc

Nora Kelleher

Wilson Kemp
Jahangir Khan

Orangzeb Khan
Shabnam Khan
Nally Kim
Yannick Kimmel
Rachel Kinney

Dane Klima

Maxwell Kodis-Beach

Lee Kohn

Ashley Landers

Margaret Langhans

Angela Larrea

April Le

Truong Le

Ignacio Lechado

Amanda Lemau
Claire Lerner

Samanatha Lesueur

Mia Lewis

Beth Limerick

Michael Lloyd

Ada Lobo

George Long
Seamus Lynch
Cristofer Madera

Kevin Mahan
Kvlen Mahaney
Haider Mahmood
Noorane Mahmood
Kevin Mallon

Blake Maloof

Wendy Manzanares

Diana Marcia

Staycy Marroquin

Denis Martens

Yaneth Martinez

Aryan Mashid

Kath McAleer-Johnson

Erin McElderry

Leslie Mclntyre

Farukh Mehboob

Ana Mejia

Joel Mendoza
Megan Menoche
Maria Merida

Carlos Merino

Giovanni Merla

Stephanie Miranda

Juli Miranda-Brobeck
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Hamilton Reves

"My goal for freshman

year is to get better at

football and plav other

sports."

'N

fanelle Santiago

"My goal for this year is

to balance sports and

school, as well as my
social life. I really want to

enjoy my freshman year."

Jaquelyn Packer

"My goal for this year is

to do well academically,

have a good basketball

season, and have to run

with my friends."

David Baker

"My goal toi freshman

year is to get good grades

and make new friends
"

54 people



Stephanie Misi >la

Colleen Mitchell

Fahad Mohammad
Kazam Mohammad
Krishnan Moni

Ariel Montano
Oscar Montufar

Gerson Morales

Wilfredo Morales

Luis Moreno
Veronica Moreno
Luisa Morgan
Gary Mortensen

Tyisha Moten
Elnehdi Mouaket
Ghazala Mousam

Leonardo Moya
Luis Moya
Lisa Moya-Tamayo
Nicolas Moyano-Mercado
Alexandra Mulrow
Anawar Munshi
Battungalag Naranbat

Neena Narayanan

Cesare Natale

Danielle Needles

Pushpa Neupane
Lamonte Newman
Robert Nguyen
Steven Nguyen
Yen-Nhi Nguyen
Kevin Niner

Hans Nordholm
Andrew O'Connor
Kathaleen O'Donnell

Karin Ohman
Alexander Orange

Norman Orange

Wilson Ordonez
Irwin Orellana

Johnny Orosco

Deicy Ortiz

Tomas Ortiz

Tarek Osman
Cagdas Ozaltinkol

Jacquelyn Packer

Ashley Paddock

Morgan Pankow

Wilber Parada

Jonathan Patterson

Victoria Paz

Manuel Penado

Tommy Peou

Carlos Perea

Maria Perea

Khanh Pham

Nhat Phan
Timothy Phang
Ian Phillips

Monica Phung
Emily Poly

Baker Pruiksma

Sophie Pyle

Abdul Qadous
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Kelsev Cahill

"High school isn't really

what I expected, but I've

made a lot of new friends

from other schools."

Lee Kohn

"I didn't have many
expectations. I wanted to

come in here with an open

mind and see how it went.

Basically, I just went with

the flow."

Evelyn Ascencio

"High school was a lot

less challenging than I

expected, which was a

nice surprise."

Tradicia Tohannes

"High school was a huge

adjustment for me, hut I

love all the new friends

l'\ v made from other

middle schools."

56 people



Ghulam Qasim
Jaquelyn Quiambao
Dorians Quiroz

Stephannie Ramirez

Esperanza Ramos
Santos Ramos
Lauren Rayner

Sara Remedios

Lorena Reyes

Sonia Reyes

Johnny Reynolds

Neil Rickard

Christopher Rippy

Blanca Rivera

German Rivera

Sean Roberts

James Robinson

Christine Roddy
Lauren Rodriguez

Merlyn Rodriguez

Rachel Rojas

Roger Rojas

Ana Roldan

Andrew Rosado

Madeline Rosen

Catherine Rothwell

Molly Roy
Katherine Rubida

Dania Ruiz

Ernesto Ruiz

Julia Saccomandi

Mohammad Sajid

Giovany Salmeron

Antonio Santanden 986-2002

Janelle Santiago

Lorna Schadeberg

Katharine Schellman

Meghan Schepp

Alexande Schlichting

Manuel Segovia

Jonathan Seipp

Melisa Sejas

Sarah Senty

Getamesaye Seyoum
Margaret Shaw
Tahmina Shepu

Hee-Ju Shim

Renee Shrewsbury

Rachel Shuey

Sina Siahi-Esfahani

Laura Smith

Maria Smith

Iris Sorto

Sulma Sorto

Jimmy Soto

Neil Stanga

Corron Stewart

Norvell Stewart

Laura Strehle

Monika Stumpo
Fassil Tarko

Sebleworke Tarko

Bryant Templeton
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Ashlev Paddock

"These are the years

where we find out who
our true friends are. The
friends that will stay with

you till the end, through

the ups and downs in

life."

Nora Kelleher

"High school is totally not

what I expected it to be. I

thought that it would be

fun and carefree, but it's

not! We have more
responsibilities and we
need to work harder than

we did in middle school."

Laura Youn

"The work is a lot harder

than middle school and

the sports take up a lot

more time. But I'm

definitely having more
tun than last year."

Sarah Senb

"Sometimes it's really

hard and other times it's

ni IK easy. I have a lot of

fun playing sports and

hanging out with my
li irnds

"

5 8 people



Yangkyi Tenzin

Blen Tesfamariam

c hristine Ihurber

Jacob Tomb
Dashiell Trick

Yen Truong
juana Umana
Carlos Umanzor

Oscar Umanzor
Christopher Valdiviez

Albert Vallier

Frank Van
Samuel Vandyke
Edwin Vargas

Francis Vasquez

Elizabeth Via

John Villalta

Santos Villarroel

Viviana Villarroel

Eliana Villarroel

Alcibiades Villegas

Quvnh Vu
Albert Walker

Ryan Wall

Cassandra Wallace

Desiree Waller

Tara Walters

Jessica Ward
Kevin Waters

Monica Watson
Ronnie Watson, Jr

Melissa Westrick

Andrea Wharton

James Whelan
Kelsey White

Matthew Wood
Efrata Yitbarek

William Yoder

Laura Young
Veronica Zambrana

Saul Zimmerman
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Mujiba Abdul-Latif

Omer Abdulahi

Serkan Acar

Leah Adams
Jared Adler

Kimberly Agee-Soto

Fahrisa Ahmed
Anna Ailstock

Karim Ait Said

Mohammed Alam
John Alexander

Geraldine Aliss

Patrick Allen

Jose Argueta

Glenda Argueta-Garcia

Sulev Arias

Ernesto Arze

Isabel Avomo-Sima

Awad Awad
Ganneca Ayala

Farooq Azam
Sumer Aziz

Omar Azizkeya

Edward Bailev

Tushar Balarajan

Fatima Barahona

Duglas Barrientos

Lesvia Barrientos

Bvron Barrios

Jimmv Bautista

Katty Bautista

Amv Beckwith

Mohamed-Hatim Benkhallouk

Sergio Bernales

Macda Bezuayehu

Danv Binn

Fahim Bismil

Matin Bismil

Krista Blackburn

Lauren Blackwood

I auren Blankenship

Robert Blunden

Robin Booker

Dominique Brantley

Charles Bright

Chiante Brow n

Joshua Brown
Anthony Buenafe

Joseph Buescher

\1u hael Burns

Lensv Bustillo

Garrett Buxton

Aja Campbell

Cristi.tn C anelas

Jasmine Carnell

Nicholas Carver

Briseida Castro

Pablo Castro

Wardis Centeno
Stephen ( ImI- cm. in

\\ .111.1 ( handler

Barbara Chapins

Stephanie ( hapman

Sih i.i c h.n e/

I'.ilru k ( hi.nelli

I ll. mi < hildress

Annie ( houdhai
j

Nabeel < houdhury
Shahnaj ( houdhui

5

Maisha c how dhui \

( hirle( ..ell,,

VunC oello

6 people
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Godfrey Cole

Katherine Coleson

Daniel Comings
Erick Conevs

Carlos Conrad
Kristin Corcoran

David Cordero

Vanessa Coronado
Roger Coronel

Edson Cossio

Yergon Cossio

Aaron Covaleski

Dominique Cromartie

Darien Cruz

Hicham Dadouche
Peter Dahlstrom

Heather Da\ is

M Decarlo

Jayne Deichmeister

Lawrence Detorie

Catherine Dexter

Ross Duncan
Phi Duong

Amir Edjlali

Sabiha Ejaz

Marcio Enriquez

Eduardo Esparza

Christian Espinoza

Irma Estrada-Espana

Rebecca Everett

Farzad Firoz

Alexandra Flores

Jessica Flores

Stephen Folsom

I nomas Foster

Erica Fowler

I [enry Gabriel

Andres Garcia

Franklin Garcia

Tammy Gardner

Thomas Garrett

Alexander Gasper

Meriem Ghoul
Veronica Gomes

Emily Gousen
Tiffany Green

Christophe Gregerson

Speddy Guareno
Sarah Guenther

Jose Guevara
Gary Guillen

Bereket Haile

Seble 1 lailu

Amy Harris

[ohanna 1 larris

Vh ian I [arris

Markies 1 lart

Nabila Hassan

Jonathan Heredia

Felix I iemandez
i .. 1

1
I lernande/- Valencia

faren I lorsley

Belal I lossain

Evan I lowell

l ei reru e l lughes

( inthya fbanez

[effrej Imperato

Nazi ul Islam

Angela fa< kson

l'. iii ic k [enkins

62 people
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Faith Jennings

Dean Johnson

Aldwin Jones

Barry Jones

Mark Jones

Kira Jordan

Anjela Joshi

Peter Juhl

Paul Kahan

Molly Kantz

Meaghan Kellogg

Alicia Kenworthv
Jacqueline Key

Kiran Khan
Tahir Khan

Zia Khan
Tahiv Khanandleeb

Samnang Khov
Stephanie Kihm

Derya Kocak

Kyle Korolowicz

Nicholas Kyle

Ana Lainez

Franklin Lajoux

Ravi Lai

Sarah Lamason

Saad Laouaouda
Herson Larin

Kenneth Lay
Wanna Le

Suzanne Ledford

Philip Lee

Alberto Leiva

Cristian Leiva

Ashton Lemmer

Jorge Lemus
Willie Lewis

Janice Li

Patricia Lima-Luna

Joy Lithgow

Karina Lobos

Amanda Lockhart

Lela Lockhart

Emily Lodsun

Ricardo Lopes

Sur Lopez

Sarah Lupberger

Jacqueline Maher
Anibal Majano

Roman Majano

Maria Mallek

Gregory Malouff

Trevor Manor

Charles Mansfield

Regina Mark
Brian Marroquin

Jessica Marsh
I dmundo Martinez

Patri< i.i Martinez

Amy Mathews
hivndan Mi I ,11 land

Michael McGarity

Ana Medrano
Casildo Mejia

I [amere Mekonnen
/ulr\ in. i Meiule/

( tuillei mo Menjh ai

I [eimana Mil haul

( hristina Millei

Mohammad Minaie

I 1

1

-1 1 1 \ \!i mi .id.

i
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Franklin Raious

"I enjoy talking to

freshmen and getting

rides from upperclass-

men."

Leah Adams

"I like to hang out with

other sophomores and just

have fun."

Sharitt Nazmui

"I like to happily think

about the crazy days of

being a sophomore"

Anthonv Buenaf

e

"I love to sing and of

course, go to hit the

weight room to keep my
physique."

class of 2004 6 5



Alexandra Monde
Patricia Montano

Fa rah Morgan
William Moriarity

Elmehdi Mouabet
Larisa Mount

Anay Moya-Tamay
Andrew Muffley

Sophiektra Muong

Maurice Murray

Pechseda Nak
Vivek Nakarmi

Urandari Naranbat

Ann Nguven
Diane Nguven

Christina Niner

Thomas Norris

Doaa Ouzri

Claire Paisley-Jones

Francin Parada

Freddy Paredes

Miguelina Patino

Amberleigh Patton

Diego Pena

Miguel Pereira

Jacqueline Perkins

George Pho

Satkiran Phoul

Kimberlv Phuong
Fredys Pineda

Diane Pocock

Yesica Portales

Anneka Preston

Vandy Pullen

Sara Quattlebaum

Jacquelyn Quiambao

Geraldine Quiroz

Jennifer Read

Nancy Recinos

Nathaniel Reed

Corev Reid

Daniel Reifschneidei

Boris Reinosa

Lisa Reintsma

Cailan Remedios

Christophe Remington

Victor Revollo

Emiliano Rexach

Roberto Reyes

Jessie a Riffee

Collin Riley

Davi Rios

Maria Rivera-Pineda

Yestin Rodriguez

Molh' Rogers

l Heter Rojas

< iuilbei i Rojas

Jacquelin Rojas- 1 obo
\,iron Rollins

Luis Roman
I i er Romero

Belkis Rondon
i lena Rubali ava

I lizabeth Rubio

Rat hel Rj maj

Mohammed Salous

Noin Salons

fhanira Salvariei ra

Kc\ in Sam li • al
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Peter Stuart

"I think the best thing

about being a sophomore
is not being a freshman,

being a sophmore is just

so much cooler."

Paul Kahan

"It's all gravy. Being a

sophomore is just one step

closer to the end of high

school."

"The best thing about

being a sophomore is I've

already had one year of

high school experience

and I am on the verge of

being able to drive. There

are also a lot more
parties

Emilv Gousen

"Now as a sophomore, I

feel like I have more
friends and I am more
familiar with the school.'

class of 2004 6 7



Yessica Sandoval

Homam Sanjakdar

Luis Santamaria

Alexander Sapp
Sara Sasfai

Margaret Scampavia

Stephen Schneider

Jean Schott

Sarah Schuyler

Dana Senatre

Sunnv Shahjpal

N'azmul Sharif

Paras Sharma

Havley Shelton

Olivia Sherp

Getachew Shiferaw

Zola Short

Elizabeth Showalter

Lanika Singleton

Charles Smith

Kendra Smith

Victor Smith

Virath Snguon
Edwin Sosa

Anna Sourivong

Brandon Spates

Terrell Springs

Kelsey Stanford

Peter Stuart

Emily Sullivan

Daniel Summers
Manette Sun
Allan Tejeda

Joseph Thompson
Ronnv Torres

Aldo Torrico

Ruddy Torrico

My Tra

Chau Tran

Linda Tran

Oscar Trejo

William Tucker

April Turner

Foram Udeshi

Ingris Umanzor

Fabiola Urquidi

Alejandro Vallejos

Alexis Vasquez

Ericka Veizaga

Julie Vu
Tamah Wallace

Rachel Walls

fohn Walsh

Jason Walters

Caroline Weitzman
Caroline Wick

Anthony Williams

Vshby Williams

Lauren Williams

Christopher Wood
David u mm
Dennis Wrenn

Margaret Yamada

\u .us Younis

Maddia Youssai

I anzira Zaman
Pablo Zapata

\hessie Zewede

6 8 people



WillTucker

"The worst thing about

being a sophomore is that

all of these upperclassmen

are still bigger and now
scarier."

Krista Blackburn

"I still have more years to

go, and that's not that bad

a thing."

Zola Short

"The worst thing about

being a sophomore is that

most people in my grade

are still bigger then me,

except for freshmen."

Dean Tohnson

"1 think having to eat

school lunch is a problem,

a very big problem."

class of 2004 6 9



Daniel Abbate

Hanna Abebe
Habiba Abida

Linda Ahmed
Lubna Ahmed

Andrea Alegrett

Farman Ali

Anna Allan

Charles Amazeen
Holly Anderson

Jimena Angulo
Angel Araya

Anielka Arellano

Edith Argueta-Garcia

judi Arriaza-Benitez

Elmer Ascencio

Asma A/am
Khadija A/nidi

Ronald Barron

Jonv Barua

Ranjan Barua

Eray Basaran

Michael Battles

Jeremy Beales

Margaret Beardsworth

Nicholas Bell

Elizabeth Bergen-Bartel

Michael Berger

Carla Bernales

Emily Berninger

Narender Bhandari

David Blani o

Christine Boehm
Noel Bonilla

I ina Bouadis

Meriam Bouarrouj

Erika Bouknighi

Terry Bris< o

Matthew Brooks

I iik.i Hiow i)

Shaw nt.ie Brown
Allison Bun e

7 people



Mary Burford

Richard Buscemi

Sara Rubalcava

"It's like a stepping stone

to the real world. This

year is pretty important; it

could make you or break

you."

Sara O'Neal

"I believe that the junior

year is the most important

year. Colleges look at this

year the most so we have

to work hard academi-

cally to get into college."

Ivan Becerra

"I think that being a junior

is cool because next year

we will be seniors and we
will own the school."

fericho Taeuas

"I like being a junior. This

year is important for

getting into college. So, I

am doing my best in

school."

Ray Bynum
Stephanie Byrne

Alberth Cabrera

Juan Caihuara

Roberto Calderon

'.

Blair Calhoun
Matthew Carroll

**V_.

\

Benjamin Carten

lanina Carvalho

Jose Castillo

Yasmine Cathell
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Matthew Cavanaugh
Marlon Chacaltana

Jenny Chambi-Rojas

Ada Chaudhri

-v>n Chavez

Qinjie Chen

Loan Chin

Eun-Jin Chun
Kook-Jin Chun
Gustavo Claros

Whitney Cochran

Martha Coello

Eva Colindres

Luis Cornejo

Brian Cruse

Daniel Cruz

Laisa Daza

Philip D'Costa

Rianka Deb
Rosalie Dech

Sargon Dejesus

Marten De La Cruz

Ivette Deleon

William Denton

Brittanv Diliberto

Daniel Durandisse

Diana Durandisse

Sabina Lasmin

Courtney Edwards
Alexander Eisenberg

Wilgaines I lie

Spencer Ellsw orth

I [elen Ennis

Selvin Hscobar

David Esparza

Kenneth Evans

l [e I eng

Irssic ,i linger

I dwir I lines

I vei Mi »res

Rafael Flores

K.iic I oley

72 people



da

Kina Kanios

"To prepare for college I

have surfed the web and

done research in books. I

am definitely going to

college, but I am not sure

which one."

Cindv Matulas

"I want to go to college, I

have been visiting

colleges and looking at the

statistics, and comparing

them to each other."

Norman Oranee

"I am going to be a doctor,

so I look forward to being

in school for a while

longer."

Raman Barua

"I have not done anything

to prepare for college. I

am not even sure that I

want to go to cellege."

Carolyn Forte

Bryan French

-

Marelo Gamboa
Yvette Garcia

Lamont Gary
David Getz

Joseph Gomes
Brandi Greenleaf

Luisana Guerra

Bessy Guevara

Ansel Gustafson

Jordan Gutoski

Samir Hadiji

Nicholas Hale
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Cory Hall

Nikolai Halstead

Alan Hand ley

Mahmudul Haque
Davier Harris

Alexander Haseltine

Laura Henderson

Elizabeth Herbert

Alma Hernandez

[van Hernandez

Yanaris Hernandez

Roberto I lerrador

Genevie Herrera

Nicole Hicks

Natalie High

Jason Hirama
Elizabeth Hitchcock

Tim Hoang

Justin Houghton

Caitlin 1 lowarth

Naw Htoo

Marixa 1 luaylla

Kelley Hurdle

t hristopher Hynak

Glenda Ibarra

Joaquin Ibarra

Sarah Iqbal

Shariel [qbal

Sumbal Iqbal

Kendrick Jackson

I lizabeth James

Benjamin [essup

\ish,i [ohn

I leni \ fohnsori

|esse [ohnson

Melissa [umpei

Kin.i Kanios

[ordan K.it/

Brj .m Kellogg

|asim Khan
K. iiiu.in Khan
Natalie Kizou

74 people



Erinda Narvaez

"I am taking the PSAT's

because I do think that

they prepare you for the

real SATs."

MSSEESm
"I am taking the PSATs
but not because I think

they prepare you for the

actual SATs, but because I

wanted an estimated

score."

Amber Moore

"I am taking the PSATs to

find out how the real ones

may be. I just wanted to

get an idea for what I was
up for."

Kanani Monari

"I took the PSAts because

I think that they preapare

you for next year, plus it

gives me a chance to catch

up with the curriculum

that I have forgotton."

Kerstin Kraft

Andrew Kratz

Anna Krueger

Kelly Landers

Michael Lane

Martin Lavere

Claire Layton

Julia Lazo

Brigid Leahy

Jessica Lemmer

Erik Leonard

Matthew Lodsun

Cameron Long

Katrine Long
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Oyela Lumbi
Thomas Luria

Phuong Ly
Conor Lynch

Wesley Lyons

Sultan Mahmood

Megan Mahoney
Aaron Malave

Seemab Ma lick

Jessica Malloy

Abdul Mannan
Michael Manning

Alicia Marconi

Eric Marsh

James Marsh
Edwar Martinez

Cynthy Manilas

foe! Medrano-Guevara

Juan Melendez

Angel Mendez
Lorena Mendoza

.Alexander Merida

Lamia Mezouar
Frank Milien

Greg Mims
Andrea Molina- 1 eran

Christopher Monroe
Wendy Monhifar

Amber Moore
Portia Moore

Marjorie Moreno
in Moriarty

Firman Muhamad-Nor

/ulamith \avia

Shenee '

.

Brian Nettles

Yinh Nguyen
il Nigussie

[yob Nigussie

lessii .1 Ninei

Paul North

7 6 people



Jair Novello

Nicholas O'Brien

Rebecca O'Brien

Martin Ocegueda

Sydney Olson

Rosa-Manuela Ondo

Sarah O'Neal

Luis Orellana

Jose Ornelas

Edwin Pacheco

Peng Pan

Katherine Penner

Lilian Perez

Yader Perez
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Jorge Pinto

Cari Pittleman

Jerico Pittman

Emeline Planche

Enzo Ponce

Dominique Powell

Sharon Prange

Jacob Pruiksma

Vania Pruitt

Rodney Puente

\^hi Quach
Jasmin Quiambao

Guadalupe Ramirez

Gabriela Ramos
Lucia Reyes

Chamika Richardson

Diane Rickey

Christina Riojas

1 homas Ripton

Priscila Ri\ era

Marco Ki\ ero

Mohammed Rob

C rystal Roberson

Febe Rodriguez

Bryan Rogers

c laudia Rojas

Leslie Romero
Jessii .1 Rosas

Sara Rubalcava

NIataly Rubianes

|ohn Rumingan
c harlene Salazar

I .mi Saru hez

[oseph Santoro-Sharkey

Meyvelin Santos

Kevin Sasfai

[ohn Sedwii k

Danii'l Seppala

I .nun Shai m,!

Arash Shaj i itehpoui

Abigail Shew I- lej

Surendra Shre tha

7 8 people



Sara Sierra

Khear Sing

Kate Fole

"Take challenging classes

and start planning early if

you want to go to college.

Be very prepared. Also,

join many extracurricular

activities (i.e. sports teams

or clubs). Have fun!"

Narender Bhandan

"To be wake during

classes even though at

times it seems boring,

being wake will help you
learn more."

Patrick Villata

"To know what your

priorities are and to make
sure that you are actually

getting the most out of

school. Dont wait to get

help, get it as soon as you
need it.'"

Nicholas Bell

"['roper time management
is imperative. Procrastina-

tion gets you nowhere

and I would know. Don't

let a paper go to the last

minute.
"

Mi* NW

Neera Singh

Bryan Smith

Daniel Smith

Sean Somlar

| ^^

Karan Sood
Linda Sorto

Thomas Spring

David Stefan

Michael Stewart

Hallie Street

Hodei Sultan

Ulugbek Sultanov
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Russell Sutton

Robert S

Sara Swetzoff

Michael Swigert

Jericho Taguas

Sidi-Mohamed Tajeddine

Amaledu Tevvachew

Teyanna Thompson
Rosalina Torres

\lira Veis

Juan Velasco

Victor Via

Patrick Villalta

Leonel Villatoro

Miriam Villatoro

Lindsey Von Kaenel

Julia Wagner
Tequila Wallace

Erin Ward
Kevin Whitehead

Juron Williams

Sarah Wood
Alexander Wooten

Emily Wroten

Celso Yanez

Tigist Yitbarek

Stephanie Yoder

Abiel Yohannes
Rabbia Yousaf

( arlos Zambrana

Diana Zapata

Mariana Zelada

Stefani Zenteno

[hi >anna Zurita

80 people



class of 20
is truly "a hero among us."

as awarded the US Coast Guard Medal for Lifesaving

^^Rgust 1995 for assisting a famil) in distress and leading

r them to safety. Ben is no stranger to testing his limits of physicalm and

mental endurance. During the summer of 2001, he worked with the Amigos

Program to develop sanitation and health education outreach for a

village project in Chiliagatoro, Itibuca, Honduras. In the field of

intellectual pursuit, Ben was selected as a member of a

group of sixteen students from around the world to partici-

pate in the conduct of research and training in DNA splicing

and evaluating techniques. Ben acknowledged the important role

that his friends played in his high school experience. "I am most proud

of having loyal, caring friends who stick up for me and always brighten

my spirits. They always push me to do my best while being my role

models at the same time," Ben said.

chatter
"I plan on going into the US ^aindbecomir
a Military otticer and Turther my education.

wo years in the Air Force Junior ROTC taught Cherish the discipline she needed to

excel in all aspects of her life. "I have discovered that through hard work and dedication,

I can accomplish many things and I can do anything I set my mind to," said Cherish. She

was the caring girl who was smart, friendly, and had the long hair. Cherish was very

proud of her successful academic career. She received her advanced diploma with the

help of her parents. "They have stood beside me each step of the way and have pushed

me to excel. Most importantly, they support my decision of going in the military."

class of 2002 8 1



julia

The student with the goal of becoming Nobel Prize winning

chemist was Khang Do. Khang arrived in the U.S. from

Vietnam four years ago. He was very proud of being an

American citizen and a student as W-L. "America

is one of the richest countries in the world and it

is a free country." Khang planned on attending

Old Dominion University to begin studying to

accomplish his Nobel goal. While at ODU he is sure to continue

to develop his skills as a visual artist. He was named one of the best

artists in his class. Khang will be remembered as a world traveler

with his travels to France and Vietnam. Khang credited his

success to his teachers. He said, "They taught me all things I need

to make a better life."

?J

"In ten years, I see myself as a

professional teacher who is

taking care of myself and my

son," said Julia Garcia. This deter-

mination helped Julia overcome some

challenges and obstacles during her senior year. Julia

had the additional responsibility of being a teenage

mother while working toward graduation. She not

only accomplished academic success, she excelled and

earned an advanced diploma. Julia would not allow

herself to give up. "I can't afford to make mistakes. 1

now have another human being depending on me." She

planned on attending George Mason University to

study education for the first two years and then transfer

to Marymount University to complete her degree

program. "1 want to become an ESL and Spanish

teacher for elementary or high school students."

'After all the hard work and obstacles of high school.
II qo ahead and smile back at my life.

82 people
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Anannva Ahmed
thai indrea

Hanna Alem
'It is not in the stars i

Ni^hat Amin

It is not in the stars to hold our destiny, hut i,

'Love can sometimes be magic, but

sometimes justbi an illusion

Natalie ApseloH
It vou i. going to do something t<

you II he sorry for tomorrow, sh ep latt

Evelyn Argueta
"Value everything you have, vounevei

VOU got Until yOU lose it " .monymous

Norma Arroyo
"It is not in the stars to hold o

hut in ourselves " Sh

Savina Avila
Wom fat that little > andle throws his beams ' So shines

a good deed in a naughty world " William v.,

Theodros Ayalneh

April Aycock
"There are heroes and there are legends

Heroes are remembered but legends never die

Sujan Bajrachraya
Tht courage we desire andprize is not thi

to die decently, but to live manfully

Nicholas Barton
"l intend to liveforever- so far, so good

Liza Barua

Rickeya Beale
D,m i Veak about it be about it

and 1 m hear to live oultoud "-P d.jj

Beatrice Beardsworth

Donnan Becker
"Life is too short, so livi the one yoi got -SuHir

Dy Binn

Joanna Blackwell
:,l the.

1/ recession 1mm. one phrase-Hove you f Scon Fitzgerald

Christopher Blackwood
"Take it easy hubv take it <i* a comes " )im Moimon

Herbert Bland
"God bless the child who could hold his own " Billic Holiday

Michelle Booker
"Let your dreams lake \<>u on a journey Mon.cj t uncr

Joshua Bostick
"Life 's not about prestigious titles or lofty ,"

// v the intangible that mallei s the most

Miriam Bowring
' ii hen we played softball I d steal second bast

then I d feel guilt) and go bai k " -Mart I
. tin

Sharon Brown
II hatever tomorrow brings, I will be thei e

with open arms and open eyes 'Incubus

Anhvu Buchanan
'Tonight, I'll siav up long enough lo pass out

drunk off ntghr skies Saves ihe l>.^

An Bui

Ny Bun
adversity tires them

_\ The audience \

Jose Caballero

Carlos Caihuara
'The bad news is ttmeflies The good news is

\ou 're the pilot " \Khjd Alilnuler

Mauricio Canales
"You cannot alter your late but you can rise up

and meet it. ifyou choose " BenCanaks

Anna Capetanakis
"Whenever you find that you are on the side

of the majority, it is nine io reform
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Sandra Carcamo
"To laugh often and much, to earn the appreciation ofhonest

to appreciate beauty thl '• Emerson

Johny Carera
"Strength, shown when I fight angi

Intelligence, when 1 use strength to better

Donita Carter
"In the game of life you will always meet

goalies but you II live

Monica Carter
"The road to success ts what you believe.

:

Jaquelin Casallas
"You laugh but I try harder so when

I'll laugh even louder

Jonathan Castillo
"Goodjudgement comesfrom exp*

experience comes from badjudgement. "-Wait hrain

Cherish Chatter
Don 1 let today % disappointments cast a shadow

on tomorrow's dreams. '-Anonymou*

Bao Chu
Putftb.

Michael Coleson

Devan Collej
"It's good to have on end to Journey toward, but it 's the

/numey that mutters in the end

Valerie Corbett
/ rt\pett those who respect tht m

those who respect me. follow in myfact

David Corea
The world is all gates, all opp<"

with strings of tension waiting to be struck " R V.
|

Raquel Coronado
"Good luck to all those seniors

who are graduating in tl

Lauren Cruickshank
"You 7/ ' U Jon t go

you'll never \hin. if <.<>i, don I
.'

Elizabeth Cruz
"/ give thanks to all the teachers that

helped me go through my tenia •

Jared Dean

Ruth Dolin

learn as ifyou were to It

Samantha Dorsey
"Take these broken wings learn to fly all your In,

been waiting for this moment to arrive Beatln

Caitlin Dykema
"Make sure the thing you 're living for Is worth dyii

Sonja Eberl}
"All that we see or seem is but a dream within u d

-EdgJ'

Carl Eberl

\1asry El

Alexander Enj>el
- tirunl* in ordei

Laura Everdale
"l ttillcome in this way. but I'llfind

Jennica Pernandes

Lavinia Findikoglu

Melissa I lores

Robert l olej

what

Shanna Ford

Mohammed Fouz

84 people



I%1 Iwlill Imv list nf 1QQ things I would likP tn do inr.liir.Ps- #1 tn run
VV3CII #2 complete the Triathlon, and #3 to climb Mi

Kristin arrived in tenth grade from an international school in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.

She was born and raised in Hawaii. "It took me a while to make friends and to get

involved in school activities. Now, three years later, I feel like W-L is my school and I

feel very much at home here." Kristin was involved in National Honor Society, Key

Club, Peer Mediation, Welcome Club, and was a cast member in The Elephant Man.

Kristin was a familiar face to all students because of her role as a morning

announcer. She could be seen every morning on the video monitors. Kristin's

future plans were to go to college and get her masters in Physical Therapy.

She is most proud of completing the 26.2 miles of the Marine Corps

Marathon. Kristin's community activities include volunteer work

as a Summer Space Camp counselor and guest lecturer on

International Education at Marymount University.

_marc

Three years of varsity football was Bruno's passion. As a

junior, he was a member of the second All District team

Bruno was also a member of the African Awareness Society and

served as captain of the Step Team. His goal for the future was to become an electri-

cal and computer engineer. Bruno developed his artistic skills with three years of

study on the violin and drum. He was recommended by People to People Delegation

Leaders and Student Ambassador Alumni. Bruno's mother has been most influential in

*fthis life. "My mom raised three very successful children all by herself."

Brenda Galeas

Brendan Gallagher
I ht.ii and I forget I we atnl 1 r<

understand < onfuciu!

nhei I do and 1

Juan Gamboa
Jacqueline Garcia
"There /\ nothing other good or had. but thinking

makes tt st> Shakespeare

Julia Garcia

Paul Gentile
Work the tystem. play the game, live h

not for lame " Southfic*

Jonathan Gomez
Frank Goodman
Elizabeth Greenawald

Jonathan Guerrero
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alice
ncty #Jae of Frida Kahlo Marcel Duchamp. Pablo

casso, and Egon Schiele have got me \Ji IUCI

Marcello Herrera

'i ouana Herrera

Latoya Hill

Janelle Hinton
lllh III

Samantha Hoffman

ope to attend Yale University. I don't, at this point, know what to major in,

but I am very excited about discovering more about myself in college," said

Alice, an International Baccalaureate candidate. Alice was most interested in

pursuing courses in Studio art, art history, advanced mathematics, Spanish, and obtuse

iterature. Her academic achievement was recognized as a member of the National and

Social Studies Honor Societies. Alice was the recipient of the Renessealar and

Smith College Awards, and she was ranked #1 in the senior class. She was in-

volved in many athletic teams including crew, track, and swimming. Alice served as

a Congressional Aide for Congressman Payne from New Jersey. In 2000, she partici-

pated in the Boy Scouts Sea Base High Adventure Camp in Abaco Islands, Baha-

mas. Alice would like to be remembered as someone who was a high achiever yet

remained grounded and made the most of her high school experience. She said, afl

'My friends have had the greatest impact on me. And of course my parents."

^A'hen I arrived at VV-L, I had i ml) been in the I .S. for five months. My English wasn't

*ood and I was afraid to speak because I thought people were going to laugh at me,"

saicTOlaria^nme passed and she discovered that she was a person who didn't give up

under any circumstances. This work ethic was evident in Maria's accomplishments.

She was invited to join the National Honor Society and was named to the Hispanic

Honor Roll. Maria also contributed to the community by teaching catechism at her

church. She saw her parents as being most influential in her life. "They showed me

that no matter what, you should accomplish your goals and make your dreams come

true." Maria's goal for ten years was to finish medical school and to become a doctor.

I'riscilla Gwinn
• to all the upcoming seniors and

Tanya Harrison
things to tin

than I" II
' ummtd Ah

Yusuf Hassan

Tristan Hayeck

Osurm Hernandez
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Thomasina Holland
"Attempt the impoi sible m ordei to

improve

Trevor Holland
"Tonight I will redefine everything

I wilt start in on my beltei days "

Caitlin Howell
All is for ilit best i

Marixa Huayilla

Nghi liny nh
"Loved by tome m < eplt d

and misunderstood b) man) "Anonymou\

Alessandro (banez

Joaquin Ibarra
People < "I": mid go as timeflys by.

we II ;lowl) , limb ami never look behind

Melina mil
"Whether lou think thai von t an or th

you are usuall) right Hen,

Sumbal Iqbal

Kristen Jackson
\oi ever) thing that , an be counted counts, not

!hat i
"ion: can be counted

Kristin Jackson
"IfI were two-faced, would I be wt at

Steven Jones
Wisdom
The kid i

mi read) for tin: ' I tperit i

Sudeep Joshi

Dinesh Khadgi

Nicole Koglin
\ohnd\ inn makeyou feel inferior

lithoulyout n inor Roosew!

Benjamin Kreuter

Gary Kring
'I'll remain intact I won i broken m defeat

andyou I'll miss the most u

Molly Kubiak
Th,

those iiln.di,

Vishal Kumar
Amber Kurt/

1 truefriend stabs cm,

wish Ihem well

a to hell
"

I the limit 1 1
,- A ildt

Joseph Lam
"It s all ahiiut Aladdin ': lamp or Aladdin :ane tin

genie, who-willlove iiaddin sane? " Michael Pad,!:

Stephen Lam
George Lang
Three » aids I 've learned that sum up Id, It goes

Anthony Larson
the hail want to help In: huddles out

' iflicei I dwards

Mahetzy I azo
"Following the light oj the tun.

we lelt the old ii or Id i brislopher Columbus

Katherine Ledinh
"Happiness makes up in height what it lack: in length

Corey Leutbecker
Time is a valuable thing, we watch itfly b)

as the pendulum swing: "
I mkin Park

Marin Lluke
I tried :o hard and got so far. hut in the end

it doesn't even matter LinkinPark

Mark Lofthus
WithoutJO) there is no lite "

Jaqueline Lopacinski
Dream: are the touchstones ofour cAfli
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Alma Lopez

what s important ,

"You can only see well with your heart,

invisible to iacdcSut-

Diniliana Lopez

Jorge Lopez

Laura Lounge
"Our doubts are traitors and make us los-

we oft might win byfearing to attempt " -WUtim ShaJuspan

Oyela Lumbi

Daisy Lung
"Our greatest glon is noi in new
but in rising each time we fall

Ian Luria
"Take with you the satisfaction thai

Consciousness Ofduty faithfully performed. "-Robert E Lee

Caitlin Lyon
"Judge notfor to be Judgedfirst DMX

Stephen Macekura
I
ofour life

/found myself within a dark forest

Nataliya Makarenko
"Last temptation is the greatest treason to do the right deed

for the wrong reason

L\dia Malle>
"The woods are lovely, dark, and deep, but I have pi

to keep, and miles to go before I > leep
'

' Robcn t ro-ht

Abel Marcia

Shirle> Marroquin
ire born with wisdom, but learn stupidity

Hector Martinez
"Defiant, with every breath, defiant till the end

- The Hope ( loupiiicy

Matthew Massaro

Trisa Matin
"lie dtdn t lose the game, we just run QUI

G l jmbardi

Jay Maxwell
"Hell hath nofury like a woman

rubbed ilic wrong way

Heather Mcken/ie
"To all myfriends andfamily, thanl

I will treasure than always

Enriqueta Mendoza
.

has never tried anylhin

Alejandra Mereado
"I am a great helie\er in luck, and I find the harder |

the m<".

Claudia Mereado
id abets n

iph Addnon

Jerusalem Merkebu
i

from publit op

( hantha\on Meuandane
Benjamin Me/a
>u. i

Kalarina Mijich

we'll mukt Ik

Anna Mikulak

and thai

Kruno Milieu
Ibing,

S;ii all Montague

\

n

ton Morrison

Kho\ Mimnu

f^ ' W
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"My favorite mpmnry was discovering thfi widft varifity nf

people here at W-L as I entered mv freshmen vear.my

Malaika lived in Lome, Togo, Africa for seven years where she attended the International School

of Lome, To,.;! 1 Malaika would like to be remembered as a sincere, caring person and as

someone who is determined and happy to live life day to day. She

cnanengecinerseliwith coursework that included IB French,

IB Social Anthroplogy, and Diversity Peer Training. Malaika was a

member of the National Honor Society, Social Studies Honor Society,

and French Honor Society. She was most of proud of "how far I have come. There were moments where I

struggled with _ school, a job, and a sport. But in the end it was all for the best. It will all pay

off." Malaika « had the long-term goal of completing college and becoming a forensic

psychologist. "I would love to one day work in the criminal investigations unit of the

FBI."

- "I am proud tQ he me and a nond student, hut I am mnst proud tn

shaiunkova be an and to be a coach for small kids.

When Olga arrived in the United States two-and-one-half years ago, she was shy and she

thought that her life in America would be very difficult. To her surprise, she quickly found many

friends who made her feel welcome. She became friendly, outgoing, and full of life. Olga's parents

played an important role in her life. "I'm really happy and lucky to have parents who trust me and

allow me to make my own decisions." Olga also recognized the important role of one particular

teacher in her life. "My teacher, Ms. Harrick, is a wonderful person who has influenced my life. She

understands teenagers and she taught me about the beauty of American culture, literature, and

helped me improve my English." Olga spends most of her free time on the ice as a skater and

coach for young children.

David Mur
"Those who ignore history are doomed to repeat it.

'

Michael Nader
"Be proud ofand only ofyoursel)

Richard Nguyen
To live is to suffer, but to survive,

well that t« find meaning tn to suffer. "-DMX

Kevin Nmah
Hip Hip Hop HipHopanovmous... damn you,

you gnc him all the easy ones. "-Rob Schneider

Stefan Novak
Happiness due to intoxication

no matter oj what kind IS spurious "-Bertram! Russell

Jason O'Neal
"Complete your studies, reach vour goals,

and live vour life to thefullest

Kathryn Oberg
"No profit grows where is no pleasure ta e

In hnef study whatyou most affect "-Willi

Alexandra Obrand
'Celebrate we will, cause life is short

Tiffany Ogu
Amadeu Oliveira
"No matter how hard I try. I do
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kathryn
oberq 1' ''My parents, family, friends, an

all "been really influential on my 91
d teachers have

shaw
Jesse credited his participa-

disan er his leadership ca

nation." He received Honor-

to the team. Jesse could also be

the position of full-back. Jesse's

undecided as to which branch

World War II club. He said,

died, alive." This was par-

people in Jesse's life, his

Maria Ornelas

K .11 mi.
i Ouazzani

."!#. \mitr with Ihv fiiing tWI B

Jennj Penado

Paolo Penarrieta

Alexandra Perez

\lma Perez

Charlj Perez

Karla Perez

hui In om

\ riii Peters

khoi I'll. mi

|@fd a " ^een really influential on mv decisions

"All the world is a stage."-Shakespeare. Kate found her strength and passion on

the stage. She participated in the Folger Shakespeare Librarv High

School Fellowship program, organized the First Annual Shakespeare

Festival, and was a founding member and president of the Shakespeare

Club. Her theatrical productions included Measure for Measure,

Two Gentlemen of Verona, and Henry IV, Pt. 1. Kate also played softball at the

varsity level and led the team in regular season batting average in her

junior year. As a Quaker, Kate participated as a junior member of the

Religious Society of Friends, Langley Hill Friends Meeting, and

was an active participant in Young Friends in Baltimore

Yearly Meeting.

" club has given me the opportunity to
talk to veterans and keep the Tof
those who , alive."

tion in lacrosse for helping him to mature and

pabilities. "Lacrosse instilled me with self-determi-

able Mention from the district level for his contributions

found representing the Generals on the football field in

future plans included service to his country, but he was

of the service he would choose. Jesse found pride in the

"It helps to keep the memory, of those who fought and

tially due to the fact that one of the most influential

grandfather, served in WW II.
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Mi nli Pho
Don i May in bed unless

David IMimnrj
r the way to be

Robert Pratt
"Errot oi ../union may be tolerated whe.

leftfree to combat it it

.lames Prunier

.lose Ramos

Oscar Recinos

Amine Regragui

Lauren Reiter
Om tenses don t deceive us. our judgement doei

Saul Reyes
"You . an i cross the sea merely by standing

and stirring the water " Kahindranaih Tsgorc

David Rivera

Veronica Rivera
to the living, and he who lives must

be prepared for . han j

Brittany Root

Jorge Rosal

Susanna Russell

Carol Sabatino
filial I want is what I've not got. but what I nod

all around me " Dave Mailhcwi

Whitney Sado
"1/ one advances confidently in the direction .'I his dreams he

will meet with a sui eess unexpected in common ham :

Sarah Sanjakdar

Nuzhat Sanwar
It is simple to he happy hm u is difficult to he simple

David Sauter
It you . an i convince them confuse them Hatr> S Truman

Rachel Scheer
dint because you can never reach n doesn i mean

that it's not Worth looking for "-The Phantom I ;!l i:

Malaika Schiller
"The most wasted oj all days is the one without late

-c e tummings

Eric Schlichting
"Leave them to me. I mil deal with them myselj "

I

Zachary Schwartz
rablt Bernard Comwell

Andrew Segars

Rehana Shafi
love without ceasing, give without measure who t

eihauM God's limitless treasure
'

' Vlakulm VM.ns

Sofana Shahriar
l . onfessional statement only given hi who iv

line. iilul in then own self
"

Jesse Shaw
// inn ean 1 excel with talent, triumph with ell"

Alice Shay
"In the room die in,men come and C"
talking oj Michel. meet. > T s Fht.i

Hem Shrestha

Samir Shrestha
l ights ' Bases from [he kd\ a
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Chris Siemering

Riley Smith

Ingrid Soto
"One door has been closed, there are many more

Let others be successful as this..

Christopher Spring
"Consider the daffodil- While doing that.

t will be over here looking through your stuff "-Jack HukJ>

Sara Strehle
better to light the candle

than to curse the darkness "-Eleanor Roo»e^eii

Michelle Suarez
tile moves wry fast ifyou don t slop lo took around

You might miss it. "-Ferns B-icllcr

Christine Tillman
"Everything has to end. you II soon find we 're out of lime lo

wath it unwind. "-Linkin Pari

Adbar Tsegaye
"Cod helps those who help them .

Patrick Valdez
"Money gel

Katarina \ anektna
"Most powerful is he who has

himselfas his own power. "-Seneca

"The worst thing in the world

i

Anna Vasylicva

Vincent Vaughn
wasted talent " Robcn DcNiro

Kristin Wagner
H ho wander are lost "-J 9. R Tolkien

James Walker

Katherine Whelan
The brightest future will always

be based on a forgotten past. "-Anonyrnnui

Danielle Williams

Larry \\ ilson

Krmiyas Woldu
Veronica \\ oil'

7 am not afri

I have seen yesterday and I love today

id ..I I

Travis Woodbury

Nicole V\ ray

Stephen /.ebrak
You in

•

Edson Zenteno

Nubia /.urita
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reer as a stu-

and a class at the prestigious Corcoran

wall of the cafeteria was only one of the many artistic

made Lindsey the person who made people smile. During her

dent, she challenged herself with IB Art, AP Studio in Art,

Art Institute in Washington, DC. Lindsey's honors included

the Scholastic Art Awards Gold Key, the Congressional Art Award, and the Eclipse Art Award. While

expressing her creativity, she also worked to make a reality the ambitious goal of attending California

Institute of the Arts. Lindsey had a clear vision of the future. "In ten years, I see myself in sunny California

with my own Graphic Design Company making art and enjoying the good things in life. Lindsey's activi-

ties were not limited to any one venue of expression. She participated as a member of the varsity Softball

team, golf team, and pottery club. Lindsey made time to travel to many destinations around the world

including Puerto Vallarta, Italy, and Iceland. Lindsey would like to be remembered as a person who tried

to make a difference and who opened people's eyes to try new things.

three things that she gave her all during her high school years: crew, Greek folk dancing, and yearbook. She spent four

rs rcBing in crew. Anna said, "I love everything about it, from being on the water, to working out with my friends." She was

elected one of the three captains. Anna was involved in Greek folk dancing since she was eight-years-old. As a member of the

Terpsihori, she has been invited to perform at the Kennedy Center, the National Cathedral, the House of Representatives, an

inauguration ball, for National Geographic, and for

dancers. By myself I mean nothing to the audience,

was the Editor in Chief of the Blue and Gray yearbook,

more and made Junior Editor in her junior year

togethera publication. Althoughittakesuptime

extra stress that other students do not have,

proud of the final result."

an international NATO festival. Anna said, "I owe it all to my fellow

but with fifteen other dancers, we are imposing."Anna

She began on the yearbook staff as a sopho-

S h e said, "I really like putting

after school and adds an

have always been
/

- . Tve learned that whether you are rowing , or meeting

IIJC deadlines, you need to depend on and trust other people."
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] . Mr. Garrison instucts Ricardo Lopez on how to do the basket-

ball drill. Mr. Garrison said "The best excuse I have ever heard

is \\ hen a student did not dress, and he said *my clothes stink too

much, and I have to wash them."* 2. Ms. Winky supervises John

Sedwick and Tequila Wallace during seventh period. 3. Ms.

Severin comments on Yestin Rodriguez and Victor Via's work.

Ms Severin said 'The best excuse for tardiness given to me was

from Yestin Rodriguez and he said 'I was too smelly from P.E. to

come to class, so I went to my locker to put on tons of cologne.'"

4. Ms. R.usso tells Jennica Fernandes what the 'real ' assignment

was. Ms. Russo said "The best excuse 1 have heard so far this year

is when a student said My cousin went clubbing and someone

broke into her car and stole my bookbag."' 5. Mr.Phan helps

I anna Ma/ouar during seventh period with her classuork.

I vs?J_jTfrf:ff>Jj_
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Akkache French

Lester Albers

history teacher

Roger Aleman
HILT teacher

Loranzo Alexander

tennis coach

Scott Forbes

security specialist

Monty Forrester

special education teacher

Patricia Allison

science teacher

Chris Alvarez

math teacher

Jesse Alvarez

HILT teacher

Colleen Averbach

physical education teacher

Lauren Barbarito

English teacher

Sally Bassler

English teacher

Dona Beaston

French teacher

Tony Bentley

special education teacher

Justin Bolfek

math teacher

Stacy Brasfield

science teacher

Gregory Butler

special education teacher

Elena Butterfield

HILT teacher

Maria Castellon

special education assistant

Parvaneh Cohen
history teacher

Lynette Constantinides

media center specialist

Colleen Coogan
math teacher

Michael Coughlin

HILT teacher

Jeana Davis

history teacher

Cheryl Ewing
Latin teacher

Sara Fiorini

physical education teacher

been used repeatedly

during the school

year. Once these got

old, students modified

and elaborated their

responses. "It is in

my other binder," "it

is in my locker, but

my friend has the

key," or "I put it on a

disk, and it got lost

on a different file."

Mr. Macnamera said

the most common
excuse he heard was,

"My printer broke.

Sometimes students

just flat out con-

fessed and said, "I

had a game last

night," or " I had band

practice and came
home too late." Mr.

Vogel said the best

excuse he ever heard

was when a few of his

students were late to

his class coming from

lunch. He said, "Their

pass was the receipt

from Taco Bell with

the manager's signa-

ture, saying that they

had to wait in line." It

was an excuse he had

not heard before.

Aside from the few

creative stories,

excuses were over-

used, -by Helen Ennis
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andsomeencountered

new faces among the

crowd. New teachers

were welcomed by fel-

low teachers and stu-

dents. Some ofthe new

teachers arrived with

past teaching experi-

ences, while some

teachers were start-

ing their teaching ca-

reer. Ms. Harrick, a

1995 graduate of W-L

said, "I enjoy being

back here. I would like

to have an mpact on

my students bytheend

of the year." While

teachers like Ms.

Harrick looked for to

impact students, oth-

ers compared their

own high school expe-

riences. Ms. Scher

said, "I enjoy high

school more now . It's

a lot more exciting and

fun." Mr. McCarthy

said, "People are nice

and students are fo-

cus, I enjoy it

here."~sara rubalcava

Robert Garcia

HILT teacher

Warren Gillus

math teacher

Mouldi Hadiji

French teacher

Sarah Harrick

English teacher

Brenda Harris

physical education teacher

William Henrv
security representative

Barbara Hutcherson

history teacher

Keith Klein

English teacher

Phil Krauth

English teacher

• Son Lam
custodian

Elas Lenches

HILT teacher

Pamela Lockridge

special education teacher

Shonta Moore
special education teacher

Barbara Morris

English teacher

Scott Mose
English teat her

Nancy Musser
special education teacher

Lori Ockerman
school pyschologisl

Jeanne Osso

HILTteachet

Padma Paravastu

HILT teacher

David Peters

English teat her
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Top right: Terry Brisco and Tarun Shanne works diligently

on their work as Ms. Carwin begins to start her daily home-

work check around the classroom. Middle right: Mr. McCarthy

helps Samier Hadiji with his understanding ofUS/VA history

issues. Bottom right: Ms. Pierce tires to explain to her class

the importance ofchemistry and how it plays a roe in daily life

situations. Top left: Ms. Moir talks to her advanced 9th grade

class on one of the major events in world history as they look

on with curiosity. Bottom left: Mr. Alvarez gives help to

Kylen Mahaney on a difficult geometry problem.

new teachers
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l.Ms. Thomas points out an important passage to Kevin

Barnes. Teachers sought out methods to create a positive

environment. Providing information in a visual and auditory

form helped support the learning. 2. Working around the

lecturne, Mrs. Bassler looks over her lesson plans for the

following class. She taught 9th and 12th grade English.

3. Mr. Rockwood's student listens to his lecture on Peter the

Great He likes to make each lesson interesting, by comparing

it to teen problems today. 4. Kelly Armly takes notes on Mr.

Kruath's lecture on Romeo and Juliet. His class made the

famous Shakespearean play interesting by enacting it in a

modern setting.

I n^"n i3
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Ron Revere

science teat her

Pamela Ricker

drama teacher

Betty Rivera

foreign language teacher

Rosa Rivero

Alex Robinson

band teacher

Esther Robinson

Joel Rockwood
history teacher

Christopher Rodger
science teacher

Irene Rondon
foreign language teacher

Lynnette Russo

history teacher

Pamela Sanchez

English teacher

Elvia Santamaria

foreign language teacher

Catherine Sauter

history teacher

Tom Schelstrate

history teacher

Jennifer Scher

math teacher

Margie Scherzer

social worker

Andrea Shoham
psychologist

Marlene Smith

Arlene Southard

math teacher

Ed Springer

special education teacher

Rod Uveges

math teacher

Roseanne Vallone

math teacher

Peter Vogel

history teacher

Elizabeth Waters

I nglish teacher

ghoutpr school

has its own style. De-

pending on the teacher,

you can find different

decorations hanging from

the walls. "I like to deco-

rate my classroom with

vibrant colors and a large

variety of decorations

that make students

think," said Mrs. Bassler.

While other teachers like

to use student's work.

Mr. Krauth said, "I deco-

rate my classroom with

students' work, along

with pictures that contain

the theme of

English."Whether they

decorate according to

their hobbies, or even if

they leave the old decora-

tions from the previous

teachers, all agree that

the "students need a

clean, bright, and non

cluttered environment in

order to concentrate on

the teaching and not be

distracted," said Ms.

Verville.-Janelle Santiago
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Studying- The majority of the school day was spent in class studying. Each day was full

L
of new information, concepts and challenges. The StreSS of studying six subjects required

efficient prioritizing and time management Most students also participated in

extracurricular activities, which made study time even more important. The dCddeiTlic

demands and the manner in which students chose to Challenge themselves were

exhibited in such advanced level courses as the International Baccalaureate and Ad-

vanced Placement programs. Academic 1*1gOT could also be found as students prepared for

the barrage of standardized test including SOLs, PSATs, SATs, ASVABs, and Stanford 9. These

demands were Supported by a highly qualified and professional faculty, counselors,

and administration. Students found support with academic programs such as Minority

Achievement, Gifted Services, Special Education, Peer Tutoring, and SOL Remediation, just

to name a few.

:
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Mohammad Shafique Tanya Harrison, Maritza

Gueverra & Mr. Garcia

Sara Rubalcava
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by Helen Ennis

How do you relieve stress? It is something that all high school students learn

how to do. Whether it is through dancing or reading, kids find a temporary

escape from their troubles. Vincent Vaughn said "to relieve stress, I play

basketball. It is fun and I don't have to think about anything else." Sports seem

to be a common way to relieve stress. James Higgins said "I skateboard when

I feel stressed. It is something I am good at, and that makes me feel free." Some

kids have an alternative approach to clearing their minds. Samnag Khov said

"
I listen to music and it makes me feel better because I can relate to it." Most

students look for something relaxing to do when they are feeling over-

whelmed. What is more relaxing than sleeping? Mellisa Westrick said "I

usually get stressed when I am tired. So I go to sleep and when I wake up, I

feel revived and able to accomplish more."

So, whether you turn to games or playtime

with you pets, you can find something to

occupy your mind, besides your troubles!

Above: Maria Malleck daydreams in

hei third period class because she is

stressed from all ol her school work.

Center: Danel] Mengesha plays cards

as he listens to Ins fellow < lassmates

problems Right: Samnag Khov listens

to I upai 's greatest hits in photography

( lass tii get 0U) ol cluing his work

I 04 academics
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honor society
Honor societies in our community adhere to strict academic achievement, in a certain area or

subject, to determine their membership. For example, in order to qualifiy for the National Honor

Society students must maintain a 3.5 GPA and receive referrals from teachers. For the foreign

language societies students must maintain an "A" average in their foreign language class.

The National Honor Society is the broadest ofall the societies, recgonized students who achieved

academically, as well as excelling in leadership, service, and character. The National Honor

Society, sponsored, by Mr. Keith Klein, is a nationally recognized program. The society made

cards during the holidays for people of the Hospice of Northern Virginia, and they contributed

money to the Hospice of Northern Virginia.

The Social Studies Honor Society recognized students who performed well in their Social

Studies classes. The Social Studies Honor Society was prestigious, with numerous require-

ments, including a referral from one of the student's Social Studies teachers. Aside from the

induction ceremony, the society met to plan historical trips to places like Harper's Ferry. At

the end of the year, the Social Studies Honor Society went to Washington, D.C. to study the

history of our country.

The French and Spanish Honor Societies, sponsored by Ms. Beaston and Ms. Rondon respec-

tively, were designed to recognize students who excelled in foreign languages. These societies

meet occasionally for added support to the

students, and social activities that involved the

language and culture development.

1 06 academics

ABOVH: Kristen lackson kikes notes in

\m H nt History class. Her hardwork

paid off with a GPA above 3.5, the re-

quirement for the National I lonor Soci-

ety .

LEFT: Maria Ornelas at the computer in

1

1

ic- 1

1

lira ry's computer lab. The Spanish

1 lonor Sonets recognized Maria as an

outstanding Spanish student.

( ENTER Garrett Buxton stands in the

hallway putting the finishing touches

on Ins homework between > lasses.
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AP/IB
The Advanced Placement Program is a program that was created

to challenge motivated students succeed and earn college credits

prior to their freshman year in college. The program's courses are

college level courses, so if students score well on the standardized

tests the credit earned in these classes can then be transferred for

college credits. Junior Bryan smith enjoy his AP classes. "They

offer challenging coursework without the additional pressure IB

sometimes can have."

The International Baccalaureate Program is a world-reknown pro-

gram that was initially created to have a constant learning system

for the students who traveled or were interested in traveling for

careers. The course work is based on the input from a variety of

countries, and is recgonized by universities and colleges world-

wide . Since it's development, the program has transformed into a

set of higher level courses at our school that are comparable to the

Advanced Placement courses.

Students enjoy the new challenges and opportunities both pro-

gramsoffer. CariPittlemansaid, "
I like to take advantage of both

opportunities. By taking AP and IB classes I can customize my
schedule. I have found that I can pick the harder classes in my
stronger subjects."

A main difference between the IB and the AP program is that with

the AP program, students have the freedom to pick and choose

courses. They can take one AP course or have an entire schedule of

college level courses. With the IB program, though one can take any

courses they want, to get the

"IB Diploma," the program is

more structured and there are

certain requirements that must

be met. ~ Anna Capetanakis

Caitlin Howarth e,its her lunch in Mr.

Alber's history class. Due to sonic ol

the set-backs of the IB program, stu-

dents had to give Lip their lunches to

fulfil] the credits necessary to get the

diploma.

\,i/h<it Anwar is studying in her IB

I'svi hology i lass, righl before her lest

Ajdks|i rtajksd ntk.isd nlka rtsdi k.isn

dik nas di
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Samantha Dorsey puts the finishing

touches on one of her works of art in her

two year IB Art course. In IB Art, she

was given the chance to experiment

with different materials and explore

various aspects of art.

Photographs by Latoya Hill and Anna Capetanakis
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ESOL / HILT
Immigrants from all over the world have migrated to the US to make a better

life for themselves. Many of these students when they arrived did not know

English. English as a Second Language (ESL) and High Intensity Training

(HILT) courses help students with this minor set back. These programs

helped the students improve their English and bring them up to speed with

their English speaking peers.

ESOL and HILT were three year programs for students with little or no oral

English skills. The courses were not limited by age, but the students were

tested and placed in the correct level depending on their English proficiency.

The classes were filled with students ranging from ages fourteen to nineteen

and varing ethnicities that make the classes diverse. "Some students start out

at a kindergarten level and progress from there."

The lowest level is the HILT A, and when the students have successfully

completed that level they advance to HILT B, the intermediate level. How-

ever, before the students are able to move on to a higher level they must take

an exiting test. This consists of a variety of language skills and English

requirements that the students must know before entering the next level,

HILTEx ( extension) A- mid-high English and HILTEx A- high English. These

courses ensure students are able to continue in the regular high school

curriculum with the other fluent English speaking students.

Yancth Martinez, WilberGranados,and

Fermin are in class listening to the

lecture being given by their teacher.

Mrs. Guenthner smiles for the camera

to show how enthusiastic she is about

her wonderful learning class.

HILT and ESOL are major con-

tributors to the enrichment and

success of the students. It is a great

program and it helped many stu-

dents achieve their goals. -Valerie

Corbett
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minority
achievement

Minority Achievement is a program designed to help minority students achieve

their goals, both academically and socially. The program, which provides student

services to promote academic achievement, has enlightened many students and

changed their outlook on learning and life. "The minority achievement coordinator,

Mr. Sample, has made a major impact in my life. Without his help my academic

status would not be where it is now," said Frank Goodman.

Minority Achievement was implemented to work with students, teachers, counse-

lors, and administrators to reduce the achievement gap. Through the program,

students were given the opportunity to take college tours, receive individual and

group academic support and participate in

cultural enrichment activities. The Minority

Program strongly supported the African

Awareness Club and kept club members

informed of any academic opportunities

that were offered outside of school.

"Mr. Sample has encouraged me to try

harder and continue with higher-level

classes and, in the end, it paid off," said

LaShonda Easton. This program positively

I heanxiousstudentRickeya Beale looks

over some information placed in the

v cm minis by Ivir. Sample about \ arious

i ollege and scholarship opportunities.

I illanv Green takes time between
classes to discuss a stressful moment
she had earlier with her friends, and

brushes it off.
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Frank Goodman receives help from Mr.

Sample, the Minority Achievement Co-

ordinator in writing a college essay.

I II

l|r ' \ \
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giftecbrogram
by Eleanor Dorfman ^^^^

Gifted services exist for freshmen and sophomores who wish to take intensi-

fied classes to prepare themselves for the Advanced Placement or Interna-

tional Baccalaureate programs. Teachers applied a variety of methods to

challenge students. These included simulations, visitors and field trips to

educate their students on subject matter.

Gina Grantham said, "These classes help prepare me for the AP program,

which I want to take later in school. They are hard and give me a lot of work

but the teachers make it interesting. Some of my classes incorporate art into

all of the book-work." Students such as Gina took classes like Intensified

English, Biology, and Chemistry. All were advanced courses of subjects that

were offered in the the typical form too. Subtle differences separated these

two forms of the same subject. "In Intensified Biology it is required to do

Science Fair project," said Kelley Bledsoe.

Ms. Wilson, the gifted program coordinator said, "Gifted services provide in-

class enrichment lessons for students in the 9th and 10th grades. This year the

students in Advanced English/History 9 Block had a special guest speaker in

the form of Queen Elizabeth I. In addition, students in the Gifted 10 class

participated in hands-on lessons to learn Iambic Pentameter in the play Julius

Ceaser."

The Gifted Program was a wonderful experi-

ence for any student that wished to be a part

of the IB or AP programs junior and senior

year.

\bo\c- layne Deichmeistersits and prepares

foi hei third period I rench class. She has been

in the gifted program for two years, and intends

to continue w ith hei intensified studies

Right- Brendan McFarland is reading his poem
written in Iambic Pentameter lor Ins 10th grade

intensified! nglish class taught bj Ms Morris.

He is dressed as Julius < !aesei to spice up Ins

pn ii 1 1 1 . 1 1 1

1

hi

Center-Cepand Uizadea listens as Queen
i lizabeth makes ,i presentation on the Renais-

sance in England, she spoke to Ms, Bassler's

ii 9 classes, and in< luded many students

h and demonstrations
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Joining- Clubs and organizations thrived and offered students the opportunity to

express their interests. Working and meeting with other Students who shared the

same interest was an important part of the educational experience. The Welcome Club

literally rolled out the "welcome mat" to students who were new to the country and to the

school. Environmental Club could be seen in the hallWays collecting paper destined

for the recycling bin. Key Club worked to serve the community through its support of

Volunteer organizations. Latino Club celebrated the Cultural heritage of Latin

students through dance, food, and celebration. The stomping and clapping of the Step

Team echoed through the hallways as the students rehearsed their choreography.

The sounds of music department were heard as the madrigal and advanced student

choirs rehearsed and perfected their selections.

I 1 6 organizations
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by Leilani Page

steppin'

out!
• t's not cheerleading and

it's not dancing. Step team

"^ was a blend of synchro-

nized stomps and claps that

dated back to historical black

fraternities and sororities in the

early 1900's. Many people

wondered what purpose step

teams served. The answer was

that it offered a place to meet

new people and interact while

at the same time offer one's

creativity and talent to the

development of routines. This

was the team's second year and

they had a new sponsor,

Theresa White.

Other than being under a new

sponsor, there were many new

faces on the team this year.

"This is my second year and it's

still fun and a lot of work," said

LaShonda Easton, the team's

captain. The new team mem-

bers found comfort in the help

and guidance from some of the

past members. "Being new on

the team has taught me the

importance of teamwork," said

Suley Arias.

Bruno Milien and Lamonte

Newman, a new and past

member respectively, did not

mind being the only male

steppers. "I don't even think

about it. I just do my part to

learn the steps and be ready for

performances," said Lamonte.

Two sixth grade twin sisters,

Geneva and Chapelle Ashby,

were also a part of the team and

would practice afterschool on

Mondays and

Thursdays.

"Stepping in

high school

makes me feel

confident that

I am able to

perform just

as good as the

others," said

Geneva.

My'kel Elam

helped behind

the scenes

with financial and more detailed orientated

aspects. The team performed at basketball

games, assemblies, and functions outside

of school where, in a few minutes, demon-

strated what took them countless hours to

learn. .

I 1 8 organizations



Shaquanna Ball and
Suley Arias lead the

group in practicing the

routine for the show. The

steppers made up their

own steps which in-

cluded catchy chants and

dancing.

Shetara Brown, Laura

SmithandTamia Haskins

practice the particular

step they were respon-

sible for in the show. The

team often divided steps

into different groups to

give more of a desired

effect.

Blen Tesfamariam and

Errata Yitbarek are learn-

ing a new step that was
to replace an old one they

didn't like. Each show
was altered as the team

sought to improve the

quality of their perfor-

mances.

Kimberlee Baugh
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by Veronica Rivera

welcome
club

Many students move to

different counties,

states, or even

countries throughout the school

year. When they go to a new

school, they don't know people.

"Coming to a new school is

difficult but it is more difficult to

adjust to the new environment.

We want the new student to feel

comfortable. Our goal for the club

is to help the new student feel at

home and we want our school to be

known for it's welcoming environ-

ment," said Nuzhat Sanwar.

As they make new students feel at

home, they also learn an experi-

ence that will help them in the

future. "It's so tough coming to a

new school, so I help them and

make them feel welcome. Plus-

when I get older, 1 want to become

a people-person, so I am getting an

early start," said Cindy Matulas.

These people act as if they were

older brothers and sisters. To help

other people helps you feel better

and you know that you have done a

good deed. Alessandro Ibanez

said, "I joined the club because it

makes me feel good to help other

people." While helping new

people learn how to adjust to a new

environment, it also teaches them

how to cooperate and have

patience. "The key of

my strategy for being

involved is having

patience and dedica-

tion," said Geraldine

Quiroz. Some of the

members have experi-

enced this themselves

when they arrived from

a different country.

"When I was in eighth

grade, I was terrified

because there was no

welcome club. So I know how it

feels to be alone in a new place.

It's good that this club exists," said

Cynthia Ibanez.

I [anna Abebe and
Ailh.ii I s,

20 organizations

Anielka Arellano,

Stephanie Zanteno, and

Marlen de l.i i ruz

I Lnda Sorto, Carla

Bornales, Nuzhat

Sanwar, ( !ynthia Ibanez,

and Alessandro Ibanez



Before the meeting starts

Claudia Rojas talks to her

friends and Mrs. Lopez

talks to one of the officers

in preparence of the meet-

ing.

Sumbal Iqbal. Carla

Bernales, and Sarah Iqbal.

Listen to Linda Sorto as she

explains when the

Valentine's party is going

to be and what the next

meeting is going to be about

before they leave.
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by Helen Ennis It's a
print! ^

r
s teenagers, there is hardly

aenough time for clear

communication. Everyone

is so busy with school, work, or

sports. Journalism is one way for

students to express themselves in a

positive manner. "Newspaper

enables students to voice their

opinions. This way many points of

view are brought out and dis-

cussed," said Crossed Sabres staff

member Lina Bouadis.

People's perspectives often cause

conflict. That is why journalism

brings them out and joins them all

together. Helen Ennis, a staff

member of the yearbook staff

said,"Communicating through

journalism in high school is easy

because it gives us the opportunity

to understand a variety of opin-

ions."

Also, working along with the

media definetly gives the opportu-

nity to excel and gain skills. "I

have enjoyed working on the

yearbook staff this year because

my journalistic skills have shown

through in the pages I have

completed. I hope people will

enjoy all the hard work I have put

into it," said Latoya Hill, graduat-

ing senior and member of the

yearbook staff.

There is a lot of stress

that comes along with

these opportunities

though. There are

deadines to meet and

people to please.

Firman Muhamad-nor,

a member of Crossed

Sabres said, "It is

always on my mind

how people will judge

my work. Sometimes,

people will criticize it, and you have to

deal with that. Also, you have to be fair

and include a variety of opinions." No

matter what the stress level is at the time,

all the worrying and hard work pays o\T

in the end. -Helen Ennis

Lina Bouadis

Megan Mahoney
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Yearbook teacher Stephen

Millersits at the laptop. The

laptop was a primary source

of information used to cre-

ate pages and meet year-

book deadlines.

Molly Roy

journalism 1 23



by Latoya Hill

diverse

unity

frican Awareness Society is

^M a club that helps students

broaden their achievements

and open their eyes to many

opportunities available at the

school. African Awareness

volunteered in the community by

sponsoring clothes drives and

tutoring underclassmen.

In the club, students felt like it was

a second home. Vincent Vaugh

said, "African Awareness has

brought the small minority

population within our school closer

together, creating a family-like

atmosphere." African Awareness

volunteered fundraising events in

order to go on trips and buy

supplies for the club's activities.

African Awareness Society also

hosted the annual Black History

Month Program. There, students

reflected on their history and what

they have experienced. "The Black

History program is my favorite

event because I feel like I'm

learning something I haven't

learned before," said Devin Lewis.

They also hosted the Talent Show

featuring students dancing, reading

poetry, and guest speakers.

Within the club students learned

how to mature emotionally and

academically. Stu-

dents used the

information that they

acquired to their

benefit. "African

Awareness taught me

that there are many

opportunities in life I

just have to be

detemined," said

Janina Carvalho.

African Awareness has been a major

success; it has helped many students by

providing scholarships for graduating

seniors and informing students of

opportunities that pertain to them.

Samir Hadiji and Kimberlee

Baugh

1 24 organizations

Frank Goodman. Shanna
Ford, and Maritza Guevera

Veyni Ghebremedhin

and Latoya Hill

Bruno Millen. Blen

Tesfamarian, and Hannah
Abebe



During the Holiday Bazzar

students were dancing and

singing with each other.

Students brought a warm
and sincere feeling

throughout the day. It at-

tracted many people to

watch them sing and hear

the tunes.

Janina Carvalho and Frank

Goodman listen, as spon-

sors tell them about events

that will be coming up in

the future.

During the Holiday Bazzar,

the club raised money by

selling handmade baskets

that consisted of female and

male products, children's

accessories and house sup-

plies.

Efrata Yitbarek and Leilani Page
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by Anna Capetanakis & Leilani Page

bring in

da noise
Common to many of the extracur-

ricular activities this year, the

marching band's competitive

season was cut short due to the

terrorist attacks. This year con-

sisted of two main competitions-

one in Virginia Beach and one in

Woodbridge, Virginia. They

scored an "excellent" at both of the

competitions, placing them in the

well above average scale. Over the

winter, the symphonic and concert

bands performed at the Winter

Concert held January 19th and also

competed at a district competition.

In the fall, the marching band

practiced two to three hours a day

and then competed on the week-

ends. Over the winter, the bands

practiced every daj for an hour

during class as well as after school

on Wednesdays. "It's a lot of hard

work, but it's worth it." said

Rebecca Gimbel, a member of the

concert band.

Along with practices, the students

were required to sell ten cases of

fruit to fund the trip to Myrtle

Beach. "The fruit sale is a tradi-

tion for the band program and the

money we make goes a long way

towards our spring trip. The

process of selling fruit also builds

relationships between band

members," said Matthew Brooks.

Mr. Robinson was the band's

returning director. This year's

drum majors were Mauricio

Canales and Brian Cruse. "As a

drum major 1 had to learn responsi-

bility, humility, and patience. I

believe working with this outstand-

ing group of people has taught me

to become a better person," said

Mauricio.

The colorguard was led by Mrs.

Jackson and captains Amber Kurtz

and Sarah Montague. Their

perfomances with the marching

band during the fall season

>

complimented

their music

and choreog-

raphy. In the

winter, the

Color Guard

transformed

into the

Winter Guard

where they

danced to

modern pop

muisc like

Britney

Spears.

"Winter

Guard has

always been

my favorite part of being in marching

band. We get more creative control

over our show and it's exciting to go

on the spring trip in April." said

Amber. Whether it was Color Guard

or Winter Guard, they gave excep-

tional performances that kept eveyone

entertained.

Sonya Eberly Trisa Matin

Larry Wilson
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Barry Bui takes a break from

playing the standing bass

drum, while Claire Lerner

plays the bells during one

of their performances at a

football game. The band is

made up of approximately

one hundred students who

play a combination of per-

cussion and wind instru-

ments.

Sarah Montague waves her

flag to the routine she and

the other ColorG uard mem-

bers worked hard on. They

would perform with the

school's marching band out

on the football field during

hall -time.

I

The marching band's per-

cussion section along with

the Color Guard march off

in unison. The collabora-

tive efforts of all the mem-
bers led to several success-

ful performances through-

out the year that earned

them high ratings during

competitions.

/

Katherine Ledinh

Brian Cruse
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by Sofana Shahriar

islamic

awareness
#slam has been practiced among

I Muslim people around the

world and has been studied by

many non-Muslims. The Muslim

Club was created in school for the

benefit of the Muslim people and

for others to understand and learn

more about it. "Islam is an

interesting religion, and it also

helps me explain my religion to

others to understand the real facts

about Islam." said Farisa Ahmed.

Members discussed the Islamic

religion and how it effected their

daily lives. "Islam faith gives me

the desire to live a religious life,"

said Mohammed Rob. A guest

speaker that represented their

mosque talked to the club about the

activities and events that took

place during the Islamic holidays.

The members of the club also

volunteered in the community by

organizing festivals for the Muslim

people. "Helping in the mosque

gives me inner peace knowing that

I am doing something good in my

community," said Anney

Chowdhury.

The club raised money to finance

trips to Islamic events and parties

by selling candy and taking part in

other fundraisers such as the

Holiday Bazaar. "Selling dessert at

the Holiday Bazaar made a lot of

money for the Muslim Club to

spend on the end of

the year field trip we

wanted to go on," said

Rehana Shafi. The

active club members

worked for the

success of the club

and made it interest-

ing for others. They

also helped other

students at Washing-

ton-Lee to have a

better understanding

of the Islamic religion and culture.

Especially after the September

1 1th terrorist attacks, it was vital

that the public be informed of the

true nature of the Islamic culture.

[KM, I
I )\ l/tl
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Mohammed Fouz,

Sharif Naumul and Doaa Ouzn



Hicham Dmeseh and Jahangir Khan
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by Sofana Shahriar

being
green

s many try to help the world

^and create a better en\ iron-

ment, students work hard to

improve the school community.

The environmental club helps

remind students of their duties in

creating a cleaner earth. "The

em ironmental club is responsible

for the flowers planted around the

school; the flowers are a nice

addition to the school's grounds,"

said Brittany Root.

Aside from planting and weeding

the school grounds, the club

members helped the school by

sponsoring a program that recycled

containers and boxes as well.

"Recycling cans and papers and

eventually plastic has really helped

clean up the school," said the

president of the club, Zach

Sctuwartz. The money they raised

from recycling went to a good

cause. "The money we get for

recycling cans goes to children

who are burn victims," said Bao

Chu. The environmental club

member's hard work always paid

off at the end and the satisfaction

of helping others was rewarding.

Many students participated in the

club's year-long efforts by placing

all their papers in the recycling bin,

but the students who were involved

m the environmental club put in

the extra efforts of collecting all

the materials. "Recycling is a great

way to help the

school and the

environment in short

amount of time,"

said Sam Brase.

The community at

large benefits on the

students that have

kept the record of

every time they have

recycled through out

the year. And the

environmental club's hard work is

appreciated every time the students

see a clean school and a cleaner

environment.

Loan Chin
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Benjamin Meza, Elizabeth

Berger and Caroline Wick

Mr. Scr



Meaghan Kellogg and

Johanna Harris work to-

gether to weed through the

grounds around the school.

With the help of the envi-

ronmental club, the school

grounds were welcoming

year round.

Zach Schwartz

Elizabeth Berger
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by Janelle Santiago

One of the most impor-

tant and effective

organizations in the

school is the Student Council

Association, most commonly

known as the SCA. Sponsored

by Ms. Morris, they managed

each class' budget and spon-

sored many events that ranged

from dances, to concerts, to the

coronation of the Homecoming

king and queen. The SCA held

elections in the beginning of the

year, to elect officers. Amongst

those elected were SCA Presi-

dent Samantha Dorsey, First

Vice President Yasmine Cathell,

Second Vice President Anthony

Buenafe, Third Vice President

Tyronde Broussard, Press

Secretary Valerie Corbett,

Secretary Jordan Katz, and

School Board Liaison Christine

Samantha Dorsey

132 organizations

taking

charge
Boehm. In doing this, they were

able ensure that each student's

voice was heard.

Each class also elected senators

who represented them in the

organization. The senior senators

were Jacqueline Lopacinski,

Heather McKenzie, and Sara

Strehle. Junior class senators

were Loan Chin, Jessica Finger

and Cari Pittleman. Sophomore

senators were Julie Vu, Caroline

Wick and Tanzira Zaman.

Tahmina Shepu was the fresh-

man class senator.

The SCA tried to help the

community as much as possible.

All the members were dedicated to

what they were doing. They met

every Tuesday to discuss

upcoming events such as the Red

Cross Blood Drive

and Spirit Week. The

organization listened

to the whole student

body's opinions about

upcoming events, and

made sure that they

had inputs in the

decisions that were

made. The many

voices of the school

were combined into

one strong and

effective voice, the

Student Council

Association. Also they

ensured that the class elections,

and the Olympics ran smoothly,

and were fun for everyone.

Jackie Lopacinski

Jordan Katz, Tazmira

Zaman and Sara Strehle

Cari Pittleman, Ms. Morris,

Tahmina Shepu and

Christine Boehm



Sara Strehle, Heather

McKenzie and Jordan Katz

celebrated, because they

collected over 1200 cans of

food during the Thanksgiv-

ing Drive. SCA's can food

drive helped the needy in

Arlington.

student council



by Carlos Zambrana

creating

culture
1ASA is an organization that

started out in 1990 by

Mrs. Vazquez. It was

created to give Latin American

students the opportunity to

play a leadership role and to be

involved in activities such as

fundraising and tutoring. LASA

met on Wednesdays. Geraldine

Quiroz who was the President

this year of LASA said, "Many

Latin American students

involved in LASA share the

same goal. This goal is leader-

ship and it symbolizes our

Latino pride. LASA also offers

our members scholarships as

well as college tours. These are

sponsored by juntos Podemos.

LASA was an organization that

offered the benefit of getting

involved in activities and get to

nu'ct new people. Mr. Garcia

S,1-!M

said, " Our goal here in LASA is

to provide students the chance

to get to know what college is

about. We plan field trips to

different colleges throughout

Virginia and help students

explore colleges. We assist in

finding which ones are fit for

each student. Alessandro

Ibanez said, "I have benefited a

lot in Lasa, we visited many

different colleges and I found

many colleges that I like. I plan

to apply. I also got the chance to

meet different people who are

already in college and see from

their perspective. I benefited a

lot from this club and I recom-

mend everybody to join be-

cause you will definitely benefit

from this organization." LASA

is an organization that was

created for students who wish

to have a leadership

role and wish to

explore colleges.

Students are re-

minded that life does

not end after high

school.-Carlos A.

Zambrana

v

Nubia Zunto Stefani Zenteno

Edson Zenteno
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Bob Garcia who is the lasa

coordinator this year al-

ways likes to hear the

opinions on any idea that

a LASA member might

have. He likes to give a

word to all members be-

fore he lets the president

and all other members
plan activities.

*

A Brian Cruse
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by Jaqneline Casallas

sing a
merry
madrigal

The harmonic voices

flow together in a

melodious style and

till the concert hall with com-

pelling sounds. The audience is

tranced by the music and then

clap with overwhelming joy.

For the Madrigals, being able to

sing at the Kennedy Center was

an unforgettable experience. It's

the kind of thing that every

singer dreams about, especially

for those who wish to follow up

the career. It's a step closer to

what they want to achieve.

"Going to the Kennedy Center

was an exciting and eye open-

ing experience because it made

me aware of music as being a

professional career," said

Alicia Marconi.

Other groups involved in voice,

such as the advanced choir,

high school chorus and

women's ensemble learned to

express and read music. Julia

Lazo said, "We learned how to

sightread, which is really hard,

and how to sing correctly

instead of along with the radio.

Sightread ing helps when you

trv to learn a new piece of

music. You can just read the

notes and figure out

the whole song."

Some who try to be in

the choral depart-

ment for the first time

also have an interest

in what they could

possibly develop. "I

decided to take this

class so I can expand

my vocal talent and I learn

music from great composers,"

said Jordan Gutoski. Whether

it's a first elective or a profes-

sional interest, music is a good

way to expand horizons.

Caitlin Howell, Kendra

Smith
Sopranos and Altos
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Ms. Severin conducts the

Madrigals while they are

singing at the Holiday

Bazaar. She helps keep

the tempo and lip synchs

along so that the songs

don't move too fast or too

slow.

During the Holiday Ba-

zaar, the Madrigals sang

a series of Christmas car-

ols as shoppers stopped

to listen. The songs help

promote their Christmas

CD.

Steve Jones, Spencer
Ellsworth, Anthony
Buenafe, and Trevor

Manor entertain the

Lion's Club at the Wash-
ington Golf and Country

Club with a Christmas

carol. The Madrigal guys

sang their version of

"VVhiteChristmas" which

pleased several of the at-

tendants and gave them a

standing ovation.

Courtney Edwards

vocal music 1 3T



by Jaqueline Casallas

Iights
are dim and the

spotlight is on! Taking

nterest in theater can be just

another way to be a part of

something fun. Sargon Dejesus

said, "Theater is enjoyable

because it's not like class. I get

there and forget all about the

other classes. I turn into a

different person whenever I

take up a role. I also like the

people in my class, they make

acting fun."

Theater has helped some

students learn to become more

involved with the feeling of

professional performances.

"The school wide productions

light the

lights!
help develop your dramatic

ability in a variety of environ-

ments and styles because of the

numerous productions over the

year. Personally, it has helped

encourage me in considering

acting as a career because of the

experiences," said Spencer

Ellsworth.

Along with the opportunities,

acting has left a great impact on

many of the students. "It has

nurtured my imagination and

has been possibly one of the

greatest experiences in my life.

Theater will always live fondly

in my heart," said Jay Maxwell.

Some of that impact comes

from the teachers as

well. Cory Hall said,

"Ms. Ricker is

always open to ideas

and interprets them

to go with the play.

Outside help is

always appreciated

so that it can be a

better performance.

Drama has basically

solidified my option

in life."

Obtaining a career in this type

of field forms great people with

great imaginations.

Jacquelin Lopacinski,

Katherine Lounge
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Spencer Ellsworth,

Pelrucio. sweeps Cory Hull.

Kate, off her feet in the

musical Kiss Me Kate. He
tries to win over her love

but stubborn Kate refuses

and fights her way out of

his arms.

Stephen Lam, Lucentio,

tells Petrucio about Kale's

temper. Pelrucio is the only

man willing to marry her

but does not know she has

no plans to be wed.

ft
Katherine Rubida, Rache

Kinney Ryan W., Sarah Skyler, Jane

Deichmeister

theatre / drama 139
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by Sara Rubalcava

keys to

success
The Key Club has offered

opportunities to students

to help the less fortunate

in and around the community.

These opportunities included the

"March of Dimes," the "Valentines

for Veterans," the "Walk for the

Homeless," and the "Oyster

Roast." Concerning the "Walk for

the Homeless," Melissa Jumper

said. "This campaign vocalized to

the community the general idea of

"helping thy neighbor.'"

The Key Club had also focused

on team work and how to work

better as team members. Kira

Jordan said. "I joined Key Club to

serve the community in a positive

and effective way." Key Club

members also were encouraged

to venture out and volunteer as

individuals or groups to organiza-

tions that excluded the Key Club's

activities. From these activites

outside of the club and also from

the actual club's events, the

members received "keys" to mark

the amount of time that they

volunteered. Rosalie Dech said,

"The Key Club's goal is to inspire

students to help people in the

community."

During the meetings, the club was

open to everyone's suggestions as

long as they were plausible and

supported by the majority of the

other members. The

president, Rebecca

O'Brien, and the

sponsor, Mrs. Root,

were very willing to

help out the members

who tried to make

their ideas become a

reality. Many of the

students involved in

Key Club were

involved in other

clubs. This club, they

say, was a club that really tried to reach

to the community. "The best thing

about Key Club was getting to help

others. It made me feel good," said

Stephanie Byrne. -Sara Rubalcava

Michael Manning

1 40 organizations

Julia Wagner and Christina

Riojas



Brittany Root is making

Valentine cards for the

"Valentines for Veterans"

campaign during Key Club

in order to make someone

happy.

Christina Riojas,Jenny
Read, Lauren Henniger,

Lasa Daza.rebecca
O'Brien

Alicia Marconi
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Competing. The Generals marched into the fields of competition with grace, dedica-

tion, and a love of the game. The football team worked at defend i I1CJ the zone, the swim

team practiced dlVlllCJ , and volleyball team was spiking to victory. As the various teams

met the challenges of the competition, the members gained skills of creative thinking,

working as a team, and Challenging self limitations. From homecoming to spring

training the members of the athletic teams represented a wide range of cultures, back-

grounds, and strengths. The cheerleading teams showed the skill and prowess while

demonstrating hand-springs and complex mount routines. The golf team was

challenged with limited competitions, but perservered by TOCUSing on the develop-

ment of skills. The members of the track team ran strong and well as each member made a

contribution to the points earned by the team. The year in sports follows. Go Generals!
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Alsives Alvarez

"My favorite part of

Cross-Country is the

competition .

SteDhanie Yoder

"Trying my hardest was

my main objective and

fortunately I was
successful."

Kevin Mallon

I feel that C ross country

is more mental than

physical."

Kenny Evans leads the

pack as the team stays

togeather and on top at

the District Meet

layout by juron Williams, photographs by seagall majestic
Before her meel Emily

t lousen talks to herteam
mail's, while stre( ting in

preparation ol her ra( e

All-Districl Runner
kirsti'ii Kraft runs in per-

fect stride, while she sots

tin' tone ol the race.
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fter school in the Fall, the sight of fellow students

a running around the campus.were in focus. Sudents who

were drenched in sweat and breathing

hard, may have been just a friend, a classmate, or

an aquaintance. These students might have started

running for endurance or exercise, but one thing

was for sure, they run on the cross-country team.

The team's joy was competing in a 5 Km race ( or

3.1 miles), represented our school to the best of

their ability. "I loved running for the team and I

felt stronger after every practice," said Matt Estes.

"Winning

is the

most

important

thing."Many team members had the goal of winning and

a personal goal of getting the fastest time possible.

Kenny Evans said, "I feel like our whole season

was all based on how we performed at the District Meet." A main

goal of both the coaches and the athletes was to do well at the

District's Meet.

Some athletes members met thegoal like Kirsten Kraft who placed

second at the meet. "I tried my best and pushed myself as much as I

could and then it finally paid off," said Kirsten Kraft. Ellen

Childress said, "I feel like I improved as the season went on, and I

also think that, thanks to the coaches, I am now a better runner."

The team had an excellent season and made goals that were set,

which proves that this team had a great wok ethic and were truly

talented.-by Juron Williams

cross-
country

Row 1: Ellen Childress Row 2: Lydia Malley, Kirsten

Kraft, Elizabeth Greenwald, Row 3: Matt Estes, Kenny
Evans, Kevin Mallon, Ian Phillips, Coach Gillus

1 - 3 Wakefield

2 4 Edison

1 - 3 Wakefield

2-4 Edison

1 - 3 Wakefield

2-4 Edison

1 - 3 Wakefield

2-4 Edison

cross country 1 45



The team is leading 2 - 1

and the Warriors are pick-

ing up the pacebv second

half. Players on both

teams put on their game
faces and played hard.

Karla Perez, staring her

opponent down, pre-

pared to stop ball and

move up field.

Whitnev Sado

"Everyone learned to

work as a team and help

each other out whenever
needed. We bonded on

and off the field, creating

friendships and having

tons of laughs."

Joanna Blackwell

" Our team had incredible

spirit and I think we all

improved our team

strategies, as well as

individual skills. I he team

placed mort' emphasis on

umtv and improvement

than on winning and I

think we all gained a lot

from this mentality."

Sharon Brown
played field hockey

for three years. I'\ e

decided to continue

playing because the sport

is a lot of fun and

everyone on the team is

great
"

layout by jaqueline casallas, photographs by seagall majestic
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Veronica Rivera shows Whitnej Sado keeps an

her defensive skills eye on the ball and a pen-

against the Wakefield alty is called against the

Warriors as she uses the other team, ["his gave the

i dodge" to lake out a Generals a chance to ad-

rival. Thegame was close vance toward their goal

and both teams (ought to

gel through the defense.



ew season. New Coach. Old friends. As the players

anticipated the games to start, they prepared in the

off-season by playing various teams during sum-

mer league at Chantilly. "It was a way to play field hockey in

a relaxed and fun atmoshere. You showed up to games when

you could and had the opportunity to play against a variety of

different players from all over the Northern

Region. This was a good way to develop and

try outnew skills. It helped players to continue

to improve outside of the regular season," said

Sharon Prange.

This was Coach Lynnette Russo's second year

coaching, but first year with the varsity team.

"The girls worked really hard this season to

improve their skills and I'm really proud of

their effort. It was the best I've seen them play

in the two years that I've coached." Although

Russo was new to the varsity experience, the

team had no problem adjusting to her new

style. "Since I've played JV with Coach Russo,

I was already accustomed to her drills and personality. It

wasn't hard to adjust to her at all," said Kendra Smith.

All the girls had great skills, but one particular player was

freshman Karin Ohman. This was her first year ever playing

field hockey and made varsity due to her dexterity in stick

handling. "I was shocked that I made varsity and I've never

played before. I guess it was because I played a little during a

summer clinic."~by Jaquelin Casallas

"It ivas a way

to play field

hockeij in a re-

laxed and fun

atmoshere."

varsity
field hockey

Row 1: Jaquelin Casallas, Whitney Sado, Katherine Ledinh, Karla

Perez, Karin Ohman, Veronica Rivera, Christine Boehm; Row 2:

Mimi Rizzo, Jaquelin Lopacinski, Joanna Blackwell, Sharon Brown,

Heather McKenzie, Sharon Prange, Sara Strehle, Nuzhat Sanwar

- Wakefield

1-2 Jeb Stuart

0-1 Edison

-

1

Mt. Vernon

- 2 Mt. Vernon

3 - 2 Wakefield

- 1 Falls Church

0-3 Yorktown

0-2 Jeb Stuart

0-2 Edison

varsity field hockey 147



As Emilev Heend breaks

through two offense at a

game against the

Wakefield Warriors, she

prepares to dribble past a

defender to advance to

the goal. The girls cel-

ebrated their 2-0 victory

after the game.

Ana Lamez
"I've been playing for two

years, and this year has

been the best year by

beating our past record."

Julia Battacchi

"Field Hockey was a lot of

hard work but it really

paid off."

Emilev Wroten
"Being captain forJV was

an interesting task. I was
so proud of the improve-

ment all the girls made
since the beginning <>t the

season."

layout by by veronica rivera, photographs by seagall majestic
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the team's season was the best it has been in many years.

The flood of new players, as well as a new coach, seemed to

boost the team's performance. They beat their past record with

wins against Wakefield, Jeb Stuart, and Falls Church. "It was an

exciting season. Winning three games is so amazing for the team.

I'm really proud to have been a part of it," said

Catherine Dexter.

The team showed spirit at their games by

cheering and getting their teammates hyped up.

"The team has had a great season. We worked

so hard not only during games but also during

practices. It was definitely tough but we stuck

together and worked like a family helping each

other out," said Lilian Perez.

"It was an

exciting season.

Winning three

games was so

amazing.

"

According to Coach Proto, the team was

outstanding. She said, "To learn about

sportmanship and the game of field hockey didn't take much time

because the girls were so dedicated. They learned to work as a

team by helping each other out and they all worked hard, which

helped us have a victorious season."

While the old players helped the new ones learn the rules of the

game and to learn new plays. Bessy Guevara said, "This was my

first year in field hockey. Everybody was really nice to me and

patient in teaching me everything I needed to learn." Many of the

players enjoyed this sport. Diane Nguyen said, "It's an aggressive

sport but I have fun playing it."~by Veronica Rivera

jr varsity
field hockey

Row 1: Fia Midhoe, Sara Burns, Elena Rubalcava, Martha Coello,

Diane Ngugen; Row 2: Lilian Perez, Rachel Shuey, Bessy Guevera,

Meg Shaw, Leah Adams, Ashley Landers, Ana Lainez; Row 3: Ms.

Proto, Julia Battocchi, Caroline Wick, Missy Westrick, Emily Wroten,

Christine Rodney, Catherine Dexter

2-1 JEB Stuart

1-3 Mt. Vernon

0-1 Mt.vernon

2-0 Wakefield

1-0 Falls Church

0-0 Yorktown

0-3 JEB Stuart

0-0 Edison

jv field hockey 1 49



Running Back Sean
Somlar uses his explosive

speed to take the Gener-

als down field to light up
the scoreboard as the fans

go wild.

Matt Massaro

I he greatest moment of

this season was when the

team continued to battle

until the end of the game
to beat Thomas Jefferson."

Carl Ebert

"Domination is the key to

success and my playing

abilitv has led the team

this season. I couldn't

have had a better team

and I am proud of each

and every one of them."

Robert Armstrong

"This is the best team I

have ever played with. 1

feel like our team has put

school spirit back into this

1
1 immunity. On our new

field, I feel like this team

stepped it up when they

needed to and plaj ed

hard everj
;

1 1 n >

RlfM

^§^1 y |^

layout by juron Williams, photographs by seagall majestic I ree safety luron Will-

iams conies up to make a

punishing blow on the

fourth down to for< e the

Westfield Bulldogs to lose

possession oi the football.

Quarterback Aaron
Malave gets the plays

troml )tlensi\eC'oordina-

tor, Coach Brian

Magahki.
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ctober 19, 2001. Friday night. The Homecoming

OGame. The sounds of a full capacity War Memorial

Stadium circulated through the vicinity of the campus.

The fight song was played by an award-winning band. A school

came together to witness greatness on the football field, as the

football team rolled over the Jeb Stuart Raiders, 42-0.

"The players on the team are fast, which resulted

[in all] players having a great season. Everyone on

this team showed the fans what happens when

everyone plays up to his or her potential," said

Kevin Sasfai, tight end.

The fast-paced Generals have impressed every

team they have played this year. Quarterback

Bryan Rogers said, "This year our team has some

of the strongest people in the National District

including Robert Armstrong and one of the fastest

players in the state, Shawn Claude Somlar. Being

on this team has made me realize how important

having great leaders is." The football team had a

positive response in spirit and attendance, which inspired the

Generals to play every game with the will to win. James Walker

said. "Football is a very physical sport and I think this team has

had some of the strongest sUidents in our school. We have done

our best in every game and we were rewarded by our large crowd

turnouts. The stadium being full is almost as good of a feeling as

scoring a touchdown."~by Juron Williams

"I think this

team has had

some of the

strongest stu-

dents in our

school.

"

'"

n football
%4 - 34 West Springfield

14 25 Wakefield

Row 1: Coach Lewis, Bryan Kellogg, Danny Binn, Jorge Lopez,

Aid win Jones, Nazmul Sharif, Yestin Rodriguez, Coach Willis, Row
2: Coach Bolfek, James Walker, Napolean Gabriel, John Sedwick,

Brian Nettles, Frank Millien, Justin Houghton, Lisa Henderson,

Coach Kozlowski, Row 3: Coach Cauthen, Sam Blunden, Mark
Jones, Ronny Torres, Victor Smith, My Tra, Zachariah Cunningham,
Narrender Bhandari, Coach Garrison, Row 4: Coach Blake, Thomas
Luria, Angel Araya, Erik Leonard, Sean Somlar, Jonathan Castillo,

Jonathan Decarlo, Jericho Pittman, Roland Ferracho, Coach Maghaki,
Row 5: Carl Ebert, David sauter, Juron Williams, Blair Calhoun,

Peter Dahlsom, Russell Sutton, Corey Rawlings, Aaron Malave,

Kevin Sasfai, Row 6: Goliath Salous,Fernando Gomez, Nick barton,

Brian Rogers, Brendan Gallagher, Robert Armstrong, Davier Harris,

Robert Foley, Michael Coleson, Matthew Massaro

7-13 Falls Church

17-48 Westfield

7-40 Mount Vernon

42 Stuart

7- 31 Edison

15-14 Jefferson

7 - 31 Yorktown
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Peter Dahlsom and Sam
Blunden stop the opposi-

tion at the line of scrim-

mage against the Edison

Eagles to gain control of

the gamed during the

third quarter.

Russell Sutton

"I've learned to work as a

member of the team.

While we were playing

Thomas Jefferson, we
were losing by twelve

points and we came back.

Brian Rogers

"Before every game I walk

onto the field with the

mission to dominate."

Lisa Henderson

"I feel like I've been

welcomed to this team
like ,my other playe

a "Hi, I and I trv my
hardest to obtain

perlec tion

layout by juron Williams, photographs by seagall majestic
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Punter Angel Araya

with .1 perfe< t snap,

punts the ball, in fu

stride, high into the air

withanamazinghang

time .ig.nnsi the Falls

( hurch faguars.
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^^V^^V here am I going 1 " This is a question

that pops into the mind of most freshman and

junior varsity teammates. For a few, gifted

athletes stood the chance of starting on the

varsity team. One of these athletes was

Aldwin Jones. Aldwin started the season on

the JV team and then moved to varsity.

Aldwin said, "I didn't expect to play varsity

this year, but somehow my dream became a

reality."

These two teams had a surplus of talent.

Quarterback Daniel Cavanaugh said, "The

main thing about football is that you have to

have fun and that's exactly what I did."

Other talented players were Justin Houghton and Jonathan

Decarlo who both scored two touchdowns and gained 300

yards receiving. Houghton said, "The main goal was to

have fun and win, but I was really proud of us having more

touchdowns than the varsity team." The main objectives of

having fun got the job done.-by Juron Williams

X

fe«telZ#n4tf*t«fcHfe

Row 1: Ronnie Watson, Luis Moreno, Billy Dale III, Tien Huynh,
Tommy Peou; Row 2: Marlon Speed, Dalfa Ahmed, Patrick Ward,
Philip Constans, Christopher Rippy, Darren Estes; Row 3: Coach
Ylon, William Grotham, Andrew Rosado, Hans Nordsholm,Cesare
Natale, Matt Wood, Michael Coy, Coach Roncorni; Row 4: Daniel

Cavanaugh, Jonathan Patterson, Baker Pruiksma, Zack Duarte,

German Rivera, David Calhoun, Abdul Bouh.

frosh&jv
football

22 - 26 Yorktown

21 6 Falls Church

- 42 Westfield

7-0 Mount Vernon

13-0 Stuart

6-32 Edison

12-24 Jefferson

freshmen & jv football 153



E
Meaghan Kellogg and Anna

Kruegar smile brightly as

they cheer the football play-

ers on to the field. To add

some more pep and color to

their cheer, they use their

pom poms, which shimmer

in the moon light and help

them be seen.

Us
Rachel Rvmar

"I got to get into the

games for free."

Ruth Dolin

"I've been cheerleading

since my freshman year. It

has been a constant in my
life. Colleges like to see

long-term, extra-

curricular activities."

George Lang

"I like cheering because I

keep up with gymnastics.

I he stunts are the best."

layout by latoya hill and valerie corbett

photographs by seagall majestic
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( ieorge Lang is concer

trating on his cheering

moves. As he clasped his

hands, he made sure ev-

ery sound and mini' is in

sync.

Thomasina Holland
shows her varsity spirit

in her smile and cheers.

As she completed a chant,

she waved her pom in the

air to show her love for

i heering.



anew look and new attitude had the varsity cheerleaders

smiling endlessly and showing lots of school spirit,

practice, perfecting their routines,stunts and chants, to

show the student body and fans that they are the best all around.

"Nobody would have thought those long crazy practices would

have paid off, but second place is not bad,"

said Heather Davis. The squad showed a great

improvement during the games and at district

competitions. District was not only a

competition, but a test of faith, talent, and

most of all, team work.

The varsity team proved to be strong competi-

tors against the multiple squads that attended

the competition, and a great team. Placing

second at districts, with their hype routine and

enthusiastic cheering efforts they have

reached their goal. Their countless awards and

recognitions has given the varsity cheerleaders

a better name and great motivation. Melina

Ifill said, "I like to compete and learn different

things that I didn't know before such as stunts

and new dances. I also enjoy the flexibility that

I received from jumping streching, and

various stunts we perform."

Every Friday night, the cheerleaders came together to support the

teams as they cheered at the War Memorial Stadium. They showed

the football team and fans that they were always there encouraging

them. There job was intense, but full of fun, getting the fans hyped

and ready to win. This was what the varsity cheerleaders were all

about, and what made them number one. -by Latoya Hill and

Valerie Corbett

Alex Monde and

Meghan Kellog

standing in posi-

tion for the pledge,

before the foot ball

game to show

their respect for

their country and

to begin the game.

arsiU/
cheering

Row 1: Lily Khan, Unika Dabney, Melina [fill; Row 2: Eliza-

beth Showalter, Ruth Dolin, Macda Bezuayehu, Anne Kruega;

Row 3: Thomasina Holland, Portia Moore, Heather Davis,

Suzanne Ledford, Natalie High, Meaghen Kellogg.

varsity cheerleading 155



Jasmine Carnell

"With all the hard work
put into cheerleading, we
had the chance to make
new friends. As well as

learn how to work
together as a team. We got

a chance to do what we do
best...cheer"

Sulev Arias

"Being a W-L cheerleader

was a great experience.

We learned new tech-

niques to better our

cheering, and got a chance

to make some new friend

we usually wouldn't have

made."

Jotanna Carrentino

"Cheerleading was a great

experience for me. I got a

a chance to get to know a

lot of new people.

Meeting them has really

made my first year in high

school exciting
"

Freshman cheerleaders

Gracia Campos, Karen

Gamboa, and Crashawn
Anderson cheered the

girls basketball team on,

for a victory against

Edison. They worked
hard as a team to repre-

sent the school.

photographs by seagall majestic
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It was a cold night, but jv

cheerleader I viuisev

McFail kepi her spirit up,

during the homecoming
half-time performam e

l hejv cheerleadersjoined

the freshman and varsity

squads in cheering the

football team in to a vic-

tory.

As freshman cheerleader

Desiree Waller yells

"S.H.O.C.K,shock'em...,"

as the freshman bovs bas-

ketball team scored a

point against the Falls

Church faguars. The

squad worked together to

cheer the teams during

each game.



r
;

After mid-summer tryouts and intense two hour practices, the jv and

freshman cheerleading squads made their official debut on September

20, 2001, during the first home football game against the district rivals,

Yorktown Patriots. They were led by returning jv Kathy Williams and

freshman coach Crystal Browne. Through practices both coaches

helped the squads improve their cheers, such as

"S.H.O.C.K" and "Go Bis Blue."

2ht
"This was

a great

season.

"

Sophomore Jasmine Carnell and Suley Arias

assisted each other in leading the jv squad in

each cheer, while the freshman squad chose to

work as one to make decisions for their squad.

For freshman Crashawn Anderson,

cheerleading was a great way to "...get

excercise while representing the school and

doing something enjoyable." Each cheerleader

tried to stay in shape to do better jumps, like

the "toe touch" and the "pike."

Along with excercise, the season was the perfect time to "...meet a lot

of new people and learn to work together," said freshman cheerleader

Karen Gamboa. Working together was not an easy task. Both squads

consisted of diverse young ladies. "Sometimes it was hard to work

together with all the different girls on the squads. But we learned," said

jv cheerleader Jotanna Carrentino. They got the chance to show how

well they worked together as a team when they joined the varsity

cheerleaders in cheering for the football team at the Homecoming

game.

With all the hard work that was put into cheerleading "we can still

hang tight and get ready to do the 'Generals Rumble," said jv cheer-

leader Mykel Elam. So all in all "the cheerleaders worked together and

became a team. In the end we were all true friends." said jv cheerleader

Shetara Brown. -Janelle Santiago

freshman and jv cheerleading

Row 1: Katherine O'Donell. Row 2: Megan Menoche,

Karen Gamboa, Crashawn Anderson, Desiree Waller,

Samantha LeSueur. Row 3: Graisia Campos.

Row 1: Lyndsey McFail, Laura Strehle, Jesse Ambrose,

Shetara Brown. Row 2: Janelle Santiago, Lindsey Miller,

Tara Walters. Row 3: Tyronde Broussard, My'kel Elam.

Not pictured: Suley Arias (captain), Jasmine Carnell

(captain), Jotanna Carrentino.
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Avana Chandler

"I enjoy athletic training. I get

to work with athletes and

meet new people."

Nicole Wray

"I enjoy being an athletic

trainer. I have learned a

lot this vear. Coach
Kozlowski taught us a

lot."

James Walker

"I believe that trainers

have helped us out a lot

this vv.ir I hey are a part

(it till' I' Ill

Margaret Beardsw orth gets

her ankle wrapped by Coach

Kozlowski

photographs by carlos zambrana & seagall majestic

Nicole Wr;i> tapes the hand Heather Davis is assisted by

oi lldwin Jones Zola Short before she hits

ihe basketball court.
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many people asked themselves who student atheletic

trainers really were and what they did. "Athletic

trainers are people who devote themselves to the team.

Basketball, football, or tennis...we help out athletes who come into

the trainers office with problems such as back, arm, or leg prob-

lems. We gladly tape it up and [as a result] feel responsible to help

the team in any way that we possibly can," said Nicole Wray.

Aaron Malave, football player, walked into the trainers' office.

Athletic trainer Coach Kozlowski took a look at

him and immediately student atheletic trainer

Kimberly Baugh took out some ice. They helped

Malave relax on a seat with a bag of ice on his

back. Baugh said " It is our duty to help out the

team. I feel that it is my duty to help out the team. I

do this because I like it and we, the student

atheletic trainers, are the biggest supporters of the

team."

"Athletic

trainers are

all about

supporting

the team."
Student atheletic trainers were the apprentices of

trainer Coach Kozlowski. "We learn from him and

we are expected to help out the players in any way

we can. Being an athletic trainer is cool and that is why I do it.

Athletic trainers are all about supporting the team," said Franklin

Lajoux. Student atheletic trainers were active supporters of the team

and the people that the team relied on to help out the athletes with

injuries, -by Carlos Zambrana

0* trainers

Kevin Sasfai. Aldwin Jones, Roland Ferracho, Kim-

berly Baugh, and Sara Sierr find some free time when
every athlete is on the field. They take this time to

socialize and have lots of fun.

athletic trainers 159
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Jayne Deichmeister strains

to return a backhand. She

made first team All District

in the number three position.

Joyce Dominick

"'Suicides' were torture,

but I felt better and more
conditioned at the end."

Caitlin Dykema

"The girls are really

talented. I enjoyed

working with and

managing them."

Veronica Wolf

"Beware ol rashness, but

use energy, and the

sleepless vigilence, go

rd and give us

victory."

:, 1 T

layout by eleanor dorfman, photographs by seagall majestic
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made first team All District

in the number four position,

luis a forehand against

Yorktown. She worked haul

and foughl foi ever) game.



the
ball lingers in the air briefly and then comes

crashing down, as Jayne Deichmeister sends the ball

spinning into her opponent's service court. She gets her

feet set, and prepares to return the ball. "Serving is

the most important element of the game. If you ^^^^^^
double fault, it's the easiest and fastest way to

lose." The tennis team also spent many hours

working on their ground strokes, volleying,

overheads, and conditioning.

Coach
Loranzo
Alexatider

Catherine Jacobs said, "The tennis team was

really small, only seven or eight people depend-

ing on who showed up, but we were close. We

even went to Caitlin's house and made T-shirts!"

Catherine, ranked number 6 on the team, finished

the season with a good record, and plans to play

again next year.

"I had a great time working with the tennis team this year. Everyone

was really talented and we had a lot of fun," said Caitlin Dykema.

She was the manager, part-time coach, and the main spirit booster.

"She brought us water, snacks, and lot's of encouragement, no

matter if we were winning or losing," said Corrine Gibbon.

The team finished fourth in the district. Two girls made All District,

Jayne Deichmeister in the number 3 position, and Eleanor Dorfman

in the number 4 position. Joyce Dominick finished second place

overall in the District Tournament, and competed at Regionals.

-Eleanor Dorfman

Caitlin Dykema, Eleanor Dorfman, Catherine Jacobs, Jayne

Deichmeister, Robin Brown, Coach Loranzo Alexander, Joyce

Dominick, Veronica Wolf

tennis
8-1 Wakefield

3--5 Yorktown

5-4 Edison

7-1 Jeb Stuart

4--5 Mount Vernon

4--5 Falls Church
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Jordan Katz

"I have learned through

golf to face challenges like

playing against a tough

opponent as well as to

demonstrate dedication

and perseverance."

layout and photographs by Anna Capetanakis
Refining stance and pei Feci

ing swing arc two of the

ways Michael Berger works

to improve Ins game,

Petei Stuart drives die ball

down the fairwaj at the

Army N;i\ y< iolf< 'ourse for

practice before their match

al Districts
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the
September 1 1th terrorist attacks shortened the team's

season down from the usual six matches to only two matches.

However, the shortened season did not affect the team's spirit.

Although they lost their first match against Edison, the team won their

second match against Wakefield. District competition held quite few

surprises. At one point in the match, Jason Moccia was on the fairway

taking a swing when Jacob Tomb passed in front and was accidentally

hit. Aside from this unusual setback, the team still

performed fairly well at Districts.

H. »

From their first match to their last at Districts, the

team improved tremendously. This was partially

due to the coaching of Mr. Grove and Mr. Norce.

but also due to the team's persistence. Josh Bostick, "I knew I

captain of the golf team and the sole senior, served could do

as an admirable role model. Although his perfor- better, and

mance at the Edison match was far from poor, he I did."

was not satisfied. "After the match." Josh said, "I

remember putting at least an hour past dark trying

to figure out what was wrong with my stroke." This was an example of

the type of determination that was the basis of the team's success.

The golf team had many new players, so a vital element in improving

was calming down during the matches. This was Jacob Tomb's first

year on the team, and at his first match, he hit a 64 in nine holes.

Through the season, he worked with Coach Grove on calming his

competitive nerves, so that by his final match, he improved by thirty

strokes. "The reason why I hit so high the first time was just because I

was nervous. I knew that I could have done better, and [eventually] I

did." said Jacob Tomb, -by Anna Capetanakis.
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Row 1: Josh Bostick. Ian Melzgcr. Michael Berger, Peter Stuart:

Row 2: Jason Moccia, Jacob Tomb, Jordan Katz, Coach Mr. Grove

varsi

Rankings:

#1 - Josh Bostick

#2 - Jordan Katz

#3 - Jacob Tomb

#4 - Jason Moccia

#5 - Peter Stuart

#6 - Ian Metzger
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Amy Beckvvith and Sarah

Wood are warming up
before the game. To do
so, the girls played
"pepper"when the player

passes , sets, and hits the

ball.

Alma Hernandez

"The coach had a great

influence on the team, a

lot of experience, and

plenty of patience."

Sarah Wood

"I picked up a lot of new
skills by playing on the

court all the time. I even

picked up skills from

other teams."

Carla Bernales

"I will be trying out tor the

team next year because we
improved and we are looking

forward to being number
one'"

layout by helen ennis. photographs by seagall majestic
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the girls to go after ever)

ball and to talk to ea< h

other on the court as oi

ten as possible. Commu-
iiu ation on the court

helps with the outcome

ol the game.

I [amere Mekonnen gets

under the ball and serves

it back to start the game.

I he girls spent the major-

ity ot their time pra< tic

ing, so the team has es

sential skills.



k
nee pads. Serving, setting, and spiking. All of these

are terms associated with the fast paced and de

manding sport of volleyball.

The sport of volleyball transformed from a

club to an official sport. On the court was

where the girls tested their skill and

stamina. Kanani Moriarty said, "We did

good, but we will be better." Seng Chu was

the girls' coach. The girls all agree that the

coach provided knowledge of the game and

motivation for the team. "Coach has helped

us with our skills this year. We have

potential," said Margaret Beardsworth.

"With our coach's help, we have improved

from our first game and now look forward

to becoming even better with a great team,

and a great coach," said Nisha John.

"It -was fun

playing on the

volleyball
team this year,

but it also is a

fit sport. I was
ready to jump
and stretch

-when I had to,"

Amy Beckwith

Most of the girls agree that they improved their game. The team

established a beginning record and foundation. "Last year we were

only a club, so since this year we are a team, we accomplished a

lot," said Hamere Mekonen. It helped to improve with comfortable

surroundings. "Since we are 'a close knit team, it is easier to achieve

teamwork," said Angela Jackson. The results of the season prove

that it was better to compete and function as a team. - by

HelenEnnis

volleyball

Row 1: Alma Hernandez, Carla Bernales; Row
2: Hamere Mekonen, Kanani Moriarty, Sarah

Wood; Row3: Margaret Beardsworth, Vanessa

Coronado, Nisha John, Lupe Ramirez; Row4:

Mira Veis, Mrs. Chu, Diana Duraundisse, Amy
Beckwith, Seng Chu

0-3 McLean

0-3 Mt Vernon

0-3 Marshall

3-0 Edison

3-2 Falls Church

0-3 Wakefield

3-1 Yorktown

0-3 Mt Vernon

0-3 Jefferson

3-1 Edison

0-3 Falls Church

3-2 Wakefield
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Kevin Whitehead anx-

iously awaits to rebound

the ball in a game versus

Marshal! High School. He
was the team's forward

and contributed to the

most rebounds this sea-

son..

Broderick Stewart

"Varsity basketball has

made me try harder and

has kept me out of

trouble."

Rodney Puente

"Moving from junior

varisty to varsity is a big

difference. I just try my
hardest to do my best."

Alexander Eisenberg

"We struggled earlier on

in the year but we turned

it .iround and finished

strong."

photographs by seagall majestic
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Broderi< k Stewart takes

time to ( at< h Ins breath after

the referee makes a i .ill

against the opposing team.

I [e si ored the most points

ilns season and recen ed

first dishu t .ill round

recognition.

Mohammed I ajedline tries

to keep control ol the ball

while recen ing much
resistance from the

opposing team, I le re< eived

lust distru t all round

defense recognition for his

contributions to the team
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Thirty seconds left in the fourth quarter and the score is

tied. Thirty-seconds before the anxiously awaited final

score is posted for everyone to see. Thirty seconds, not

enough time to the average spectator, just

enough time to the fans and an eternity

for the players. Thirty seconds to either

claim victory or accept defeat. Although

not all games came down to such anxiety,

the varsity team never failed to give their

all in every game. "It requires dedication

and practice," said Michael Bramlett.

Some of the players moved up from

junior varsity and noticed an immediate

difference. "I thought the transition

would be easy, but I had to work harder

this year," said Frank Milien.The team's youngest member

transferred from another school. "Being younger than

everybody made me work harder and play better,
1
' said

Barry Jones. Kevin Nmah summed up the team's experi-

ence this year when he said, "anything can happen, we just

hope for the best."

"I'm going

to do my
best to

help the

team out.

"

boys
basketbal

Back Row: managerShanna Ford, head coach Bobby Dobson,Aaron Malave,

Barry Jones, Robert Swett, Frank Millien, Kevin Whitehead, James Walker,

Broderick Stewart, Alex Eisenberg, Wilgaines Ellie, Michael Bramlett,

Mohommed Tajedline, associate head coach James Hatch, assistant coach

Woody Woodson; Front Row:Kevin Nmah and Rodney Puente

69-78 South Lakes

63-64 T.C. Williams

42-57 Westfield

50-67 Marshall

43-45 Yorktown

56-62 W.T. Woodson
72-54 West Potomac
63-65 Hylton

61-39 West Potomac
67-48 Edison

82-65 Wakefield

79-56 JEB Stuart

75-91 Mount Vernon

66-74 Falls Church

boys varsity basketball 167



Thomas Foster

"We had some rough

times, but in the end we
came through as a team."

Jonathan DeCarlo

"Being a captain means I

have to make sure all the

players are doing what

they need to be doing, run

the offense, and relay

information from the

coach to the team."

Cutter Hodierne

"I ha\ e to maintain a

strong presence on the

i

Jonathan Patterson grabs

the ball for a rebound
against Yorktown. He
played power forward and

center for the freshman

team.

layout by Eleanor Dorfman, photographs by seagall majestic
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for many players, it was a season of "camaraderie, teamwork,

and competition," said Seamus Lynch. The

players, because of the excessive amounts of time spent

practicing and playing, got to know each other very well by the end of

the season.

Junior varsity had a rough season, going 3-15. Every game was hard

fought. The Generals had 2 hard losses to rivals Yorktown and

Wakefield, losing by small margins every time.

Captains Kyle Folsom, Peter Stuart, and

Jonathan DeCarlo led the team. Peter Stuart

said, "Being a captain means being a leader on

and off the court, as well as providing motiva-

tion and constructrive criticism." Coach Tony

Bentley said, "I really enjoy coaching because

it means a lot to me to watch my boys mature

as basketball players, and as young men."

"It's important

to be respected

by your team.

"

Freshmen ended the season in the middle of the

pack, with losses to teams such as Edison and

South Lakes, and victories against Marshall and

West Potomac.

This year's boy's junior varsity and freshman

basketball teams were hard workers and competitive. They had a tough

season, but are looking forward to moving ahead to the next level, and

increasing their ability and talent in preparation for next year's

season.-by Eleanor Dorfman

freshman and junior varsity

basketball

Row 1: Kevin Barnes, Josh Brown, Jonathan DeCarlo, Row 1: Larry Hill, Brendan Hurley, Seams Lynch, John

John Walsh, Thomas Foster. Row 2: Abdul Abdul, Kyle Detton, Ethan Carrol. Row 2: Coach Horace Willis,

Folsom, Kenneth Evans, Evan Howell, Jose Argueta, Pe- Chris Bangs, Cutter Hodierne, Matt Essig, Chris Hodge,

ter Stuart, Coach Tony Bentley. Not Pictured: Nick Hale, Baker Pruiksma, Jonathan Patterson. Not Pictured:

Terrell Springs Zach Duarte, Jeffrey Leighton, Max Rava

freshmen and JV basketball 169



From the corner of her

eve, Erika Bouknight an-

ticipates for the shooter

to pass the ball to a T.C.

Wiliams teammate. The

opponent passed, but

Erika blocked and stole

the ball. She then made a

lay-up.

"When the games are

really close, it helps

having the crowd behind

us. It keeps us moti-

vated."

11SHI6T0I \S
£>4

Rickeva Beale

"To me, concentration is

the kev

ii^RAlW
layout by Jaqueline Cassallas, photographs by seagall majestic
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As a T.C. Williams

defender tries to blo< k .1

pass, Cailan Remedios
looks up COUXt tO sec

who is open lor a lav Up

As soon as she spots the

opening, she passes the

ball anil they score two

moil' points, putting

them in the lead.

.After a toul was made
from a r.C. Williams

player on Friday night,

Vandy Pullen was at the

freethrow line- to shoot

two haskets. Immediately

following her shots,

Vandy ran down court to

play defense
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the
crowd goes wild as the girls come out of the locker room,

prepared to defeat the T.C. Williams Titans. While they

concentrate on their plays, the audience's cheers pump up the

players. Heather McKenzie said, "When the

games are really close, it helps having the

crowd behind us. It keeps us motivated."

There's nothing better than to have the support

of the fans when everyone is out there giving it

their all. "I put 1 10% into every game!" said

Chamika Richardson.

In order for the girls to improve their game,

they practice everyday after school including

Saturday mornings. "We have made improve-

ments but there's always room for more. The

girls give 100% in practices as well as in

games," said Coach Porcha.

"Coach

Porcha has

helped me

refine my

point guard

ability"

As a young team which includes ten underclassmen and only two

seniors, they all have adjusted to some of the new players. Emily

Harmon, a freshman and her first year playing on varsity team said. "It

was a little intimidating, playing on a team with so many experienced

players. It took me some time to adjust."~Jacqueline Casallas

•- Ml-!

Row !: Veronica Rivera, tiffany Green, Erika Bouknight, Mira

Veis,CailanRemedios, Chamika Richardson, Karla Perez. Row 2:

Coach Porcha, Rickeya Beale, Vandy Pullen, Margaret
Beardsworth, Heather McKenzie, Vania Pruitt, Emily Harmon,
Coach Pullen

varsity

basketball
50 - 45 South Lakes

55 - 37 T.C. Williams

62 - 47 Westfield

53 - 55 Robinson

44 - 42 Marshall

55 - 56 Yorktown

76 - 52 West Potomac

59 - 38 Edison

girls varsity basketball I
7
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"Basketball is really fun

this year. The girls make
it all worth while."

faauelvn Packer

"It helps to have a big

audience cheering you on,

it really pumps you up."

Victoria Bravton

"I think we have a gn-at

and we'll go really

far!

Ashton Lemmer receives

the ball at half court and

runs to the basket to make
a lay-up and score two

more points. The game
ended with the win over

T.C. Williams.

layout by veronica rivera, photographs by seagall majestic
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the jv team starts off with a new coach, new

plays and lots of enthusiasm. The returning

players feel great and work hard to show the new

coach that they can do it. "There were really no type of

adjustments, the new coach is great. She

is easy to work with and brings out the

best in the team," said Jackie Perkins.

" The game

of basketball

is some-

thing that I

love"

The freshman team begins with a winning

streak, they all put 100 percent in prac-

tices and games. Coach Bouknight said,

"They have learned the meaning of

knowing what to do offensively and

defensively. Also they learned how to box

out and how to break press." As the girls

paid close attention to what plays they should know,

many gained new experiences. "Learning how to play

better defense has helped me play better in games," said

Traynia Henderson.

As the new coach on jv works with a new group of

ladies, she hopes to gain many great achievements.

Michelle Watts said, "My greatest acccomplishment was

knowing that there are so many young ladies out there

that want to learn the game of basketball and most

importantly... doing something I LOVE!"

girls freshman&
junior varsity
basketbal

Row 1: Jaquelin Perkins, Ellen Childress, Amy
Beckwith. Row 2: Christina Niner, Ashton

Lemmer, Kira Jordan, Joy Lithgrow. Row 3:

Coach Watts, Tyisha Moten, Fara Morgan,

Jacquelyn Packer, Kristin Corcoran, Krista

Blackburn

Row 1 : Faven Ghebremedhin, Sarah Senty,

Andrea Wharton, Julie Saramondi, Chris-

tine Roddy, Allison Ives, Victoria Brayton,

Row 2: Coach Bouknight, Eleanor

Dorfman, Luisa Morgan, Traynia

Henderson, Kelsey Cahill, Caitlin Felker,

Whitney Bootelle

girls frosh & JV basketball 173



Elizabeth Shovvalter

tumbles over the vault

while in competition.
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Walking on a four-inch ledge is difficult enough, but these gymnasts

have to do splits, cartwheels, and flips on a four-inch wide beam.

Gymnastics is a sport of flexibility, balance, and strength. A gymnast

has to perform on various apparatus including the balance beam, the

uneven parallel bars, and the vault. They also have to tumble and

dance during their floor routines. While doing

these events, judges evaluate their every move

in regard to skills executed perfectly, balance

maintained at all times, smooth transitions, and

continuous flow.

O

The gymnastics team consists of a very close-

knit group of girls. The sport itself is extremely

technical and difficult, with a small margin for

error. It takes great skill to compete well, and

the team needs chemistry to be successful.

*U>Q.

"Winning

is the

most

important

thing.

"

"Our team has a great bond that you don't see in

other schools." said Anna Krueger. A very

talented athlete, Anna adds a lot to the team.

Some of the new freshmen enjoy the chance to get to know the older

girls. "I love getting to know all of the upperclassmen," said Madeline

Rosen. Malaika Schiller said, "Gymnastics is a great way to make new

friends and to stay in shape. It's a fun way to be involved."

Gymnastics is a very demanding sport but it is also fun. "This team is

very hard working and play great together. At the same time they need

to have a balance of fun and work to be motivated to keep playing, and

they really do have balance. They have fun everywhere they go," said

Coach Joe D'Emido. The team practiced hard every afternoon to

prepare for the meets. They take tremendous risks. Their sport

requires incredible strength, courage, infinite balance, and unbelievable

flexibility.

girls& boys
gymnast

3
I

Row 1: Coach Joe D'Emidio, Vivek Nakarmi, Sophie Pyle, Amanda
Lockhart, Julia Wagner, Malaika Schiller, Suzanne Ledford Row, George
Lang 2: Maria Mallek, Katie Whelan, Anna Krueger, Elizabeth Showalter,

Row 3: Kelly Johnson, Erin Ward, Melina Ifill, Madeline Rosen, Kelsey

Stanford

girls gymnastics 175



Jesse Johnson starts out

on the 4x800 meter relay

at Thomas Jefferson

against Marshall, Mclean

and Robinson.

Kendrick Tackso

"The greatest part of the

season was competing at

mv highest level"

Lvdia Mallei

"Indoor Track has helped

me on and off of the track

because I strive to be

better in everything."

"
I like to run because it

keeps me level and helps

release stress."

layout by Juron Williams, photographs by seagall majestic Ana Lainez passes the Alsides Alvarez paces

baton to Anchor Lydia through the 3200 meter

MaUey on the girls 4x200 run (2 mile) at Thomas
meter dash against [efferson's indoor track

Mount Vernon Nigh against Marshall.

Si hool
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the gun shoots and there off, as Ana Lainez runs full

speed through the 300 meter dash, she

thinks of nothing but getting to the finish line. This was the

focus of the indoor track team. Ana and others strived there hardest

to get the best time and in turn the best regional placement possible.

"I feel like I improved and got faster

everytime that I ran,"says Ana Lainez.

The proud Indoor track team ran through

hard practices daily. "Sometimes I felt

like I wasn't going to make it through

practice, but I gradually increased my

endurance," said Zola Short. The

vigorous practices seemed to make a big difference in the team.

This team competeted extremely well. In either home meets, district

meets or invitationals the team seemed to always be sucessful. At

the Nike Invitational in Montgomerty County, Maryland the Boys 4

x 200 meter relay broke a school record of 1 :37 seconds. They

received a time of 1:35 seconds led by Juron Williams and followed

by Zola Short, Sean Somlar and Brian Nettles. "
I feel like we broke

the record because for the first time, I wasn't the fastest person on

the relay team and I ran without pressure," said Sean Somlar.

Breaking records was a goal made by the whole team. Some were

victorious in meeting the goal.

The teams overall season went just the way the team wanted it to go.

"This was a very good team and I hope that the teams in the future

can be as dominant as we were," said Brian Nettles. Through the

difficult practices and hard competition the indoor track team

proved to be elite.

c
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Jndoor.
track

Row 1 : Kcndrick Jackson, Kerstin Kraft, Brigid Leahy, Sharon Brown,

Row 2: Emily Gouson, Zola Short, Danielle Mcneil, Alsides Alvarez,

Ana Lainez Row 3: Lilian Perez, Whitney Sado, Bessy Guevera,

Lvdia M.illcx , I h/.ihfth I Vnnis, ( .etachew Shiferaw, Row 4: Coach

Warren Gillus, Lauren Raymer, Bereket Haile, Juron Williams, Paola

Penairrieta. Brian Nettles Coach William Findler

indoor track 1 7T
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backstroke in theboy'sIM

relay Alex's relay placed

third due to the strong

startsand qui< k turns that

had been .1 major fo( usol

prac hi es

Blaire Buergler performs

.1 front dive at .1 home
nu'i'i against Yorktown.

I lei dives \\ ere excep-

tional, with pei fe< 1 form

and mmim. il splash.



£ £As you stand there on the starting block, your arms tense as if

they are about to fall off, you teeter on the block, so close to

falling in, and when you hear the buzzer, suddenly your whole

body lurches, no, whooshes forward and you're off," explains Captain

Alice Shay. Motivating? Her little spiel on how to dive-off the starting

block was compelling, nonetheless educational.

Alice Shay and the other motivated captains,

Elizabeth Greenawald. Stephen Schneider, and

Jared Adler, helped keep the team's spirits up.

To enhance their enthusiasm was the returning

coach Jim Thomas's, an outstanding coach, and

Ms. Claire Moir's assistance coach.

"The team

had very

strong

spirit.

"

A large focus of the year was teaching the

swimmers the correct format to swim. Little

things like a straight flip-turn helped shave off

seconds from the swimmer's times and lead to

wins. "In the pool we concentrated on develop-

ing proper technique. As the swimmers devel-

oped proper technique and eliminated bad habits, the stamina improved

and their times dropped." said Mr. Thomas.

The girls' and boys' swim team had a great season this year, showing

much improvement from last year. The returning coach, Mr. Jim

Thomas, and the new assistant coach, Ms. Claire Moir. worked hard to

pull the team together.

"What I really think helped us do well was the team spirit and bond-

ing." said Megan Mahoney. At the start of every meet, the team yelled

out cheers to the opposing team, each trying to outdo the other's

volume. Also, after every swim meet, the team would go out as a

whole to a diner and eat all together.

i swim and
dive

Row 1: Coach Claire Moir, Elizabeth Greenawald, Kenneth

Lay, Melissa Jumper, Eric Schlichting, Stephen Schneider,

Alex Schlichting, Jared Adler, Kevin Mallon, Larisa Mount,

EmelinePlanche, CoachJim Thomas. Row 2: Barbara Dunlap,

Jessica Uze, Beth Limerick, Corey Leutbecker, Cadags

Ozaltiknol, Margaret Langdans, Jessica Lemmer, Daniel

Summers, Blaire Buergler, Ashley Finan, Katherine Ledinh

Row 3: Lisa Reinstma, Jenny Read, Jessica Ward, Karie

Bradbury, Jack Kamensky, Katarina Mijich, Aja Campbell

Boys Girls

W 1. Stuart

W W Edison

W W Wakefield

L 1 Falls Church

W 1. Mount Vernon

1 I. Chantilly

1 1 Yorktown

swim and dive 179



Kenny Evans leads the

pack as the team stays

togeather and on top at

the District Meet

lohn Sedwick

"Wrestling has a different

aspect of fatigue when
compared with other

sports."

David Stefan

"Wrestling has become more

than just a sport for me it has

become a hobby"

Kiel! Cordero
"I never give up because

just don't see the point

I his is why I was so

mii i essful during the

season."

photographs by seagall majestic

Dalfa Ahmed takes

down his opponent at

the wresting meet at the

Marshall I ligh School

ln\ itational.

( lary Brown breaks the

arm hold and take over

the match against the

Marsh. ill Statesmen.
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ompetition; it can make or break you. It's just based on

Chow weak or strong you are mentally and physically," said,

\mir Edjlali. Amir was one of the many underclassmen on

this years team. Dalfa Ahmed said "Being a freshman on the varsity

team is hard, but the underclassmen are good leaders and 1 know that it

will get easier as I go." The team is defiantly proving to be a well

skilled team with a plethora of talent

spread out in different grades.

"Wrestling is the sport that men play

during boy's basketball season." says

Gary Kring. Who explains it as a

montra or mentality that was not meant

to putdown any other sports or gender.

This mentality pumped the aggresive

athletes with energy which they needed

in order to endure the vigorous prac-

tices. The practices trained the wrestlers

to have better endurance, flexibility, and

overall performance in matches. " The

practices were really tough, but it paid

off when I was victorious in my

matches." said Erik Leonard. The team had tremendous, talented

wrestlers. Many of them were sucessful in the tournaments and

invitationals. Wrestlers Robert Armstrong and Kjell Cordero who each

placed at the Northern Virginia Classic, in which 33 teams attended.

Robert Armstrong said. "Wrestling comes really easy to me and I love

to win, so I gave 1 10 percent every time that I wrestled and had an

overall good year." Along with other teammates the wrestling team

proved that they would be triumphant and were a strong force in

Northern Virgina.-Juron Williams

c

varsity
wrestling

Row 1: Erica Hart, Cyrus Edjlali, Jorge Pinto, John Sedwick, Alberth

Cabrera, Amir Edjlali, Gary King, Jordan Gutovvski, Row 2: Coach Mon,
Aaron Rollins, Charlie Amazeen, Robert Armstrong, Kjell Cordero,

Erik Leonard, Juan Gamboa, Darryl Garrison.

boys varsity wrestling 181



Matt Carroll begins the

match against TC Will-

iams High School by at-

tempting a "Pandora's

box." During the match

Matt hurt his neck, but he

worked through the pain.

He lost the match in a pin

situation.

Juan Heredia

"Wrestling is a one of the

most challeging and fun

sport. I like the amount of

work that is put into it."

Ronnie Torres

"( letting on that mat
during a match, and just

pinning my opponent

down is the greatest

feeling. I like being

challenged, and winning

that challenge."

Himana Michaut

"I like wrestling because it

is a sport that ou need to

work. You need to keep a

weight class and keep in

photographs by seagall majestic

Alex Trutko fieri [y pins

a fefferson wrestler

during his third round

oi wrestling. I lis hard

work paid ofl in the end

* nishmg fefferson, for .1

\ u lory.
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As I >avid Stephan stares

his opponent in the

eyes, he gets read) to

attack him. \\ ith this

strategy, he helped the

team earn some points.

Overall the wrestling

team tin.) a good job

defeating FEB Stuart.



Coached by James Mon, Darryl garrison and Mark

Blake, the jv wrestling team finished

off with a momentous season. Leading the wrestlers were

Himana Michaut and Danny Binn. Many wrestlers started the season

on the jv team and moved up to the varsity team. In spite of the loss of

wrestlers on jv, many excellent wrestlers stayed

on the team. "I feel that all the wrestlers showed

drastic improvements from the beginning of the

year..." said Coach Blake.

With two and a half hour practices five days a

week, the wrestlers got a chance to improve

each of their moves, such as the "hip-toss" and

"cross facing". Some of the moves that they

learned ".
. .were a challenge but I like chal-

lenges," said Victor Smith. With the improve-

ments they made, they had a chance to defeat

many of their opponents. But every match didn't always end up as a

victory, some came with losses and disappointments. "I believe that

each kid can win in each weight class if they give their 1 10% and not

give up," said Coach Garrison.

Each wrestler never gave up and always stayed and confident. Whether

they won or lost, they held their head high as they walked off the mat.

And they were "...just proud of representing the school," said Drew

Horsley. -Janelle Santiago
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First Row: Erika Hibbits, Gary Brown, Juan Heredia, Himana
\1khau, Danny Binn, Drew Horshlev, David Stefan, Jordan

Gutowski. Second Row: Coach Mon, Matt Carroll, Alex Trutko,

Victor Smith, Ronnie Torres, Edwin Howard, Aaron Yann,

Coach Garrison.

junior varsity

wrestling
1 - 3 Wakefield

2 4 Edison

1 - 3 Wakefield

2-4 Edison

1 - 3 Wakefield

2-4 Edison

1 - 3 Wakefield

2-4 Edison
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Elizabeth Herbert is in posi-

tion and ready to shoot the

target. The position is called

'prone', it is when you lying

down and aim. 'Prone' is

the position that has the

highest average of scores.

Everyone seems to score

higher in that position.

Lawrence Marsh
"

I he only problem with

rifle is that we do not get

enough funding from the

school system. If we had
that, then we would be

set."

Brian Cruse

"Rifle leads to focus. Focus

leads to success. Success

leads to money. Therefore,

rifle leads to money."

Stephanie Yoder
"

I his n as mj first year on

rifle, and it is better than I

thought it would be. I had a

lol "l fun."

layout and photographs by helen ennis
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Brian Cruse is in stand

mg position, gelting

read) to shoo) .if the tai

get. Standing position is

the lust position thai you

learn when you are on

ihc rifle team.

(. oat h 1 [arris is helping

Margaret S< anpovia with

hei balance to achie> >• .1

higher score. Balance 11

fects .urn.



It
requires skill, marksmanship, deter-

mination, and self discipline. The rifle

team members have got what it takes to

succeed as marksmen. After school the team

traveled to the rifle range, and using a strong

hand, they shot at targets, enduring loud noises

and suprising bangs. Katrine Long said, "I

have gained a lot of patience from being on the

team." Waiting, reloading, shooting and

retrieving bullets are a few aspects of this

team.

'The coach is a

good guy who

works well with

the team and

encourages self

improvement."

Margarate Scanpovia said. " Since shooting is

such an individual activity, teamwork isn't

really a huge part of the this team's focus. It's

more of an individual sport, where we concentrate on building our

skills." Every member has to work on their own and with the coach.

Lawrence Marsh said, "The coach is a good guy who works well

with the team and encourages self improvement."

"I have been on the team for two years and really enjoy it, and I

definitely plan to continue next year " The rifle team has many

returning members, and is a great time for all who participate.-by

Eleanor Dorfman

rifleteam

Back row: Katrine Long,, Lawrence Marsh, Charlse Smith, Stephanie Yoder, James Prunier, coach

Harris. Front row: Mary Burford, Elizabeth Hurbert.
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Lacrosse is a challenging, quick paced sport.

Players have to be fast and think on their feet.

The ball moves rapidly, and players weave in

and out on their way down the field to the

goal. Fouls happen often, and penalties are

swift. "We run a lot in practice, and hand eye

coordination is very important," said Fresh-

man player Chris Rippy.

"I love playing lacrosse. My favorite aspect of

the game is how enjoyable it is. It's so fast,

and you constantly have to think about what's

going on, and watch yourself so you don't

foul. All of the team members get along, and I

think it's a really good environment," said

junior Jordan Katz. Playing as a whole team

and thinking as a team is what makes this

group of guys successful.

Coach Rockwood said, "I love coaching and I

love lacrosse. This team is young and inexperi-

enced, but they are all very enthusiastic." In a

team made up of freshman and sophomores,

the older members were leaders. Seniors Barry

Bui and Donnan Becker were captains.

Devin Lilly said, "I've been playing lacrosse

for the past three years and I really have had a

great time. I look forward to playing as a

senior next year."

This young group looks forward to progressing

and maturing as a team. They look forward to

a promising and successful season next year.

-Eleanor Dorfman

"They are

all enthu-

siastic.
"

Coach

Rockwood

boys

Row 1: Mr. Rockwood, Nikolai Halstead, Stephen Schneider, Peter

Dahlstrom, Brian French, Terrance Hughes, JJ Pruiksma, Ramiro Arevalo,

Barry Bui, Farzad Firoz, Blair Calhoun. Row 2: David Stefan, William

Gabler, Alex Gasper, Chris Rippy, Anthony Buenafe, Joe Buescher, Gary
Kring. Row 3: Abel Marcia, Dan Reifschneider, Patrick Chiarelli, Devin
I illv. Charles Smith, Jason Walters, Alex Haseltine, Donnie Becker. Row 4:

Patrickjenkins, ZachDuarte, Mark Van derDois, Steve Chakerion, Brendan

McFarland
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Allison Ives throws the

ballon thegymwall. This
drill helps the girls to

have better control of the

ball during the game.

look forward to

bonding with the other

players and improving
my skill level in prepara-

tion for playing on a

college team this fall."

*

Cari Pittleman

"It's so exciting to see

how much everyone's

skills have developed and
how much the team has

grown."

Sarah Haseltine

"Slashing, checking it's all

the same ifs mj first year

of high school lacrosse

and it couldn't be better''

photographs by veronica rivera

I leather Mi ken/ie helps

I e.ih AJ.mis to learn the

basic Hi being goalie, I he
skillsth.it I e.ih learnfrom

beinga goalieduring field

hcu key made learning .1

little easier.
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I ouisa Morgan gets

ready to cat< h the ball

from one ol her team-
mates and then passes to

tin' next person in the

shuttle line.

_
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"We are

actually

improv-

ing.
"

It's checking, cradling, and dodging season.

Even though many girls were new to lacrosse

and didn't know how to play the game, their

dedication and great attitude helped them get the

hang of what needed to be done. Jen Everdale

said, "It's my first year and I was amazed that in

a small amount of time I learned everything. I

can now move around my opponent."

With after school practices, the team gained

strength and endurance through daily runs,

exercises, and sprints. Each girl was careful to

condition daily before practice. As the girls put

all their effort into the game, they learned how

to have fun while working hard. "I look forward

to having a great season," said Allison Ives.

Not having a jv team made many of the girls work harder to reach the

varsity level. Perry Ellis said, "I feel accomplished and proud that I

made varsity my freshman year."

"We are actually improving," said Heather Davis. Other members of

the team agreed, that with each practice there was marked improve-

ment in the performance of the team. The girls came to the conclusion

that the main key to having a successful season was to work hard and

believe that the team could be successful.

Coach Russo said, "With the hard work that the girls put in, we will

have a successful season." The girls won there first scrimmage which

had them working harder than ever. -Veronica Rivera

Row 1: Cari Pittleman, Perry Ellis, Jen Everdale, Joy Lithgow, Leah
Adams, Samantha Dorsey. Row 2: Brittany Diliberto, Veronica

Rivera, Catherine Dexter, Joanna Blackwell, Jolie Olivetti, Sarah

Haseltine. Row 3: Coach Russo,Emma Chmpoux, Jayne Deichmeiter,
Allison Ives, Katherine Ledinh, Anna Ailstock, Sarah Schuyler. Row
4: Heather Davis, Louisa Morgan, Laura Everdale, Heather
McKenzie, Emily Berninger, Farah Morgan, Sharon Brown.
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Paolo Penarrieta passes to

Patrick VilJalta during a

passing drill to help them

hci ome more i one ise

with their aim .nut to be

aware ol their surround

ings.

190 sports

Alex Merida drives for

the ball, unfortunatel) he

is unable ti> block it, but

this routine is one ol the

many drills that he does

during practice to get

himseli ready for .i real

game.



Starting a new year, the boy's soccer team gets ready to get down to

business and to make it to the district games. The team welcomed some

new faces to the squad, but also had depth due to the number of

experienced players. Zola Short said, "Last year,

I realized that I couldn't just coast by anymore. I

had to work harder than everybody else and not

only on the field, but in life as well."

Last year, the stadium was getting a make-over

and the team had to play on surrogate fields

throughout the county. With the completion of

the new stadium and field, this year's team got

to play on the brand new field.

"I play to

succeed.

"

Coach Jimmy Carrasquillo was looking forward

to the season and the interaction with the

players. His motto for the squad was, "You are a

student first, then an athlete." With this encour-

agement, the players worked hard for the team

and even harder for their grades. Eddie Bailey, a sophomore on the

team said, "I look at soccer as a way of life because, to me, without

soccer, I can't live and I live like I play. I play to succeed."

Although there is a mix of grades on the team, some looked forward to

continuing to play soccer at the university level and maybe to Major

League Soccer. Kevin Gonzales said, "In terms of sports, I hope to

play soccer for Old Dominion University next year. If everything

works out, hopefully I'll make it in the Pros."

This year's team was a well rounded group of players that would all

agree that hard work and cooperation was the key to winning games.

-Sara Rubalcava

Row 1: Michael Bramlett, Ether Salazar, Carlos Melendez, Rafael Flores,

Godfrey Cole, Paolo Penarrieta, Alex Merida. Row 2: ManagerMiraVeis,

Coach Jimmy Carrasquillo, Edwin Flores, Leonel Villataro, Celso Yanes,

Amadeu Oliviera, Kevin Gonzales, Alberth Cabrera, Assistant Coach Jimmy
Paredes. Row 3: Eddie Bailey, Henry Moncada, Jair Novel lo, Chris Siemering,

Patrick Villalta, Zola Short, Juan Gamboa. Not pictured: Freddy Paredes,

Manager Sara Rubalcava, Manager Diane Nuygen.
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Rebecca O'Brien looks for

<i player to pass the ball to

alter it went out of

bounds I he team would

spend hours aftersc hool

pra< tn ingand perfecting

their drills and skills

192 sports

Keegan Brooks and
c hristine I illman play in

a scrimage game during

practice Playing against

each other helps them

become familiar with

ea< hother'smoveswhich
benefits them during

game time.



Spring was on it's way, third quarter was almost over, it was a perfect

time to take advantage of the warm weather and engage in a spring

sport. It was a time of new opportunities and a

fresh start. "I get really excited every year

because we get so many girls with talent and

lots of team spirit," said Andrea Molina-Teran.

The team demonstrated just how things can get

accomplished through cooperation and respect

for one amother. "The whole team gets along

really well and that helps us on the field as well

as off the field," said Devan Colley.

"This is

the most

close-knit

team I've

been on.

"

Girl's varsity soccer treated every practice as if

it were a game because they knew it would

prepare them for the games they would face

against their opponents. "If we take advantage

of practices and take it seriously, then we have

nothing to worry about come game time. I would rather lose knowing

that we tried our best, than lose knowing that we didn't attempt to give

our all." said Corey Leutbecker.

The team's positive attitude and optimistic outlook also contributed to

the chemistry of the team members as well as made the lengthy-

practices seem more like a social gathering of friends that shared a

common interest. "I am able to play soccer and do it with people who

are awesome. What more can I ask for?" said Kate Foley. Despite the

obstacles faced by the team their spirit, determination and drive is what

made them all winners. "I don't know what's in store for this year but

we got a lot of skill, we're going to rock the field and bring home that

district champ trophy again," said Rebecca O'Brien. -Leilani Page

girls
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Row 1: Coach Aldo Zito, Lisa Henderson, Kelsey Cahill, Sharon Prange,

Devan Colley, Laura Young, Christine Roddy. Row 2: Yasmine Cathell,

Karin Ohman, Corey Leutbecker, Emily Gousen, Keegan Brooks, Cailyn

Remedios. Row 3: Rebecca O'Brien, Sarah Senty, Andrea Molina-Teran,

Kate Foley, Christine Tillman.
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Sara Lamason

"Soccer is an intense

commitment in which we
learn a lot. It is really fun

though, and there are a lot

of great friendships on the

team."

Ethan Carol!

"In soccer, teamwork is

important. Without it,

you would be unsuccess-

ful. One of the greatest

things about our team was
thi' way we played

together."

Dasheill Trick

"One of the best things

about playing soccer is

nig. I have played

soccer since I was four

years old, and I think that

this year's team is going

to be good."

Gary Guillen fights his

teammate Getachew
Sciferaw for the ball. He
wanted to kick the ball

out of his side of the field

and score a goal for his

team.

photographs by jacquelyn packer

OmarCenteno passes the

hall to a fellow teammate

in hopes that he would

have a better shot past

defender, Franklin

( Ian ia

Elena Rubalcava passes

the hall up the field to a

teammate. 1 hev hoped

to get closer to the goal so

they could score ami put

their team in the lead.

194 sports
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The high spirits of this year's jv soccer team

makes the intense sport exciting and lively. Each

team member worked hard to compete in soccer.

Having fun and playing a successful game was

the most important thing to the team's members.

"I love playing soccer," said Adinsson Salazar.

"Of course, I would like to play varsity, but I am

happy playing jv, as long as I am allowed to get

out on the field and play. Then I will always be

happy."

Other players were inspired by the socialization

between friends while playing soccer. "Soccer is

something fun to do. I enjoy being with my friends,"

Saccomondie. "Just the amount of fun you get out of

play better."

"I enjoy

myself the

most

when I am
playing

soccer.

"

said Julie

it can help you to

Yet some different players like how it kept them in good physical and

emotional shape. "Soccer is fun. It gets you into good physical shape

and it helps you develop teamwork," said Taric Osmen.

Some people find hard work and team building an inspiration. No

matter how players got motivated, the team thrived. These players

worked hard in practice and were successful in the games. Because

they had teamwork and worked well together, the teams enjoyed the

season. -Jacquelyn Packer

boys& girls jv
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Row 1: Coach Justin Bolfek, Alcibiades Villegas, Jose

Coronado, Fassil Tarko, Laul Deng, Adinson Salazar,

Firman Muhamad-Nor, Franklin Garcia, Freddy
Paredes. Row 2: Tarek Osmen, Omar Centeno, Gary
Guillen, Getachew Shiferaw, Dasheill Trick, Max Rava.

Row 3: Aw,id Awad, Ethan Carroll, Wilber Parada,

Hicham Dadouche,CmllermoMenjivar, Herson Larin,

Christian Espino/a

Row 1: Coach Eddy Matos, Sara Lamason, Missy

Westrick, Suzanne Ledford, Amanda Lockhart, Holly

Anderson, Libby Sherp. Row 2: Jenny Read, Hawa
Barry, Kim Baugh, Jenny Ehrenhart. Row 3: Julie

Saccomandi, Veronica Zambrana, Vicky Brayton,

Elena Rubalcava. Not Pictured: Emily Heend, Ana

Lainez, Sarah Lupberger, Alicia Marconi.
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Dan Abbate warms up by
pitching back and forth

to his teammate. In order

to throw some strike-outs

he practices different

types of pitches.

Charlie Amazeen

"Even though it's my first

year on varsity, I plan to

start this year. We are

going to make this team

the best!"

Michael Berger

"With a relatively young
team the rigorous

practices, enable us to

rebuild ourselves into the

District champions we
once were."

Stephen Zebrak

"With a scrappy,

defensive-oriented team,

we should be able to

ompete in the region."

photographs by jaquelin casallas

Alter running a couple oi

laps, Trevor I lolland,and

Sieve |ones get ready to

hitsomehome runs. I hey

are moments away from

playing against the I (

Williams I itans.

With a lull strength ol

energv , h van 1 lowel I

piti lies theball to histeam

mate. I le is getting ready

for the next game against

\K l ean high si hool
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Batter up! It's time to play some ball! Although half of the General

squad consisted of fresh new faces, the team

seemed to be at the same pace as previous years,

aiming for the championships. The team feels

that even though they are young, they have

enough experience from past years of playing to

make the season successful. Returning player

Steve Jones said, "We have a fairly young team

this year, but a lot of guys have experience. It'll

be a fun year. I'm excited to see how we can do

at Regionals. I think we'll surprise several

people."

" It takes a

lot of

dedication

and hard

work."There is a lot of confidence that the team will go

far and play hard. Their ability to play as a team

and stay concentrated keeps coach Grove's belief

that they have a chance at the Regionals. "This

team hopes to continue our long tradtion of success. We hope to win at

Districts and advance to the Regional tournaments," said coach Doug

Grove.

As with any other sport, baseball requires mental as well as physical

strength. Many of the players put in a lot of effort in order to come out

with a great result. Rodney Puente said, "It takes a lot of dedication

and hard work to play on the varsity team." Another bailer agrees with

the trainning and mental activities that the players have to go through.

"Baseball is both difficult and challenging although it might not seem

so," said Dean Johnson. Along with rigorous practices as well as a

group of ready and willing young atheletes, their hope of reaching the

championships are not far out of reach.- Jaquelin Casallas

1-

varsitybaseball

Row 1: fason Moccia, Dean Johnson, Brian Nettles, Michael Berger, Rodney
Puente. Row 2: Dan Abbate, Chris Spring, Ryan Hussey, Eric Schlichting, Steve

Jones. Row 3: Coach Terry Dwyer, Kyle Folsom, Trevor Holland, Ian Metger,

Evan Howell, Charles Amazeen, Stephen Zebrak, Coach Doug Grove.
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Whitney Sado slides into

home plate as Kate Oberg

reaches for the hall. Slid-

ing is a regular occurance

in playing softball

Whitnev Cochran

"As a third year varsity

player, one thing I've

enjoyed the most is the

unity of the team."

Kellv Landers

"I play softball because I

love to pitch and it's great

to have a wonderful team

behind me all the time."

April Aycock

"I enjoy playing softball

because I'm very

competitive and it's good
exercise

"

photographs by eleanor dorfman

fcsi

t hrista Seipp winds up

as she prepares to throw

the ball.Windingup adds
more power to the throw,

UlieObrand awaits to see
it the ball she threw made
it to the other player on

the team
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Athletics have always strived for good

sportmanship and distinctive ratings. Excel-

lence has always been a tradition at this school

for years. This year's varsity softball team

wanted more than excellence, they wanted

brilliance and acclaim. Together the team

created an awesome force, that will win games,

while enjoying physical-fitness and

comaraderie.

Senior April Aycock said, "I enjoy playing

softball because I am very spirited, and I want to

win. Also, it's good exercise and a lot of fun."

Even though some of the opposing teams are

highly competitive, the girls are still determined

to end the season with the same record or better than last year's.

Each day, the team spent hours practicing fielding techniques.

"Swinging hard and getting down to the basics was what made the

team better," said Senior Michelle Suarez.

Because of the strong coaches, Ms. Deanna Purdy and Mr. Dave

Peters, the team was willing to work hard in order to maintain a

successful record. Ms. Purdy and Mr. Peters high expectations and

constant encouragement motivated the team to succeed.

Allie Obrand said. "This year is going to be the best because the team

is ready to win." Because of the team's superb preparation and

eagerness to play this year they were confident that they would

win.-Latoya Hill

varsitysoftball

Row 1: Coach Deanna Purdy, Kelly Landers,Kathryn Oberg, Alexandra

Obrand,Courtney Edwards, Kathy Lounge, Meriam Bouarrouji. Row 2:

Whitney Cochran, Jesse Flores, April Aycock, Ariel Peter. Row 3: Erin Boyd,

Michelle Suarez, Whitney Sado.
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Jacob Tomb

"Being part of the W-L
baseball team has been a

great experience. And
since this was my second

year on jv, as a freshman,

I considered it the year I

showed excellence."

Ruth Dolin

"Softball is a great past-

time, and its a terrific

sport to play. The school

has an awesome
softball team and I have a

wonderful time playing

for them

"6880.

WA
As junior Kevin Sasfai

stood on home plate, he

knew that it was up to

him to bring two of his

team mates home. And
when the first pitch flew

over the plate he swung
his hardest and hit the

ball, scoring two runs.

«m

Regis Dicthorn

"I enjoy playing for our

baseball team, even it I

don't get much playing

time I had a chance to

i new te< hniques to

bi ttei my throw ing,

rutting and pitching."

photographs by janelle Santiago and john peck

Nic Bell pitches the ball

striking out the battel foi

T.C. Williams With the

help oi his team mates

the) w enl on to win the

game

A daj after the team was

pi( ked for thi> jv Softball

tram, the) were on the

field practicing. Ryan
Wall works on herthrow-

ing with fellow team mate

lara Walters
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The fields were ready, the weather was warm, the equipment was laid

out, and all that was missing were the players. After an extreme week

of tryouts, the jv baseball and softball teams were formed. Each team

was composed of 8th graders, freshmans,

sophomores, juniors, and seniors. Returning

coach Jennifer MacDonald led the softball team,

while the baseball team was coached by former

Washington-Lee baseball player, Dan Walker.

Both teams could be found practicing across the

street on one of the fields at Quincy Park. They

practiced Mondays thru Fridays, working on

their batting, throwing hitting, pitching, and

catching techniques, to insure that they were

ready for their games against local competative

teams.

"/ enjoyed

being part

of the

team.

"

*

Nick Bell, Jonathan DeCarlo, Nicholas Hale,

Franklin Lajous, and Kevin Sasfai led the

baseball team into each game. All the players made sure to work their

hardest, because they knew that it was going to help them in the future

games. Each player had a chance to play the position they wanted to

play. "...I like my position, being catcher is one of the most important

job in baseball," said junior Kevin Sasfai.

"We had a hard time in the beginning because they posponed many of

our games, because of the rain, said freshman Tara Walters. Even with

all the cancellations, the teams worked hard and enjoyed themselves.

Both teams with the help of the coaches worked hard and learned new

techniques. "I had an awesome season, this was the year I excelled,"

said freshman Willie Yoder. By the end of the year each member of the

team knew the real meaning of teamwork. -Janelle Santiago

n t

jv baseball & softball

Row 1: Coach Dan Walker, Keith Sado, Jonathan

DeCarlo, Nicholas Hale, Alex Schlichting, Nick Bell,

Kevin Sasfai, Will Tucker. Row 2: Nate Springs,

Napolean Gabriei, Sam Farber, Joseph Fracker, Chris-

topher Bangs, Franklin Lajous, Matthew Dynan,

Patrick Ward. Row 3: James Robinson, Willie Yoder,

Regis Diethorn, John Seip, Jonathan Erkenbreak,

Jacob Tomb, Brian Blaze.

Row 1: Manager Lindsey Whittaker, Ellie Gaito, Megan
Metzer, Sydney Olsen, Allison Bruce, Mary Burford,

Natalie Sapp, Coach Jennifer MacDonald. Row 2: Kelly

Hurdle, Jocelyn Dorfman, Rachel Jessup, Kailyn Jack-

son, Ruth Dolin. Row 3: Amy Beckwith, Kanani Moriarty,

Jessica Niner, Tara Walters, Ryan Walls. Not pictured:

Katie Coleson.
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The bovs first eight ties in

before they shove off of

the dock. They rowed in

the Russ Carmody , which

was a light Yespoli, ideal

for fast-paced races.

Michael Mannin

"We had a boatload of fun

and there was a lot of

enthusiasm. We worked

really hard to beat

> orktown."

Neil Stanea

"It's been a good

experience and a whole

different world. It's not

like any other sport."

Benjamin Me/a

"Some people say we are

crazy, but if that means
getting your mind and

body in awesome shape,

what's wrong with being

crazy?"

photographs by anna capetanakis
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I he varsity boys hold a D.ive Ulanco times the

boat while waiting for boys's workouts, (hesu-

their coxswain to get the permen they aredoingon

stretchers, wooden their stoma) h, an exercise

equipment that held the that was meant to

boat off the ground while strengthen the Inns'

the ho, its were being backs.

worked on.



The boys team showed great improvement this year,

the sheer increase in rowers, but also in the depth of

Varsity 8 was all experienced rowers who had

erg scores of under seven minutes. The freshman

team had exceptionally strong rowers including

Luke Beckman and Neil Stanga, whose times

could compete with some of the varsity rowers.

Captains Alex Wooten and the returning captain

Alex Phillips had the experience necessary to

keep the team "on the ball." Alex Phillips,

despite his size, had amazing strength, which

made him a role model for the rest of the team.

They looked up to him because he had gotten

where he was because he tried, and not due to

his natural strength.

not only due to

the team. The

'We want

to beat

Yorktown

every time

we race.

"

The goals were much more demanding than in previous years. Wesley

Lyons said, "Our goals for the season were to earn the right to go to

Nationals in Tennessee and to make the top ten there." The shorter

termed goals of the team were, as Wesley continued, "to beat

Yorktown every time we meet them." His passion to beat Yorktown

seeped through the rest of his boat and his team as well. At the Fitz

regatta at the Potomac, the first eight crushed Yorktown in finals and

the second eight placed first in their heat.

The team will naturally miss their few seniors, but the depth that they

have will certainly continue on to next year. This year, the team

proved that they had the spirit and will to reach their goals, and they

did. -Anna Capetanakis

boys crew

Row 1 : Fernando Castillo, Coach Derek Parsons, Will Moriarity, Alex Wooten,

Charles Shaw, Luke Beckman, Garrett Buxton, Ever Flores, Neil Stanga, Coach
Wilson Desousa. Row 2: Will Denton, Chris Rusinko, Christophe Remington,

Ian Phillips, Victor Ri\ illo, Shaon Sharif, Sapan Alizadeh, Morgan Pankow,
John Denton, Matt Essig. Row 3: Wesley Lyons, Costa Boudouvas, Ansel

Gustafsen, Michael Manning, Dave Blanco, Elizabeth Hitchcock, Alex Phillips,

Alex Engel.
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The rowers on the second

eight adjust their foot-

stretchers right after they

shoved off of the dock.

Since people switch boats

all the time, it was neces-

sary to make sure that

everything had the right

adjustments.

"The varsity rowers are

nice and encouraging and

thev show us how to do
things. I also like that

crew is a no-cut sport."

Elizabeth Greenawald

"It was a great feeling

going out on the water

every day, knowing that

we accomplished so

much."

Dana Senatre

"Being out on the water

and racing .

rush. I feel like nothing

in tin' world m.uters

photographs by anna capetanakis

The Inst eight rows In

lours to warm up and to

work on i onnei tion be

fore the) start the da) 's

workout ( miiiri tion

u .is .1 large foe us ot tins

\ i. ii s team.

After a rigorous pra< in e

on the w atei , the ( ox

swain Natalie Kizou yells

"up to heads"and the

row ers litt the boat out ot

Ihi' w .iter.
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People who have not rowed usually do not have an appreciation for

crew. Many do not realize that no matter the weather, the temperature,

or how sick a rower is, the crew team will still be on the water. The

determination and perseverance necessary for a successful team is vital;

this year's team proved that they had what it took to succeed.

The new coach, Sarah Harrick, came into the

season with a lot of experience that she had

received from coaching and rowing at the

University of Virginia. She brought new ideas

and new techniques that were incorporated with

the techniques of the returning assistant from

last year, George Kirschbaum. Both of the

coaches had a great vision for the team, and with

their combined skills, were able to prepare the

team to succeed on the water.

"There

was a

stronger

bond this

year.

"

The team this year had three captains due to the

size of the team. The captains were Carol

Sabatino, Allison Ginsberg, and Anna Capetanakis. They were elected

by their fellow rowers and helped keep the team together and in high

spirits during hard times. Carol Sabatino said, "Though we lost a lot of

rowers coming into the year, the team had a stronger bond."

The team had a different focus this year than in years past. Although

winning was still the main goal, there were other things, such as

multiple erg tests throughout the season and weight lifting every other

day, which helped keep the team focused on their distant goal of races

at Stotesbury and Nationals in Tennessee. Above all, aside from the

hard workouts and physical strength needed to win, the team had real

spirit, that helped motivate every rower to excel and to push themselves

farther than they had gone before.-Anna Capetanakis tf)

girlsCrew

Row 1: Elizabeth Greenawald, Anna Capetanakis, Assistant George Kirschbaum,

Laura chavez, Melissa Kutner, Diana Castillo, Julia Wagner, Emeline Planche,

Alexandra Fredericks, Alex Woodbury, Meaghan Kellogg, Mai Yamada, Caroline

Wick, Marya Johnston-Macintosh, Mary Eddy. Row 2: Miriam Bowring, Carol

Sabatino, Sarah Butner, Sarah Remedios, Stacey Marroquin, Jessia Ward, Sarah

Jackson, Shari Laroe-nead, Abigail Eisley, Sarah Montague, Katarina Mijich,

Lauren Cruickshank. Row 3: Lindsey Von Kaenal, Alice Shay, Lina Bouadis,

Celeste Luna, Megan Mahoney, Elizabeth James, Cameron Long, Erin McElderry,

Sarah Henniger, Luanna Azulay, Coach Mischa Schuler. Row 4: Brigid Leahy,

Natalie Ki/ou, Allison Ginsberg, Laura Gill, Caitlin Koray, Kristen Jackson, Dana
Senatre, Elise Dickenson.
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vVT

Tim Pawn goes airborne

when he uses all of his

power to return a serve in

a vigorous match against

his county rival at

Wakefield

Paul Kalian

"I feel that determination

and dedication leads to

domination on the tennis

court."

Vick Argarwal

"I came to the team as the

new guy and when I left I

felt more respected."

Matt Brooks

"
1 am completely

satisfied with the way that

my season went and I feel

stronger
"

photographs by John Peck and Juron Williams
Michael Swigert shows Paul Kahan rifles a shot

that it'snot all aboutcom back to his opposition,

petition when he shakes and went on to win

his opponents hand after against Wakefield High

Ins battle .11 Wakefield School
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This year, the boy's tennis team had great results and conquered the

court against opponents, such as Stuart and Wakefield High School.

The well energized team, with the never-give-up mentality, stood

triumphant in most of their matches. The

difference with this year's team was the great

amount of focus on conditioning and training.

For example, each team member needed to run 1

mile in 7 minutes or less in order to be on the

team. "The team was structured very differently

this year and practice featured running and

strength training." said Michael Swiggert

3

sport is all

about"

"Tennis is more of an individual sport, but

teamwork definitely comes into play," said

Patrick Valdez. "A team that plays together gets

a different look. So we improved, and in the

process we developed skills and discipline."

Tennis came together as a team during each practice as they scrim-

maged each other and tested their skills. Each team member was

required to scrimmage against a player with stronger skills in their

weakest area.

Coach Lorenzo Alexander encouraged and pushed the team to their

best. "The coach worked us really hard in order to prepare us for all of

our matches. We all built up our endurance, because the matches can

sometimes last for up to 3 or 4 hours." said Colin Riley. The team used

this endurance to push them through the hard and exhausting matches.

The overall understanding of teamwork and agility has made the

difference with this year's team.

A boys .

tennis

Row 1: Carlos Caihura, Patrick Valdez,Michael Swiggert, Paul

Kahan, Michael Lang, Collin Riley, Matt Brooks, Coach Loranzo

Alexander. Row 2: Gary Mortenson, Yassine Ait Said, Sam
Blunden, Allen Fitzgerald, Jason Hirama,
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Supporting- The levels of community support that existed during the 2001-2002

school year were as diverse as the Student population of Washington-Lee High

School. The challenges that faced the nation were focused on the Arlington

Community as the home of The Pentagon. The community rallied with a com-

memoration ceremony but also with day-to-day Support and healing efforts. Many

organizations worked to begin new programs, while others continued to support existing

services. The PTA was one of the more VISiblG organizations, but there were many

others Working behind-the-scenes. Organizations like the Environmental club, Afri-

can Awareness, and Key Club relied on the support of community members The

yearbook, newspaper, and sports programs were supported by members of the business

community through the purchase of advertisement space. It has been said that "it takes

a village to raise a child. "This philosophy was alive in the community of Arlington.
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Kath£#ein
Go for it

Boogs!

LOVE
Mom and Dad

Natalie
With much love

From the time you

were born you

have been a

treasured gift to

us. We are very

proud of the

compassionate,

beautiful young

woman that you

have become.

Followyour dreams

LOVE Mom, Dad,
and Nicholas

Niki Koglin

Tome,
you have
always
been

beautiful.

LOVEMom and Dad

Sam Junebug 1 989
Brase ;

-

Samx Brase
Debate team 99-00,

co-captain 02, marching

band 98-02, Gentlemen

Prefer Blonds, Inherit the

Wind, Guys and Dolls, Kiss

Me Kate, Environmental

club, sound engineer,

writer, computer whiz,

wonderful son, great guy!

H "=> <v ^B

Vincent
Vaughn

f ™ ^ • ^
MyValentine Baby

i -» ^ ^^

I Thank God for blessing me with you.

^J^^^ \
" M LOVEyOU Mom
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Katarina
Mijich

Just like the year ofyour
graduation mayyour life

also be a palindrome:

Bright as you look ahead to

the future and bright as you
glance back at the past.

Our love

will always be
with you.

Mama, Tata,

and Ana

Kristen,
,

Jackson

Our precious baby

Now a lovely lady.

Beautiful inside and out. "^v

MayGod blessyou

and keep you.

We are so proud ofyou!

LOVE
Dad and Mom
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Heathe^
cKenzie

Congratulations Heather!

We're proud ofyou!

iitsmm. A
JmnifM g

LOVEMom, Dad,
Lisa, Kim,
and Steven

2 community



SamanthaHoffman
with you in our lives we have felt thatWe Are the World. You have

brought such joy and pride to us throughout the years. Sam, we are

so very proud of the person you have become. Your future, Some-

where Over the Rainbow, will be as bright and promising as a pot of

gold. We look forward to the contributions you will make to others

because the world is definitely a better place with

you in it. Congratulations Samantha for all that

you are, for all that you will be. Our love goes with

you as you go forward with your life.

LOVE
Mom, Dad, Sean,
Kyle, and The Girls-

Mandy and Marley

i
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Sarah Montague
"Summer

Ifwe could count:

Your love and joy that you've

brought into our lives,

Your laughter that echoes through

our hearts,

Your thoughtful kindness in

everything you do and say,

It would add up to much more than

the 171/2 years thatwe have

been proud and blessed to have

you in our lives!

May all that you dream and hope

for in the days and years ahead,

come true! And may each day be

as wonderful as you are to us!

A

•li

1
IT*A

I 4 community



AllieDbrand
WaytoGo,AllieO.!

High School has brought its challenges and success.

Whether it be Softball, Basketball, or the Principal's

Office there were lessons to be learned and many

friends to be made. Oiy Vay! You always had your

say! You'll be amazing to watch in college.

we
LOVE
you,

Dad, Mom
and Hillary

Congratulations

Beatrice, Kate, and
Anannya!

You are beautiful young ladies.

We wish you the best in

college and in life.

We are so

proud ofyou!

LOVE
the Beardsworth,
Oberg, and Ahmed
families
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Lauren & Anna
Cruickshank Capetanakis

We wish you the best of luck ahead

and hope that your futures

will continue to be blessed

with your friendship.

~the Cruickshank and Capetanakis families

I 6 community



Valerie A young girl matured into a woman

receiving and giving love. Learning

that love is a very powerful thing that

canchangelivesforbetterandworse.

I am an adult nowand eighteen years

I have survived. I have learned from

the best on howto Uvea good life. I will

live on successfully because of what

you have taught me. I will love will-

ingly because my heart was set free.

Thankyou
Jessie Salnave, Ricardo Corbett,

and Timmy Walton for showing me
how to love. Now I can say I love

you more than life itself.

>
^

^V^
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Jaqueline
a

,,as
Memories ofthe best couple

and friends a girl could have.

Congratulations

LOVE always
Keith Freeman

21 8 community



Gary <riuina

From thelittle

boy that stole

my heart...

To the young

man that fills

me with

pride...

Congratulations Gary
on your araduation

Mom

VASQUE NORTH FACE GREGORY CARHARTT
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Specializing in Outdoor Equipment

Clothing & Footwear

STORE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9:30 - 9:00 pm

Sat. 9:30-6:00 pm/Sun. NOON-5:00 pm

3451 N. Washington Blvd.

Arlington, VA 22201

(703) 527-0600

Fax (703) 524-9090

Email:

casualadventure@ Patriot,net

www.casualadventure.com

TEVA BIRKENSTOCK PATAGONIA
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Wilbur F. Rawlings (703) 525-2701

FAX (703) 276-8626

Southeastern Printing and Litho
Printing • Typesetting Letterpress Mailing Service

Copy Center t Blue Printing

2401 Wilson Boulevard

Arlington, VA 22201

2407 Wilson Boulevard

Arlington, VA 22201
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In Memoriam

Theodros Ayalneh |^ AshU
May 24, 1 983 - February 3, 2002 August 12

Antonio Giovani "Tony" Santander

May 24, 1983 - February 3, 2002



1/l/e are proud to support all

those who serve America

Washington-Lee High

School

public service 221



Abbasi, Nadeem 47

Abbate, Daniel 70

Abdul-Latif, Mujiba 60

Abdulahi, Omer 60

Abebe, Hanna 70, 120

Abida, Habiba70

Acar, Serkan 60

Adams, Leah 60,65,149

Adler, Jared60

African Awareness Club

124, 125

Agee-Soto, Kimberly 60

Ahmed, Anannya 3, 17,

83, 215

Ahmed, Dalfa 47, 153

Ahmed, Fahrisa 60

Ahmed, Lana 47

Ahmed, Linda 70

Ahmed, Lubna 70

Ailstock, Anna 60

Akhtar, Muhammad 47

Akter, Munni 47

Alam, Mohammed 60

Albers, Lester 97

Alegrett, Andrea 7, 27,

70

Alem, Hanna 83

Aleman, Roger 97

Alexander, John 60

Alexander, Loranzo 97,

161

Ali, Farman70
Ali-Munni, Marium 47

Aliss, Geraldine 60

Aliss, Varinia 47

Alizadea, Cepand 114

Alizadeh, Cepand 47

Allan, Anna 70

Allen, Patrick 60

.-. /v - -- -,-_

•.Slli 1

Allison, Patricia 97

Altangerel, Jambal 33

Alvarez, Alsides 47, 144,

176, 177

Alvarez, Chris 97

Alvarez, Jesse 97

Alvarez, Mr. 99

Amaya, David47

Amaya, Emely
Amaya, Richard

Amazeen, Charles

Ambrose, Jessie

Amerigo, Joseph

41

Amin, Nighat 15, 83

Amurrio, Alvaro

Anderson, Crashawn 42, 47

Anderson, Holly 14, 31, 70

Angulo, Jimena 70

Angulo, Miguel 47

Apseloff, Natalie 83, 210

Arandia, Edith 47

Araya, Angel 70, 151, 152

Arbi, Kais 47

Arellano, Anielka

Arevalo, Ramiro

Argote, Fabiola

Argueta, Evelyn

41,83

47

47

70

47

22, 26,

47

70, 120

186

47

5,37,

Argueta, Jose 37, 60, 169

Argueta, Milton 47

Argueta-Garcia, Edith

70

Argueta-Garcia, Glenda

60

Arias, Juan 47

Arias, Suley 60, 118

Armely, Kelly 47

Armly, Kelly 100

Armstrong, Robert 150, 151

Arriaza, Alexis 47

Arriaza-Benitez, Judi 70

Arroyo, Maria 47

Arroyo, Norma 83

Art 26,27

Arze, Ernesto 60

Arze, Sergio 47

Ascencio, Elmer 70

Ascencio, Evelyn 47, 56

Ashby, Chapelle 118

Ashby, Geneva 118

Athletic Trainers 158,

159

Averbach, Colleen 97

Avila, Savina 20,41,83

Avomo-Sima, Isabel 60

Awad, Awad 60

Ayala, Daniel 47

Ayala, Ganneca 60

Ayalneh, Theodros 83

Aycock, April 30, 83, 199

Azam, Asma 70

Azam, Farooq 60

Aziz, Sumer 60

Aziz, Susanne 47

Azizkeya, Omar 60

Aznidi, Khadija 70

Azulay, Luanna 47

Bailey, Eddie 190

Bailey, Edward 60

Bajrachraya, Sujan 83

Baker, David 47,54

Balarajan, Tushar 60

Ball, Shaqunna 10, 29,

47

Band /Color Guard 126,

127

Bangs, Christopher 47, 169

Banks, Chris 29, 103

Barahona, Fatima 60

Barbarito, Lauren 97

Barnes, Kevin 24, 100, 169

Barnett, Sarah 47

Barrientos, Duglas 60

Barrientos, Lesvia 60

Barrios, Byron 60

Barron, Pablo 47

Barron, Ronald 70

Barry, Hawa 47

index



3arton, Nicholas 83

>arton, Nick 12, 31, 151

3arua, Jony 70

3arua, Liza 83

3arua, Ranjan 70, 73

3asaran, Eray 70

3aseball 196,197

Sassier, Sally 97, 100, 101,

114

Battacchi, Julia 148

Battles, Michael 70

Battocchi, Julia 47, 149

Baugh, Kimberly 17,47,

159

Bautista, Jimmy 60

Bautista, Katty 60

Bayanjargal, Enkhzorig

47

Beale, Alison 47

Beale, Rickeya24, 41, 83, 170,

171

Beales, Jeremy 70

Beardsworth, Beatrice36, 83,

215

Beardsworth, Margaret

[18,24,36,70,158,165,170,

171

Beaston, Dona 97, 106

Becerra, Ivan 21, 71

Becker, Donnan 5, 83,

186

(Beckman, Luke 47

Beckwith, Amy 60, 164,

Il65, 173

iBegum, Rozina 47

Bell, Nicholas 70, 79

Benitez, Claudia 47

Benitez, Fidel 47

Benitez-Ortiz, Nelson 47

Benkhallouk, Mohamed-
Hatim 60

Bentley, Tony 97, 169

Bergen-Bartel, Elizabeth

70

Berger, Michael 70,

107, 109, 162, 163

Bernales, Carla 70,

121, 164, 165

Bernales, Sergio 60

Berninger, Emily 70

Bezuayehu, Macda 60,

155

Bhandari, Narender70, 79,

151

Bin, Dee 33

Binn, Danny 60, 151, 183

Binn, Dy 17, 83

Bismil, Fahim 60

Bismil, Matin 60

Blackburn, Krista 60, 69,

173

Blackwell, Joanna 83, 146,

147

Blackwell, Kera 47

Blackwood, Christopher

83

Blackwood, Lauren 60

Blake, Coach 151,183

Blake, Mark 183

Blanco, David 70

Bland, Herbert 32, 83

Blank, Christopher 47

Blankenship, Lauren 60

Bledsoe, Kelley 47,

114

Blunden, Robert 60

Blunden, Sam 151, 152

Boarding, Jake31

Boehm, Christine 70,

147

Bolfek, Justin 97,151

Bonilla, Jose47

Bonilla, Noel 70

Booker, Michelle 16, 83

Booker, Robin 60

Bootelle, Whitney 173

Borja, Jessica 47

Bornales, Carla 120

Bostick, Joshua 83,

109, 162, 163

Bouadis, Lina 70

Bouarrouj, Meriam 70, 1 07

Bouarrouj, Mohamed-K
47

Boughknight, Erika 170

Bouh, Abdul 153

Bouknight, Coach 173

Bouknight, Erica 5, 41

Bouknight, Erika 70, 171

Boutelle, Whitney 47, 52

Bowring, Miriam 83

Boyd, Erin 47

Boys' Freshmen Basketball

168

Boys' Junior Varsity Basket-

ball 169

Boys' Junior Varsity Soccer

194, 195

Boys' Lacrossel86, 187

Boys' Soccer 190, 191

Boys' Tennis 206,207

Boys' Varsity Basketball

166, 167

Bradberry, Kari 47

Bramlett, Michael 167,

190

Brantley, Dominique 60

Brase, Sam 210

Brasfield, Stacy 97

Brayton, Victoria 47, 172, 173

Bright, Charles 60

Bright, Charlie 138

Brisco, Terry 23, 25, 70, 99

Brooks, Keegan 14, 30,

42,47

Brooks, Matt 13

Brooks, Matthew 70

Broussard, Trynode 40

Broussard, Tyronde 47

Brown, Chiante 60

Brown, Erika 70

Brown, Gary 40,47, 183

Brown, Joshua25, 60, 169

Brown, Natalie 47

Brown, Robin 161

Brown, Sharon 25,

83, 102, 146, 147, 177

Brown, Shawn tat' 71)

Brown, Shetara 10,

28,47

Bruce, Allison 70

Buchanan, Ahnvue 13

Buchanan, Anhvu 83

Buenafe, Anthony 60,

65, 136, 137

Buergler, Blaire 47

Buescher, Joseph 60

Bui, An 83

Bun, Ny 83

Burford, Mary 71

Burnes, Elizabeth 43

Burns, Elizabeth 24

Burns, Michael 60

Burns, Sara 149

Burns, Sarah 3

Buscemi, Richard 71

Bush, President S

Busher, Joe 30

Bustillo, Lensy hi)

Butler, Gregory 97

Butner, Sarah 47

Butterfield, Elena 97

Buxton, Garrett 60,

106

Bynum, Ray 71

Byrne, Stephanie 13,71

Byrnes, Elizabeth 47



Caballero, Jose 83

Cabrera, Alberth 71

Cabrera, Carlos 47

Cahill, Kelsey 49, 56, 173

Caihuara, Carlos 45, 83

Caihuara, Claudia 49

Caihuara, Juan 71

Calderon, Eric 49

Calderon, Roberto 71

Calhoun, Blair71, 151

Calhoun, David

Callahan, Kate49

Callow, Laura 49

Campbell, Aja 60

Campos, Grecia

Canales, Ben 83

Canales, Mauricio

Canelas, Cristian

Capetanakis, Anna
Carasquillo, Jimmy
Carcamo, Sandra

Carera, Johny 84

Carnell, Jasmine

Caroe-Mead, Shari

Caroll, Ethan 10,194

Caroll, Matt40

49, 153

49

14,83

60

83, 93

191

84

60

49

Carranza, Olinda 49 Chiarelli, Patrick 60

Carretino, Jotanna 49 Childress, Ellen 60,

Carrol, Ethan 169 145, 173

Carroll, Ethan 49 Chin, Loan 72

Carroll, Matt 182,'183 Chirinos, Jessie 49

Carroll, Matthew 71 Choudhary, Annie 60

Carten, Benjamin 71 Choudhury, Nabeel 60

Carter, Donita 84 Choudhury, Shahnaj 60

Carter, Monica 84 Chowdhury, Maisha 60

Carvalho, Janina 10,71 Chu, Bao 84

Carver, Nicholas 60 Chu, Mrs. 165

Carwin, Ms. 99 Chu, Seng 164,165

Casallas, Jaquelin 84, 147 Chun, Eun-Jin 72

Castellon, Maria 97 Chun, Kook-Jin 72

Castillo, Diana 49 Claros, Gustavo 10, 72

Castillo, Fernando 49 Claure, Aida 49

Castillo, Jonathan 84, 151 Cochran, Whitney 14, 72

Castillo, Jose 71 Coello, Chirle 60

Castle, William 49 Coello, Martha 72, 149

Castro, Andres 49 Coello, Yuri 60

Castro, Briseida 60 Cofield, Charles 43,49

Castro, Pablo 60 Cohen, Parvaneh 97

Castro, Wilmer 49 Cole, Godfrey 62

Cathell, Jasmine 17 Coleson, Katherine 37, 62

Cathell, Yasmine 14,71 Coleson, Michael 25, 37,

Caussin, Shirley 49 84, 151

Cauthen, Coach 151 Colindres, Eva72

Cavanaugh, Daniel 43, 49, Collado, Lissette 49

52, 153 Colley, Devan 84

Cavanaugh, Matt 29 Comings, Daniel 62

Cavanaugh, Matthew 72 Coneys, Erick 62

Centeno, Wardis 60 Conrad, Carlos 4,62

Chacaltana, Marlon 72

Chakerian, Stephen 60

Challey, Zainab 49

Chambi-Rojas, Jenny 72

Chandler, Ayana 60, 158

Chapins, Barbara 60

Chapman, Stephanie 60

Chatter, Cherish 40, 81, 84

Chaudhri, Atia 72

Chaudhri, Usman 49

Chavez, Laura 17, 49, 50

Chavez, Nelson

Chavez, Silvia 60

Chen, Qinjie 72

Chevez, Angel49

Chhim, Sokha 42

72

Constans, Philip 153

Constans, Phillip 49

Constantinides, Lynette

97

Coogan, Colleen 97

Coogan, Ms. 43

Corbett, Valerie 84

Corcoran, Kristen 42

Corcoran, Kristin 62,

173

Cordero, David 62

Corea, David 84

Cornejo, Felipe 32

Cornejo, Luis 72

Coronado, Jose 49

Coronado, Raquel 84

Coronado, Vanessa 62,

165

Coronel, Roger 62

Corrales, Diego 49

Cossio, Edson 62

Cossio, Yergon 62

Coughlin, Michael 97

Country, Cross 144,

145

Covaleski, Aaron 26,62

Covarrubias, Brenda 10, 42,

48

Coy, Michael 42,49, 153

Crew, Boys' 202, 203

Crew, Girls' 204, 205

Cromartie, Dominique

62

Cruickshank, John 36,37

Cruickshank, Lauren 36, 37,

84

Cruse, Brian 72

Cruz, Daniel 72

Cruz, Darien 62

Cruz, Elizabeth 84

Cruz, Lizeth 49

Cruz, Marbin 49

Cuellar, Skharlenth 44

Cunningham, Zacchaeus

49

Cunningham, Zachai•iah

224 index



151

useyoum, Mebebs 49

Custer, Alexandra 49,

72

155

62

151,

62

49

19, 62,

D'Costa, Philip

Dabney, Unika

Dadouche, Hicham
Dahlsom, Peter

152

Dahlstrom, Peter

Dale, Billy 49

Davies, Christen

Davis, Daniel 17, 42, 43, 49

Davis, Donta 49

Davis, Heather

155, 158, 189
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California residents endure drastic

electricity shortages in the fall. To

support energy conservation measures

Jay Leno stages an "unplugged" episode

of NBC's "The Tonight Show."

H

Democrats gain majority control of the

Senate for the first time since 199<

Vermont Senator James Jeffords I

the Republican Party because of h

f*v
z Argentina's economy collapses,

sparking deadly anti-government

protests and looting as the country

reaches an unemployment rate of 1 8%
and a budget deficit of $1 1 billion.

>U During a year marked by

economic recession, Americans

open their hands, and wallets,

to much-anticipated IRS

rebate checks.

Daniel Luna, AP.Wide Wortd Photos

-

Spending Your IRS
Tax Rebate Check

Today?
Here's how...



into a Queens neighborhood in New

York City on November 12, killing

all 255 people on board. Structural

failure of the plane's tail assem bly

apparently causes theTragedy.

Timothy McVeigh is executed by

lethal injection for destroying the

Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building

in April 1995, killing 168 people .

Yedioth Aharonoth/AFP

1s
Violent Israeli-Palestinian

confrontations escalate as Prime

Minister Ariel Sharon and PLO Leader

Yasser Arafat struggle to find an

answer to their countries' ongoing

hatred for one another.

1 After Houston energy giant Enron

collapses, thousands lose their life

savings, accounting firm Arthur

Andersen encounters accusations of

unethical practices, and the General

Accounting Office sues the Executive

Branch for confidential transcripts in

its investigation of the scandal.

4- U.S. and allied forces mount Operation

Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan, driving

the repressive Taliban regime from power.

4 President Bush establishes a new cabinet position,

Director of Homeland Security, to coordinate the fight

against domestic terrorism. Former Pennsylvania

governor Tom Ridge becomes the first incumbent.

i

sU As Operation

Enduring Freedom

begins, the U.S.

military airdrops

food rations to

the starving people

of Afghanistan.
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-> Combination PDAs and

cellular phones take portable

communication to the next

level of convenience.

4- American surgeons in New York perform the first remote

control surgery. Signals sent through fiber-optic lines

enable robotic surgical arms to operate on a gallbladder

patient in France.

Of Yorpas Nilas SPUPhoto fltstai 1s
Scientists at Massachusetts

General Hospital discover that

beauty triggers a brain response

in men that is similar to reactions

to cocaine and money.

<- President Bush approves stem cell

research, but only on cells already

extracted. The research is highly

controversial because extracting

the cells kills human embryos.

Bruce Bedlord/AP/Wide World Photos!

t Winter weather buffs are left

out in the heat as Americans

experience record warm

temperatures across the country

in December and January.

-» Scientists report that vast fields f

of carbon dioxide ice are eroding £

from the poles of Mars. Over time, I

this could possibly prompt the
|

return of water to the Red Planet. *



1s A new class of giant squid is

discovered. The new squid can grow

to lengths of 25 feet, and has fins and

10 spidery arms with elbows.

nU The Segway Human Transporter, a gyro-controlled

scooter invented by Dean Kamen, is tested by police

and postal workers in several states.

Reuters/Jim Bourg/Getty Images

4> The AbioCor, the world's first fully implantable

artificial heart, is given to 59-year-old Robert Tools.

Sadly, Tools passes away in December from

unrelated causes.



The American economy enters a

recession in March 2001, and the

situation worsens significantly after

September 11. Unemployment rises

to its highest rate in six years.

#-» Winnie the Pooh, fondly known

by countless children and

adults as "the tubby little

cubby all stuffed with fluff,"

celebrates his 75th birthday.

«^-

4> Popular shoemaker Vans releases

a shoe of a different color—white shoes

£ H t^
that turn yellow ' p |nk or Dlue in tne sun| 'Q nt -

Marnie Crawford Samuelson

Lifestyle

M&M/MARS acknowledges the

growing Hispanic American

population with a new M&M's

flavor "dulce de leche,"

the caramelized sweetened

condensed milk mixture

popular in Latin America.

*- Hollywood pledges support for

New York after the September 1

1

terrorist attacks by making a variety

of "I Love NY" fashion statements.

-> In the new arcade game Dance

Dance Revolution, players

watch a dance pattern onscreen

and duplicate the moves on a

corresponding dance floor.



^ Hoping to perpetuate its

mystique with motorcycle fans,

Harley-Davidson unveils the

V-Rod, its first new "hog" in

a half-century.

4/ Teens across the country are on

a roll with retro style roller skates

and the newest fad: shoes with

retractable wheels.

1s Bobbleheads make a comeback,

representing not only sports figures

but also pop music superstars such

as 'NSYNC.

©20O2 Photodisc. Inc.

1s The Journal of the American

Medical Association reports that

childhood obesity has reached

epidemic proportions thanks in

part to larger fast food servings

and in-school soda machines.

Cover Girl turns lips into a work

of art with LipArt. The new fad

comes complete with stencils, a

freestyle lip brush and 26 shades

for creating unique lip designs.

Extreme soda drinkers receive

another huge jolt of caffeine

as Mountain Dew introduces

its newest beverage— cherry

flavored Code Red.

<- Topps releases an "Enduring Freedom" card set

featuring portraits and bios of many leaders

involved, including President Bush and Secretary

of Defense Donald Rumsfeld.

4^ At 10:45 a.m. September 11, Fox News Channel

introduces the headline ticker. Other networks follow,

creating a non-stop flood of headlines. Each "crawl"

rotates nearly 80 headlines in a 7- to 15-minute loop.

I <- The American flag shows up anywhere and

everywhere as patriots across the country display

their support for U.S. troops battling in Operation

Enduring Freedom.
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<- Shrek and Donkey, voiced

by Mike Myers and Eddie

Murphy, hit the theaters

to teach a valuable lesson

about true love in Shrek.

-> MTV. the first television

I network devoted exclusively

| to popular music, celebrates

= its 20th anniversary.

* CBS's "Late Show with David

Letterman" helps people cope with

their emotions in the weeks after

the September 1 1 terrorist attacks.

Photolest

Russell Crowe receives his third

straight Oscar nomination for

Best Actor with his challenging

role as a paranoid-schizophrenic

in A Beautiful Mind.
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Entertainment

1s 1970s Swedish band Abba enjoys

revival in the Broadway smash hit

Mamma Mia! The musical features

three intertwined love stories and

over 20 of Abba's greatest hits.

<- The Emmy Awards for Best Actress

and Best Supporting Actress in a

Comedy go to CBS's "Everybody

Loves Raymond" stars Patricia

Heaton and Doris Roberts.

1s The WB scores a flyaway hit

with "Smallville," the story of

Superman's high school years.

The show stars newcomer Tom

Welling as the young Superman.

-> Actor Josh Hartnett solidifies

his role as a leading man

in Hollywood with a pair of

blockbuster war movies: Pearl

Harbor and Black Hawk Down.
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1s
Entertainers and major TV networks

come together in historic fashion for

the "America: A Tribute to Heroes"

telethon, raising over $150 million

for September 1 1 relief efforts.

4- Nintendo's Gamecube and

Microsoft's X-Box enter the video

game market to compete with

Sony's smash-hit PlayStation 2.

AP/Wide World Photos

1s The Lord of the Rings: The

Fellowship of the Ring, the first

movie of J. R.R.Tolkien's fantasy

trilogy, receives 13 Oscar

nominations including Best Picture.

vU Steven Spielberg and Tom Hanks

collaborate to produce the

10-episode HBO World War II

epic Band of Brothers, based

on the best-selling book by

Stephen Ambrose.

Kiefer Sutherland stars in Fox's

Golden Globe winner "24." The

show is delivered in two dozen

real-time episodes based on one

action-packed day in the life of

fictional CIA agent Jack Bauer.

-T Popular WB TV series "Buffy the

Vampire Slayer" receives rave

reviews for presenting an entire

episode as a musical.

1s Sony Pictures, Warner Bros., Universal, MGM
and Paramount movie studios discuss the joint

creation of Moviefly— the first Internet-based

downloadable movie rental system.



<- Popular rapper Ja Rule is

nominated for the 2002 NAACP

Image Awards Outstanding

Hip-Hop/Rap Artist for the

song "Livin' It Up."

-» Singer/actress Aaliyah is killed

in a private plane crash in the

Bahamas. During her eight-year

career, Aaliyah released three hit

CDs and appeared in several

feature films.

4- Musicians join together for several concerts, including The Concert

for New York City, to pay tribute to the victims and raise money for

recovery efforts after the September 11 terrorist attacks.

<t The music from the hit movie Brother, Where Art Thou?

becomes country music's top-seller for 2001 and receives

a Grammy nomination for Album of the Year.

Music

Irw

t~ Neil Young's song "Let's Roll"

celebrates the spirit of the

passengers who overtook

hijackers on Flight 93 in

Pennsylvania on September 1 1

.

<- Colombian music sensation Shakira

brings her high-energy Latin pop to

the U.S. with her first English-language

album, Laundry Service.

1s To benefit AIDS research and

September 1 1 relief efforts U2's

Bono recruits musicians to record

Marvin Gaye's "What's Going On."

Participating artists include Nelly

Furtado, Fred Durst, Gwen Stefani

Moby and many more.

-» Modern rock group Incubus

storms onto the music scene

with the release of the widely

acclaimed album Morning View.



Reuters/Ethan Miller/Las Vegas Sun/Getty Images

1s Irish rock group U2's Elevation

Tour is the top-grossing tour of

the year, earning 112 the title of

Band of the Year from both Spin

and Rolling Stone magazines.

Shawn Baldwm/AP/Wide World Photos

Alicia Keys wins two American

Music Awards for Favorite New

Artist in both the Pop/Rock and

the Soul/R&B categories for her

debut release Songs in A Minor.

VvfrN

4/ Fatboy Slim wins six MTV Video

Music Awards for his video for the

song "Weapon of Choice," featuring

a dancing Christopher Walken.

4- Country singer Tim McGraw wins

five Billboard Music Awards,

including Country Album of the

Year for Greatest Hits.

#

1s Legendary Beatles' guitarist George

Harrison, the so-called "Quiet Beatle,"

dies after a three-year battle with cancer.

nI/ Rock bands like PO.D. use their faith to

help bring the Christian rock/pop music

message into the mainstream music scene.

1s Limp Bizkit guitarist Wes

Borland leaves the band to

pursue his own musical career.

I
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<- The 14-point underdog New

England Patriots shock NFL viewers

by kicking a dramatic last-second

field goal to upset the St. Louis

Rams 20-17 in Super Bowl XXXVI.

-> Michael Jordan, 38, returns to the

. NBA with the Washington Wizards.

| Jordan fills arenas nationwide and

| propels the previously doormat

I
Wizards to instant respectability

I with an over-500 record.

2001
WORLD Sf
CHAMPI

4> Swedish golf superstar Annika

Sorenstam wins the 2001 money title,

eight tournaments and Player of the

Year, and sets over 30 LPGA records,

including the all-time low score of 59.
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David Martin/AP/Wide World Photos

"I
s Former Georgia high school

homecoming queen Ashley Martin

becomes the first female to score

in Division 1-AA college football

by kicking three extra points for

Jacksonville State.

David Zalubowski/AP/Wide World Photos

t The Colorado Avalanche skate to

victory in the 2001 NHL Finals

against the New Jersey Devils,

marking the first Stanley Cup win

for 20-year veteran Ray Bourque.

4- Future Hall of Famers Tony Gwynn, Mark McGwire and Cal Ripken Jr.

all retire from major league baseball at the end of the 2001 season.

Reuters NewMedia IncVCorbis Bill Greenblatt/Corbis Sygma Kevin Sullivan/OCfVWirelmage.com

The NFL season begins on a

tragic note when Minnesota

Vikings tackle Korey Stringer

collapses at practice

and dies a day later from

heatstroke complications.

-> America welcomes athletes from all over the

world to Salt Lake City, Utah, to compete in

the 2002 Winter Olympics.

^ On their way to an undefeated season and

undisputed NCAA Football national championship

the Miami Hurricanes roll over the Nebraska

Cornhuskers 37-14 in the 2002 Rose Bowl.
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«- An estimated 350 search-and-rescue

dogs brave fire, dehydration, toxic

fumes and rubble collapse as they

comb the World Trade Center

wreckage for survivors and victims.

-> Terrorist mastermind Osama bin

Laden tops the FBI's most wanted

list for his role in the September

11 terrorist attacks.

g
CAUTION

REWARD

< Sarah Jane Olson, once known as 4* Hired <

Kathleen Soliah, is charged with USA B

domestic terrorism as a member senior:

of the Symbionese Liberation McCat

Army in the 1970s and sentenced to fina

to 20 years to life. throug

mwmi
loin m

-l Hired as campus spokesmen for First

USA Bank, New Jersey high school

seniors Chris Barrett and Luke

McCabe become the first students

to finance their college educations

through corporate sponsorship.

-> Actress/singer

Jennifer Lopez

marries dancer/

choreographer

Cris Judd

in September.

't- Wendy's founder and

familiar television figure

Dave Thomas succumbs

to liver cancer at age 69.

John Walker Lindh, a 20-year-old

California native, becomes a prisoner

of war after he is found in Afghanistan

fighting for the Taliban forces. As a

US. citizen, Walker may face charges

of treason.

1" NBC's TV game show "The

Weakest Link" gains popularity

thanks to the assertive

demeanor of British

hostess Anne Robinson.

* The future king of England, Prince

William of Wales, 19, enters

the University of St. Andrews

in southeastern Scotland.
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